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Introduction
While the Government of Romania demonstrates support to the sector development through 
policy adjustments, tax reductions and financial incentives, the statistics suggest that Romania’s 
Travel and Tourism potential yet still to be exploited. In the past three years, Romania enjoyed 
an increase of 44% in international arrivals and reached 2.7 million. Although the growth is 
impressive, the country still records one of the lowest results on the EU28 scale.

According to a variety of industry experts, analyzing the country’s tourism offer, market base, 
and marketing programs, Romania possesses a rich mix of unique, world-class natural, cultural, 
medical and spa assets that are ready to be leveraged. The primary challenge is three-fold: (1) 
improve the visitor services linked to these assets (infrastructure, transport, accommodations, 
site management through innovation and digitalization), (2) better coordinate between the state 
and private agencies at all levels to further promote small and medium business development 
and to reduce the human capital deficit, and (3) engage in more effective marketing initiatives 
to make the world’s highest spending outbound markets more aware of the assets and the 
unique travel experiences which Romania can offer. 

On marketing and promotion side, three overarching tasks to address are 1) improve tourism-
related data collection and enhancing Ministry of Tourism’s (MoT) data analysis capacities, 
systems and infrastructure, and fully utilizing the benefits of the Tourism Satellite Accounts 
(TSA) to better inform the government on the required adaptations to the dynamics to the 
sector, 2) use the data to refocus and enhance the country’s tourism marketing efforts, and 3) 
enhance the tourism product offers and overall visitor experiences, to promote positive “word 
of mouth” and social media advertising, and generate repeated visits. 

The purpose of this document, prepared through a public-private dialogue and with support 
from the World Bank, is to:

 � Understand where the sector is now in tourism development terms, and the challenges 
and opportunities

 � Define a vision for the future development of the industry
 � Create a roadmap for achieving the set targets
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Strategy Development Process
This strategy development work was initiated by the Government as a follow up on the Strategy 
Unit Program. The process was split into two phases to assess the sector and the plan ahead, 
resulting in two reports, comprising:

 � Volume 1 – Rapid assessment of the tourism sector in Romania (this report).
 � Volume 2 – Strategy and Action Plans.

The rapid-assessment process was launched with a detailed review of the prior studies and 
available data, inter-governmental meetings, interviews with industry leaders, and consultations 
with public and private representatives. Actions to address the challenges identified through 
this participatory planning process and included in this document are presented in Volume 2 
of this report. 

This volume provides rapid analysis of the current state of Romania’s tourism industry and the 
challenges and opportunities it faces in attempting to sustainably grow the industry over the 
next decade. It is organized under the following chapters:

Chapter 1: Sector overview. The chapter covers an overview of the economic sector in the country, 
indicators and trends from the recent years, what reforms took place and how they supported 
the development of the industry. The section on Global Tourism Trends vs Tourism in Romania 
dives into International Tourism Arrivals, International Tourism Receipts and Durations of Stay, 
the purpose of travel, regions and places visited, seasonality, transportation and connectivity, 
and offers comparisons with neighboring economies of the similar scale.

Chapter 2: Governance and regulations. The chapter describes the structure of tourism 
governance in Romania and provides an overview of other tourism organizations, including from 
the public, private, NGO sectors at regional and local levels. What are their roles in developing 
the sector, what are the coordination mechanisms; how the sector is regulated.

Chapter 3: Tourism Products and Offers. Romania is blessed with a wide range of unique, world-
class cultural and natural tourism resources. The challenge is to bring related visitor services, 
including access (e.g., access roads, public transport, directional signs), interpretation (e.g., 
guide services, events, interpretive signs), and accommodations, up to that same international 
standards. While major tourism-related infrastructure investments are now underway or being 
planned, there is more work to be done to improve access to some of the country’s most 
authentic and unique cultural and nature heritage sites, improve road safety and accompanying 
infrastructure, enhance conservation and valorization of cultural heritage and promote wise 
stewardship of environmental resources. This section offers analysis of tourism products and 
offerings, covering the main tourism attractions in natural, cultural, historical and religious 
heritage, national parks, reserves and caves, museums and galleries, and MICE.
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Chapter 4: Human Capital Development. All of the challenges described in this document in 
one way or the other may derive from the human resource capacity, in both the public and 
private sector. Specific challenges include more opportunities for innovative approaches 
to experiential learning, improved curricula at universities (when is related to the subject of 
education of tourism management) and vocational training centers, and implementation of 
targeted training and certification programs for hospitality business services. The objective is 
to create a better link between industry workforce needs and the country’s education practices, 
including the training and certification programs. The chapter overviews the current practices 
and how the education system is organized to support the tourism development and meet the 
challenges of the sector.

Chapter 5: Marketing, promotion and communicating with Tourists. The tourism industry 
is unlike any other business. Instead of a product, countries sell destinations, experiences or 
places and all the things they have to offer. This chapter covered an overview of the previous 
marketing initiatives and practices, looked into the social media analysis, discussed what are the 
opportunities to run more effective campaigns to increase the number of visitor exports and 
international receipts. Identified the challenges to and opportunities for enhancing marketing 
and promotion of Romania as a world-class tourist destination.

Chapter 6: Romania as a Tourism Destination – Exposed Strengths and Weaknesses. The section 
summarizes the strengths and challenges drawn from the analysis presented in these reports 
and discussed during the consultations with the stakeholders.

The strategy (Volume 2) addresses the identified challenges and opportunities and is centered 
around three tiers to serve as a blueprint for sustainable tourism growth in Romania to:

 � further strengthen Romania as a premier, year-round, world-class tourism destination 
which meets the EU standards in product and service delivery;

 � cherish the people, tradition, places, natural and cultural heritage of Romania;
 � increase the visibility and reputation of Romania at the world’s premium tourism markets.

The strategy and action items that have been defined to achieve the vision are presented in 
Volume 2: Strategy and Action Plans.
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Chapter 1: Sector Overview

Country Economic overview

After years of growth, in 2008, due to the global financial crisis, Romania experienced a deep 
recession. Growth has resumed, as the GDP has almost reached its all-time highest value in 2017. 
Romania’s GDP, recorded a growth of 7 percent in 2017 in real terms, to RON 856.35 bln (EUR 
187.5 bln)1. Growth was led by private consumption (up 8.8% year-on-year [y-o-y]), fueled by tax 
cuts, hikes in minimum and public-sector wages, and increases in pensions. On the production 
side, the main drivers were information and communications technology (ICT) (up 10.9% y-o-y), 
industry (up 8% y-o-y), and agriculture (up 18.3% y-o-y), the latter benefiting from good weather 
conditions. The growth is expected to remain solid in 2018, fueled by additional fiscal relaxation 
measures. GDP is expected to expand by 5.1% in 2018, driven by the fiscal stimulus and aided 
by a resurgent EU2.

The National Bank of Romania (NBR) projects annual inflation to reach 3.5% at end of 2018, 
above the upper limit of the NBR target band. In the absence of corrective measures, the fiscal 
deficit is projected to reach 3.3% of GDP in 2018, which would place Romania on a trajectory 
towards re-entering the Excessive Deficit Procedure of the EU. However, the Government has 
stated that, as in 2017, it would be ready to promote adjustment measures should the deficit 
threaten the 3% ceiling. The widening of the fiscal deficit would push public debt up to 46.8% 
of GDP at end of 2020.

Following the tax reform in 2014, the Government introduced a set of actions, resulting in tax 
relief for business and workforce in different areas, positively reflecting on the tourism industry. 
In October 2014, the retirement contribution of the employer was cut from 20.8% to 15.8%. In 
June 2015, Value Added Tax (VAT) was reduced from 24% to 9% for food and beverage products 
and hospitality services, and then in September 2018, it was further reduced to 5%. In January 
2016 a general VAT tax dropped from 24% to 20%. In January 2017 with yet another cut, VAT 
arrived at 19%. Additionally, in 2016 a tax on dividends was lowered from 16% to 5%. According 
to the new fiscal code the city tax has been replaced by a destination advertising tax which can 
be decided by the local authorities.

1 National Institute of Statistics
2 World Bank. http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/119621524127061283/Romania-Snapshot-Spring2018.pdf
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By analyzing data provided by the Romanian Trade Registry, the private sector influenced by 
tourism (companies active under code NACE for hotels and restaurants, events, commerce and 
constructions), such fiscal policies show the following general effects after 4 years (comparing 
2014 and 2017) :

 � Revenues have increased with 18,10% (on average);
 � Net losses have decreased by 24,55%
 � Profits are up by 66,08%;
 � The medium number of employees has decreased by -3,65% (policies on workforce not 

showing improved effects);
 � Micro companies show the highest increase percentage in declared profits (92%);
 � Medium companies are the only ones reporting an increase in employee numbers (2,92%).

Furthermore, the Government is demonstrating continuous support to the sector by issuing 
travel vouchers to the public servants, offering grants and investment incentives to the private 
sector through a number of programs, such as “Start-Up Nation” and “The First Leisure Center”.

As of May 2018, Romania has fallen from the eight to the ninth place among the EU member 
states with the lowest unemployment rate, with 4.6% of its workforce trying to find a job3. 
According to Eurostat, Romania’s seasonally adjusted unemployment rate declined to 4.5% in 
June 2018 from 4.6% a month earlier, marking itself at 4.55% on average for the last six months 
(January-June 2018). It was the lowest jobless rate since March, as the number of unemployed 
fell by 9,392 to 403.9 thousand4.

The youth unemployment rate5 in Romania stood at 16.80% in March 2018 and averaged at 
19.66% from 1997 until 2018, reaching an all-time high of 26.10% in October 2011 and a record 
low of 15.30% in January 1998.6 In the first six months of 2018, Romania’s youth unemployment 
rate averaged at 16.8%, which is slightly higher than EU’s average of 15.1%7. 

Tourism Contribution to the National Economy

The data on Tourism and Travel’s direct contribution to GDP from the Tourism Satellite Account 
(TSA) in Romania suggests that the indicator marked RON 17,1 bln, representing 2,4% of GDP 
in 20158. 

For the consistency of the analysis in the table below, the team considered the NACE I Code 
classification (hospitality sector represented by all types of accommodations, food and 

3 Aggregated from http://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/quickview.do?SERIES_KEY=132.STS.M.RO.S.UNEH.RTT000.4.000
4 Ibid
5 Youth unemployment refers to the share of the labor force ages 15-24 without work but available for and seeking employment (modeled ILO 

estimate).
6 https://tradingeconomics.com/romania/youth-unemployment-rate
7 https://www.statista.com/statistics/266228/youth-unemployment-rate-in-eu-countries/
8 Eurostat and the National Institute of Statistics do not offer information about direct contribution of travel and tourism to GDP. They cover the a 

general industry sector, that is inclusive of travel and tourism as well. The WTTC data has been omitted at the request of the Client.
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beverages and events) and retrieved the respective data from the Eurostat portal.

The number of enterprises, operating in the hospitality industry is fairly well presented in 
Romania. The country ranked 16 out of 28 states. At the sub-regional level, Romania is ahead of 
Slovakia only.

Production value places Romania in the second half of EU28 list with 18th rating and with EUR 
3,9 bln and being ahead of Hungary, Bulgaria and Slovakia, while Czech, Poland, Greece and 
Austria rank higher. 

Gross investments in tangible goods in hospitality activities place Romania slightly higher than 
the average. Only Poland and Greece exceed Romania.

When comparing competing EU markets for the number of employees in the sector, in 2016 
Romania ranked 11, with 168,887 employees. Poland, Austria and Greece took a lead, while 
Bulgaria, Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia declared lower employment and ranked lower.

However, when comparing the average annual salary per employee (for all types of employment, 
including full time, seasonal and part time), Romania ranked very low at the 27th place, followed 
by Bulgaria, being the last on the list. This evidence of low pays can well explain why Romania 
and the tourism sector face human capital deficit.

The table below summarizes Romania’s main hospitality industry related economic indicators 
and their ranking compared the to competing economies in the region.

Table 1: Romanian Tourism Main Economic Indicators9

Enterprises 
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(Number)

Production Value 
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(EUR bln)

6 Greece 118,052 8 Austria 18,980

8 Czech Republic 60,120 13 Greece 7,939

10 Poland 54,833 15 Poland 7,604

12 Austria 47,474 17 Czech Republic 5,318

14 Hungary 29,976 18 Romania 3,995

15 Bulgaria 27,032 20 Hungary 2,959

16 Romania 25,612 22 Bulgaria 1,814

18 Slovakia 18,048 25 Slovakia 1,487

Gross Investments  
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(EUR mln)

Employees  
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(‘000 jobs)

9 Austria 1,088 7 Greece 379,905

11 Greece 806 9 Austria 253,704

13 Poland 629 10 Poland 193,704

14 Romania 549 11 Romania 168,887

16 Czech Republic 394 14 Bulgaria 122,709

19 Bulgaria 270 16 Hungary 119,089

9 Eurostat- http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=sbs_na_1a_se_r2&lang=en
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Gross Investments  
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(EUR mln)

Employees  
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(‘000 jobs)

22 Hungary 224 17 Czech Republic 116,174

23 Slovakia 155 21 Slovakia 47,776

Total Wages and Salaries 
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(EUR mln)

Average Wages and Salaries 
(Hospitality, Accommodation and Food)

2016  
(EUR)

8 Austria 4,734 7 Austria  18,659 

12 Greece 2,289 20 Czech Republic  7,269 

16 Poland 1,217 21 Poland  6,283 

17 Czech Republic 844 22 Greece  6,025 

19 Romania 668 23 Slovakia  5,766 

20 Hungary 646 24 Hungary  5,425 

24 Bulgaria 404 27 Romania  3,960 

25 Slovakia 276 28 Bulgaria  3,290 

It is fair to conclude that Romania ranks fairly low on all tourism related indicators. Romania’s 
potential in travel and tourism industry and its natural and cultural assets may become the 
foundation to turn this potential into one of the drivers for the Romanian Economy.

Table 2: Hospitality sector and private sector activity for top 10 destinations in 201710 
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Bucharest 1 1 1350 16,64 11,90 2112483 639 40953 11,79 26,94 25,53 35,75 2,0 16,83

Brasov 5 2 129 7,66 5,94 289878 445 5236 17,98 37,26 32,20 12,56 1,2 0,00

Constanta 2 3 188 32,41 17,20 314816 598 7329 21,89 44,89 33,22 0,00 0,6 4,55

Cluj- Napoca 3 4 175 23,63 13,48 323484 542 6641 23,14 47,47 29,40 0,00 0,5 3,88

Sibiu 7 5 74 10,52 14,14 169177 440 2592 25,16 40,83 34,01 0,00 0,4 3,28

Timisoara 4 6 133 19,74 14,81 330014 404 4933 20,19 44,02 28,56 7,23 0,3 2,75

Sinaia 12 7 35 6,72 19,35 11258 3087 1326 8,57 29,75 61,68 0,00 0,3 2,42

Iasi 6 8 108 15,50 14,34 373507 289 4213 17,76 35,85 34,61 11,78 0,3 2,39

Oradea 8 9 61 6,45 10,49 221796 277 2830 79,00 120,47 89,94 0,00 0,2 1,84

Predeal 36 10 9 1,55 17,01 5046 1800 452 30,60 67,16 2,24 0,00 0,2 1,73

The analysis empowered by the data from National Trade Registry shows that:

 � Bucharest’s hospitality industry generates more revenue (EUR 1,350 bln) than all of the 
other cities’ private tourism sectors combined; however, besides Brasov and Oradea, it has 
the lowest profitability rate (11,90%); it employs 40,953 people, almost 15% of all tourism 

10 Analysis: World Bank. Data: Trade Register of Romania
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related jobs in Romania - the only city were large companies make up for an important 
part of the market (hotel and restaurant chains employing more than 250 people);

 � Constanta has the second largest hospitality market, with EUR 188 mln in revenues, as 
well as the highest profitability rate, besides Sinaia (19,35%), highly seasonal destinations 
make up for the biggest profit rates (over 17%) - Predeal, Sinaia, Constanta; however, 
Constanta is also the second largest employer in the industry (7,329);

 � Cluj-Napoca is the third highest grosser of Romanian tourism destinations, with EUR 175 
mln (very close to Constanta), with a 13,48% profit rate, employing 6641 people;

 � Timisoara and Brasov follow closely. It is surprising that Brasov registers less economic 
activities than Cluj or Timisoara, as it is the second most visited city in Romania (possible 
causes may include lower numbers in business tourism or local consumption, smaller 
population, or certain degree of shade economy); it also holds the lowest profitability 
(6%) and it employs slightly over 5,000 people;

 � Iasi ranks 6th in revenue, it has a 14% profitability, it employs 4,213 people in the industry, 
however it has one of the lowest indicators of tourism revenue per inhabitant, alongside 
Oradea (with EUR 61 mln revenues, 10% profitability and 2,830 employees)

 � Sibiu revenues are low (EUR 74 mln) considering that this is the 5th most visited destination. 
However, according to the indicator fractioning tourism revenue per inhabitant, it scores a 
similar value to top destinations (above EUR 400);

 � Sinaia and Predeal are the only resorts it in the list. Their activity revolves around tourism. 
They reached lower numbers (EUR 34 and 9 mln) and may not be very relevant to the 
national economic scale. However, the livelihood of the local communities is laregly 
dependent on tourism. Significant portion of the residents are employed by the sector, 
and the revenue/inhabitant indicator scored high values (over EUR 1,800 for Predeal and 
EUR 3,087 Eur for Sinaia).
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Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index

According to the Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index, 2017 edition, developed by the World 
Economic Forum (WEF) Romania ranks 68 out of 136 countries11, Bulgaria is 45th, Czech Republic 
39th, Hungary 49th, and Ukraine 88th.

Chart 1: Romania - Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index

 

Romania’s scores included: 

 � Prioritization of Travel & Tourism 108th
 � Ground and port infrastructure 92nd
 � Price competitiveness 85th
 � Air transport infrastructure 82nd
 � Human resources and labor market 81st
 � Business environment 76th
 � Natural resources 68th
 � Cultural resources and business travel 46th
 � Tourist service infrastructure 62nd
 � ICT readiness 60th
 � International Openness 45th
 � Environmental sustainability 43rd
 � Safety and security 39th
 � Health and hygiene 31st

Romania ranks 1st in Index of terrorism incidence, followed by leading position in hotel price index 
with 10th rank globally. Access to improved drinking water, HIV prevalence, and the presence of 
major car rental companies are also at the first levels. While Romania meets the average score 
for most of the indicators, the country ranked lowest on government’s prioritization of travel 
and tourism industry and on the effectiveness of marketing and branding to attract tourists. 
Both indicators shared the same 131st position out of 136, followed by the quality of Tourism 
Infrastructure, being at 129. 

11 http://reports.weforum.org/travel-and-tourism-competitiveness-report-2017/country-profiles/#economy=ROU
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The team compared Romania’s tourism competitiveness with selected countries as the main 
source markets and competitors with indicators directly connected to tourism. 37 countries 
were grouped by the EU and non-EU member states, and those who are directly competing 
with Romania on the selected tourism products. 

The analysis show that on the Tourism Demand Side Romania’s strengths and potential for further 
growth are Hotel Price Index (10th), number of UNESCO nature sites (46th), Attractiveness of 
Natural Assets (62nd), Total Protected Areas (38th), number of UNESCO cultural sites (36th), and 
number Oral & Intangible Cultural Heritage (25th). On all of these listed indicators, Romania 
ranks higher than the averages for the EU, South-East Europe (EU and Non-EU States), and the 
immediate neighborhood (Bulgaria, Hungary, Moldova, Serbia and Ukraine). 

On the supply side, Romania’s comparative advantage is fairly limited and while the ratings 
are lower than those of the EU, it still does better than some of those from the SE Europe. 
On Terrorism Index (safety) Romania ranked 1st, on number of Operating Airlines Romania’s 
performance is rated as 51st, and on the number of International Meetings (MICE) the ranking 
is 44. There is a lot of room to improve on two important indicators, such as Natural Tourism 
Digital demand and Cultural and Entertainment Digital Demand, where Romania falls behind 
the EU’s average, but still does better than the neighboring countries.

Based on the analysis above, number of assumptions and general knowledge empowered by 
the available supplementary studies, the immediate competing destinations for Romania in the 
region may include: 

 � Nature and Adventure: Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Croatia. 
 � History and Culture: Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and Moldova. 
 � Health and Wellness: Hungary, Bulgaria and Czech Republic
 � Food and Wine: Moldova, Macedonia and Bulgaria
 � City Breaks: Turkey, Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland
 � MICE: Austria, Germany, Russia and Serbia 
 � Sea and Sun: Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Ukraine, Croatia, Montenegro, Albania
 � Mountains and Skiing: Austria, Switzerland, Italy and Bulgaria

Further analysis of tourism offerings is included in the Tourism Products section of this report.

Global Trends

Globally, China continues to lead the top spenders list with the annual spending of USD 258 bln. 
This is a 5% increase from the previous year’s mark. The second largest spender on international 
tourism is the United States with USD 135 bln, followed by Germany, UK and France with 84, USD 
63 and 41 bln, respectively. Other source markets outside the Top 5, which showed significant 
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growth in expenditure last year were: Spain, India, Argentina, Qatar, Thailand, Israel, Ireland, 
Ukraine, Vietnam and Egypt.

According to the World Tourism Organization, International tourist arrivals worldwide grew 
for the eighth consecutive year, a sequence of uninterrupted growth not recorded since the 
1960s. Destinations around the globe welcomed 1,323 million international tourist arrivals, 
some 84 million more than in 201613. Europe welcomed 616 million international tourists in 
2016, equivalent to half the world total, an increase of 13 million from 2015. This corresponds 
to 2% growth, reflecting mixed results across individual destinations, with some reporting a 
remarkable performance whilst others recorded weaker results due to security concerns. 
International tourism receipts in Europe grew 1% in real terms to USD 447 bln (euro 404 bln), 
which represents 37% of receipts worldwide. In Central and Eastern Europe, arrivals increased by 
4% in 2016. Many destinations in the Region enjoyed strong results, including Georgia (+19%), 
Slovakia (+17%), Bulgaria (+16%), Romania and Lithuania (both +11%). Hungary and Ukraine 
both recorded a 7% growth in arrivals, while Poland and the Czech Republic both reported 
an increase of 4%. By contrast, the decline in arrivals to the Russian Federation (-9%), the sub-
region’s top destination, weighed down the sub-regional average.

International arrivals outlook for 2018 remains positive. The Africa region is expected to 
maintain the leadership with 5-7%, followed by the Asia and Pacific region at 5-6% growth 
rate. International tourist arrivals worldwide are expected to increase by 3.3% a year between 
2010 and 2030 to reach USD 1.8 bln by 2030, according to UNWTO’s long-term forecast report 
Tourism Towards 2030.

International Tourism Arrivals and Receipts

The tourist arrivals in Romania has been experiencing constant growth for the last years. In 
the last four years, the number of international tourist arrivals increased by 44%. However, the 
growth was not equally followed by the international tourist receipts and average spending per 
arrival. The total of international tourist receipts has increased by 15%, while the spending per 
tourist decreased by 21% in four years. The gap is growing and therefore the Government needs 
to implement immediate measures to diversify the product offer to allow for more spending per 
tourist.

13 World Tourism Organization Annual Report 2017
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Table 4:  Tourist arrivals and receipts and average spending trend (2014-2017)14

Category 2014 2015 2016 2017 Change from 
2014 to 2017

International Tourism Arrivals 1,912 2,235 2,471 2,760 44%

International tourism receipts (EUR mln) 1145 1268 1334 1314 15%

Average expenditure per arrival (EUR)  599  567  540  476 -21%

International Tourist Arrivals in Accommodation Facilities

According to NIS15, in 2017, Europe generated 16,87% of the overall (domestic plus international) 
tourist arrivals in accommodation facilities and 74,23% of all international ones. About the fifth 
of all international arrivals (19,74%) and 5,64% of the overall tourist arrivals are generated by 
neighboring country markets (reachable in reasonable time via road) such as Hungary, Poland, 
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine, Serbia, Bulgaria, Moldova, Austria, Greece and Turkey), . 

The top 5 source country markets (Germany, Israel, Italy, France and the United States of 
America) generate close to 10% of all tourist arrivals in Romania’s facilities and 42,97% of all 
the international ones. Besides Turkey, none of the 14 top source country markets need tourist 
visas to enter Romania. This reinforces a behavioral pattern, that visa regulations and related 
logistical procedures often times are seen as a hindering factor for the potential visitors .

In 2017, the average stay for foreign arrivals marked 1,92 days, while domestic tourism produced 
a slightly higher result with 2,32 days. Such short duration makes it clear that Romania needs to 
further develop its services and products to allow the tourists to stay longer.

Table 5:  International tourist overnight stays in 2017. Top 15 markets16

Overnight stays in 
accommodation 
structures (‘000)

Share of INT’L  
overnight stays (%)

Share of ALL 
 overnight stays (%)

Europe 3859,139 72,94 14,24

Asia 881,106 16,65 3,25

North America 378,639 7,16 1,40

Germany 629,437 11,90 2,32

Israel 661,076 12,49 2,44

Italy 474,790 8,97 1,75

France 294,762 5,57 1,09

UK 290,437 5,49 1,07

Total top 5 markets 2,350,502 44,42 8,68

Hungary 318,028 6,01 1,17

14 Interpretation of data presented in UNWTO, “Tourism Highlights”, 2017 and 2018 Edition - https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419029, 
https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419876

15 The National Institute of Statistics only accounts for those accommodation facilities, which exceed 10 beds. The accommodation facilities offered by 
sharing economies are also not included in the NIS statistics. Therefore, all analyses in this section rely on the data as offered by the NSI. 

16 Analysis: World Bank. Data: National Institute of Statistics, “Romanian Tourism Statistical Abstract, 2017”
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Overnight stays in 
accommodation 
structures (‘000)

Share of INT’L  
overnight stays (%)

Share of ALL 
 overnight stays (%)

US 277,610 5,25 1,02

Poland 196,575 3,72 0,73

Spain 184,334 3,48 0,68

Bulgaria 164,919 3,12 0,61

Moldova 120,345 2,27 0,44

Austria 107,864 2,04 0,40

Holland 105,498 1,99 0,39

Greece 118,247 2,23 0,44

Turkey 105,122 1,99 0,39

Total top 15 markets 4,049,044 76,53 14,95

Total neighboring/
nearby top markets 1,104,012 20,87 4,07

TOTAL 5291,036 100,00 19,53

International Entries through Customs

International entries17 for the past decade, since Romania entered the European Union in 2007, 
demonstrate a 64,54% growth in international circulation to and through Romania, with close 
to 5 million increase. 

Entries originating from neighboring and nearby countries such as Moldova, Bulgaria, Hungary, 
Ukraine, Serbia, Turkey, Poland, Austria constitute 64% of all entries in 2017 (a 4% decrease from 
68% in 2007). However, for most of such countries except for Hungary (entries from Hungary 
have decreased by 15,5% in the last 11 years), entries have grown and almost doubled (Moldova 
87,3%, Bulgaria 103,91%, Ukraine 69,4%) or even tripled for Serbia at 213%.

European tourists staying in Romanian hotels only constitute 20% of all entries through customs 
in Romania, suggesting that Europe generates multiple entries, transit entries, as well as visits 
to friends and family. Those staying with families and friends (although they may still come as 
tourists), at smaller guest houses and properties offered by shared economy (not registered 
by NIS) remain unregistered. Multiple, transit and unmonitored tourist arrivals are the highest 
for neighboring countries, as 96,78% customs entries from Moldova do not end up as tourists 
being accommodated in hotels. The same is valid for 95,67% of Bulgarian entries and 90,95% 
entries in Hungary. However, most entries through Romanian customs from the top 5 tourist 
markets, out which 4 are European countries (Germany, Italy, France and the UK) result in hotel 
arrivals (Germany- 60,66%, Italy- 55,12%, France-72,90%, UK-78,33%).

17 the National Institute of Statistics of Romania collects data on entries registered at any customs office in Romania, by country of origin http://
colectaredate.insse.ro/metadata/viewStatisticalResearch.htm?locale=ro&researchId=221. The data is aggregated from the information retrieved 
from the National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database from August 2018
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Table 6:  International entries in Romania from top 15 origin markets (2007-2017)18 

International entries by 
country of origin

2007 
(‘000)

Share (%) of 
int’l entries

2017  
(‘000)

Share (%) of 
int’l entries

Growth 
2007-2017

Growth  
(%)  

2007-2017

Europe 7,289 94.4 11,366 89.5 4,077 55.9

European Union 4,811 62.3 6,761 53.2 1,950 40.5

Asia 212 2.8 799 6.3 587 276.9

North America 189 2.5 399 3.1 210 111.1

Moldova 1,110 14.4 2,079 16.4 969 87.3

Bulgaria 818 10.6 1,668 13.1 850 103.9

Hungary 1743 22.6 1,472 11.6 -271 -15.6

Ukraine 720 9.3 1,220 9.6 500 69.4

Italy 398 5.2 685 5.4 287 72.1

Total top 5 int’l entries 4,789 62.0 7,124 56.1 2,335 48.8

Germany 473 6.1 614 4.8 141 29.8

Serbia 171 2.2 536 4.2 365 213.5

Israel 105 1.4 514 4.1 409 389.5

Turkey 284 3.7 405 3.2 121 42.6

Poland 191 2.5 348 2.7 157 82.2

France 184 2.4 345 2.7 161 87.5

UK 118 1.5 326 2.6 208 176.3

US 139 1.8 307 2.4 168 120.9

Spain 70 0.9 198 1.6 128 182.9

Austria 218 2.8 174 1.4 -44 -20.2

Total top 15 int’l entries 6,742 87.3 10,891 85.7 4,149 61.5

Total neighboring/
nearby int. entries 5,321 68.9 8,184 64.4 2,863 53.8

Total 7,722 60.8 12,706 100.0 4,984 64.5

Sharing Economy and Romania

Sharing economy is an umbrella term, often used to describe peer to peer economic activity 
providing or sharing access to goods and services involving online transactions. The term has 
gained a lot of recognition over the past few years. With developments in technology, more 
people across the globe become connected using smartphones. The increased demand for the 
services offered by sharing economy means that the it most likely will continue to grow. In fact, 
the sharing economy is expected to grow from about $14 billion in 2014 to $335 billion by the 
year 2025 . 

One key fact about the sharing economy is that millennials are the driving force behind this 
growth. Millennials are now traveling more frequently and spending more money while 
traveling than any other generation. As they travel, they’re seeking personalized and authentic 

18 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, accessed August 2018
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experiences. Services like Airbnb, Couchsurfing and Uber allow them to enjoy the cities in which 
they travel in a more authentic way than staying in a “traditional” hotel room or relying on a 
“traditional” taxi service, in presence of convenient smartphone apps.

Table 7:  AirBnB main indicators for selected destinations19

Indicators Bucharest Cluj Napoca Brasov Sibiu Constanta

Active rentals 3,539 1,406 1,066 837 2,133

Active hosts 1,923 975 658 544 1,448

Average daily rate EUR 35 EUR 41 EUR 39 EUR 39 EUR 79

Percentage of entire home rentals 80% 78% 77% 71% 77%

Average occupancy rate 61% 54% 59% 52% 41%

Average no. of guests/rental 3,8 4 4,1 4,5 4,5

Annual growth 65% 112% 89% 103% 145%

Furthermore, the data retrieved from airdna.co shows that Bucharest is rapidly growing with 
the number of rentals from 312 in 2013 to 3,451 in 2016 and to 7,683 in 2018 , representing an 
average annual growth of 65% for the last eight years. Currently, most offerings represent one-
bedroom rentals (1,557; 53%), followed by two-bedroom ones at 692 (24%) and then studios at 
472 (16%). The average rating of 145,000+ reviews of Airbnb homes stand at 4.7 out of 5 stars. 
The average occupancy rate ranges from 37% in January to 66% in September. The average 
daily rate seems to be stable around the year and stands at EUR 35.

Constanta statistics also enjoy a rapid growth in rentals, growing from 28 in 2013 to 808 in 2016 
and 3,328 in 2017, with average annual growth at 145% . Like Bucharest, one-bedroom rentals 
lead the list with 722 (49%), followed by two-bedroom ones with 496 (34%), and studios at the 
third place with 113 (8%). Given the seasonality factor, the average annual prices here range 
from EUR 33 in October to EUR 101 in August, averaging at annual EUR 79. The occupancy rate 
is the highest in August and stands at 67%, while the lowest is observed in May at 12%.

In Cluj-Napoca, the Airbnb listing has followed the same growth pattern as Bucharest and 
Constanta, increasing from 18 in 2013 to 976 in 2016 and then to 3,164 in 2018 with 112% 
of annual average growth. One-bedroom apartments lead the listing with 453 (53%) offers, 
followed by two-bedroom ones at 312 (32%), and then studios with 134 (14%). The daily average 
rates vary from EUR 32 in September to EUR 56 in August, arriving at EUR 41 for annual average. 
The occupancy rate diverges from 36% in January to 63% in September.

Other shared economy platforms widely available in Romania include - Couchsurfing for 
accommodations, Get Pony, Taxify, Uber and BlackCab for car and ride sharing and Ape Rider for 
bicycle sharing.

19 Dara source: AirDna.co
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The numbers and development trends for the main tourist destinations show that sharing 
economy is booming in Romania. However, there are no laws, regulating the sector and 
informing local and central governments on sustainable development (whether national or 
local), the numbers are not included in the national tourist statistics, offered by National Institute 
of Statistics as well. This may turn into a challenge on various fronts, as sector further picks up.

Many countries have already stepped up and introduced various regulations to ensure 
sustainable growth and informed decision making for tourism development at various levels. For 
instance, in New York City, the host are required to register their homes as rental properties and 
pay taxes; in Paris, the residents can rent their properties only for 120 days a year; in Amsterdam, 
the allowed rental duration has been limited to 30 days per annum; In Barcelona, the hosts are 
obliged to obtain an annual tourist license; in Berlin, the Airbnb rental have been declared as 
legal recently, but under a set of stringent rules; in Tokyo, the Airbnb home owners are required 
to follow the same safety standards as any other hotel.

Purpose of Travel

According to UNWTO, travel for holidays, recreation and leisure accounted for just over half of 
all international tourist arrivals in 2016 (53% or 657 mln). The 13% of all international tourists 
traveled for business and professional purposes, and another 27% traveled for other reasons such 
as visiting friends and relatives (VFR), religious reasons and pilgrimages, health treatment, etc. 
The purpose of visit for the remaining 7% of arrivals was not specified. The data for Romania on 
the purpose of visitors’ travel was not available, thus drawing parallels and offering conclusions 
became impossible.

Regions and Places Visited

After comparing 10 tourist city destinations, for domestic and foreign arrivals in accommodation 
structures, the capital city Bucharest is a leader by far, receiving more than 2 million overnight 
arrivals in 2017, 17% of all such arrivals nation-wide. Hence, it’s safe to say that the capital’s tourist 
influx represents a fifth of all such influx within the country. The next four top destinations were 
Brasov with 600 thousand, Constanta with 553 thousand, Cluj-Napoca with 470 thousand and 
Sibiu with 398 thousand, all compiling another fifth of the total. The total top 5 urban destination 
in Romania collected 34% of all overnight arrivals.

The following five are Timisoara with 333 thousand arrivals, Sinaia - 293, Iasi - 290, Oradea - 222 
and Predeal – 210 thousand. So, the Prahova Valley top destinations and Brasov (the nearest 
mountain corridor to the capital) concentrated half of Bucharest’s visitors, when adding up 
Sinaia, Predeal and Brasov. To notice the fact that both Sinaia and Predeal are not actual urban 
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destinations, but rather mountain resorts. The top 10 destinations listed above add up to almost 
half of all arrivals in Romania.

To observe long-term trends and shifts in destination preferences, the team compared 2007 
and 2017 data on local arrivals (data including both domestic and international arrivals 
extracted from NSI online database). As study showed, Bucharest has doubled its number of 
arrivals in past eleven years, gaining bigger market share (from 13,04% up to 16.83%). Brasov 
has surpassed Constanta, as they traded second and third places, as the first doubled its arrivals, 
while the latter only increased by 22,94%. Cluj-Napoca has witnessed an 80% increase, while 
Sibiu jumped from the 8th place to the 5th, after gaining more than double of its arrivals (200 
thousand yearly arrivals). Out of the top 10, the fastest growing destination is Oradea (231%), 
jumping from the 11th place into the 9th. Timisoara and Sinaia have dropped by one place 
each, having lower growth rates, with Predeal registering the lowest (dropping from the 7th to 
the 10th place, 12% grow in a 83,94% medium increase value for the top 10, and 74,17% for the 
entire country).

Table 8:  Top 10 destinations - arrivals in accommodation facilities (2007-2017)20

Overall arrivals 
by city/resort 
destinations

Rank 
in 

2007

Rank 
in 

2017
2007

Share (%) of 
overall tourist 

arrivals in 
accommodation 

structures

2017

Share (%) of 
overall tourist 

arrivals in 
accommodation 

structures

Change  
(#)

Change 
(%)

Bucharest 1 1  908,921  13.0  2,043,970  16.8  1,135,049  124.9 

Brasov 3 2  292,435  4.2  607,135  5.0  314,700  107.6 

Constanta 2 3  449,605  6.5  552,728  4.6  103,123  22.9 

Cluj- Napoca 4 4  261,343  3.8  470,727  3.9  209,384  80.1 

Sibiu 8 5  186,530  2.7  397,902  3.3  211,372  113.3 

Total top 5 city 
destinations 2,098,834  30.1  4,072,462  33.5  

1,973,628  94.0 

Timisoara 5 6  230,701  3.3  333,458  2.8  102,757  44.5 

Sinaia 6 7  219,664  3.2  293,408  2.4  73,744  33.6 

Iasi 9 8  144,745  2.1  290,066  2.4  145,321  100.4 

Oradea 11 9  67,467  1.0  223,362  1.8  155,895  231.1 

Predeal 7 10  186,810  2.7  210,098  1.7  23,288  12.5 

Total top 10 city 
destinations 2,948,221  42.3  5,422,854  44.7 2,474,633  83.9 

Total 6,971,925  100.0  12,143,346  100.0 5,171,421  74.2 

When analyzing tourist arrivals for the top 5 counties (as micro-regional destinations) for 2017, 
the team observed similar results, as the ranking and trends remain almost the same. Brasov 
gathers 1,2 million arrivals (adding up Predeal and Brasov as flagship destinations of the county). 
Together with the county of Prahova on the 7th position with half a million arrivals (Sinaia and 
other mountain resorts), the previously mentioned Prahova Valley tourist corridor is the second 

20 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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largest tourist hotspot of Romania, after its capital. Constanta ranks third, engaging the coastal 
area with 1,2 million arrivals. Cluj and Sibiu (4th and 5th counties), alongside Mureș transform 
Central Transylvania compete with the Prahova Valley area. Bihor – 534 thousand (residency 
in Oradea) and Timiș – 399 thousand share the 8th and 9th places, while Suceava completes 
the top 10 (county home to most of the Bucovina monasteries, without some strong urban 
destinations).

The highest growth was registered by Brasov (126%), the Bucharest-Ilfov region (the capital city 
and neighboring county 121,01%) Mureș (114,82%) and Bihor (109,46%). The lowest growth 
rate was registered in Prahova (28,32%) and Constanta (33,40%), practically the traditional 
tourist hotspots that failed to stay competitive.

Table 9:  Top 10 county destinations for International arrivals in accommodation facilities 
(2007-2017)21
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Bucharest-
Ilfov 1 1  570,658  8.2  36.8  1,265,315  10.4  45.8  694,657  121.7 

Brasov 2 2  104,230  1.5  6.7  201,157  1.7  7.3  96,927  93.0 

Sibiu 4 3  92,052  1.3  5.9  163,940  1.4  5.9  71,888  78.1 

Cluj 4 4  67,766  1.0  4.4  135,299  1.1  4.9  67,533  99.7 

Timiș 3 5  100,171  1.4  6.5  125,094  1.0  4.5  24,923  24.9 

Total top 5 
counties  934,877  13.4  60.3 1,890,805  15.6  68.5  955,928  102.3 

Mureș 6 6  66,613  1.0  4.3  94,134  0.8  3.4  27,521  41.3 

Prahova 8 7  56,946  0.8  3.7  86,341  0.7  3.1  29,395  51.6 

Iasi 5 8  83,259  1.2  5.4  63,526  0.5  2.3  (19,733)  (23.7)

Bihor 11 9  32,714  0.5  2.1  62,617  0.5  2.3  29,903  91.4 

Constanta 5 10  83,259  1.2  5.4  62,458  0.5  2.3  (20,801)  (25.0)

Total top 10 
counties 1,257,668  18.0  81.1 2,259,881  18.6  81.9  1,002,213  79.7 

TOTAL 1,550,957  22.3  100.0 2,760,080  22.7  100.0  1,209,123  78.0 

21 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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Seasonality

It is a general trend in this part of the world, that tourists are most active during the summer 
months and September. The same applies to Romania as well. International visitations to 
Romania have increased slightly from 2010 to 2017. In 2017, 45% of all tourists visited Romania 
during the summer months and September, while in 2010 for the same period, they were 
represented with 44%. The peak month is August, July comes second, with June and September 
sharing similar levels (tourists traveling in September have increased percentage-wise over the 
past 8 years).

Chart 2:  Domestic and international arrivals and monthly overnight stays (2010-2017)22

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Overall 2017 1242232 1300827 1342754 1587814 1911893 2727363 4138154 4537010 2691215 2078042 1768107 1590265

Overall  2010 629132 644795 775061 958654 1449628 1795491 2107549 2529278 1653320 1354733 1178325 891115

International 2017 267106 258844 332099 398416 481543 543255 628485 668521 558692 465487 352501 313035

International 2010 141192 137853 177760 191850 282517 286195 309172 326820 311327 253028 192605 144764
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The seasonality affects Constanta county the most, having 89% (2017, 86% in 2010) of all tourists 
coming in during the summer. The gaps is rising. To ensure economically and enviornmentally 
sustainable development, the destination needs do diversify its offerings. 

Bucharest, Cluj and Sibiu all have less pronounced seasonality, as numbers of tourists visiting 
during the summer are lower than 50%, with Bucharest at only 37%, showing a different tourist 
profile, as a true business and city break destination, or possibly suggesting that there still is a 
big potential for the sector to generate products and offerings, resulting in a longer stay of the 
visitors. 

International arrivals in Brasov reach the highest during the summer months. With domestic 
tourism added, the city enjoys a somewhat constant share of overnight stays all year round. Two 

22 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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peak seasons are still observable during winter and summer months, mostly attributable to the 
domestically popular skiing resorts Poiana Brasov/Predeal.

Chart 3:  Overall seasonality. Top 5 county destinations in 2017 - overnight stays per month23

Cluj Brașov Sibiu Constanța Bucharest-Ilfov

Jan 59260 220450 41568 28127 214990

Feb 65516 205774 44184 43720 237964

Mar 87562 134349 45568 51264 291127

Apr 105180 162826 58974 73181 287300

May 110121 175894 78675 141453 335043

Jun 116792 204871 92868 569151 330070

Jul 134585 262599 123314 1518123 321338

Aug 136382 327714 133099 1660255 314700

Sept 114084 223741 87935 466662 344889

Oct 111916 189998 69291 74443 350370

Nov 97167 158800 62981 62790 304846

Dec 70110 233563 74636 40017 268002
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When it comes to international tourism, in 2017 the counties of Sibiu, Constanta and Brasov 
show similar patterns of seasonality, with most of the travelers visiting these destinations mostly 
during summer times (peak is August), with Brasov less attractive as a winter leisure, mountain 
destination for international tourists (also the case for Prahova). Cluj and Timiș are less affected 
with this dimension.

23 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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Chart 4:  Domestic and international overnight stays by month for Bucharest-Ilfov. (2010-2017)24

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Overall 2017 214990 237964 291127 287300 335043 330070 321338 314700 344889 350370 304846 268002

Overall 2010 118095 133911 159380 153754 203816 187023 162124 146530 184232 201178 187368 142548

International 2017 117673 126145 165893 172145 198360 196262 201440 205350 209841 208141 174069 157588

International 2010 61503 65445 84486 83217 112833 108496 90169 82701 102001 112169 95494 68821
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In 2017, busiest months for Bucharest were May, September and October, followed by similar 
high numbers during the other summer months as well. August is the least busy of that period - 
proving that the Capital is a business and city-break destination. Incoming international tourism 
patterns in Bucharest have also streamlined, as in 2017 from May to October, it has registered 
the similar number of overnight stays. This is different from 2010, when Bucharest was more 
prominent as a summer city break destination filling up the summer business tourism gap. 

Domestic Dimension

According to the NSI data, domestic arrivals in accommodation facilities stand at 78% of all 
arrivals in Romania and represent the main source market for Romanian tourism. 2017 registered 
9,4 million arrivals. The number of domestic travelers has been constantly increasing since 2007 
and has almost doubled (73% increase) in the last 10 years. However, the number of overnight 
stays has only increased by 28%, from 17 million to 21,8 million nights25. 

As statistics show, Romanians engaged in more travels with shorter duration. The average stay 
in the last 11 years dropped from 3,14 to 2,32 days.

24 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
25 NSI’s data covers accommodation facilities with more than 10 beds. 
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Table 10:  Domestic arrivals in accommodation facilities in top 10 county destinations (2007-
2017)26

Domestic arrivals by 
county
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Change  
(#)

Change 
(%)

Constanta 1 1  842,945 12.1 15.6  1,173,084 12.5 9.7  330,139 39.2

Brasov 2 2  452,586 6.5 8.4  1,059,585 8.7 11.3  606,999 134.1

Bucharest-Ilfov 3 3  426,082 6.1 7.9  937,562 7.7 10.0  511,480 120.0

Cluj 5 4  304,241 4.4 5.6  498,270 4.1 5.3  194,029 63.8

Mureș 9 5  186,841 2.7 3.5  450,345 3.7 4.8  263,504 141.0

Total top 5 county 
destinations  2,212,695 31.7 40.8  4,118,846 33.9 43.9  1,906,151 86.2

Prahova 4 6  359,274 5.2 6.6  447,738 3.7 4.8  88,464 24.6

Bihor 8 7  194,620 2.8 3.6  415,641 3.4 4.4  221,021 113.6

Sibiu 6 8  235,873 3.4 4.4  401,406 3.3 4.3  165,533 70.2

Valcea 7 9  220,057 3.2 4.1  346,477 2.9 3.7  126,420 57.5

Suceava 10 10  184,531 2.7 3.4  332,352 2.7 3.5  147,821 80.1

Total top 10 county 
destinations  3,407,050 48.9 62.9  6,062,460 49.9 64.6  2,655,410 77.9

Total for all counties  5,420,968 77.8 100.0  9,383,266 77.3 100.0  3,962,298 73.1

Domestic arrivals in the top 5 most visited counties represented 34% out of all arrivals in 
accommodation structures (44% out of domestic circulation) in 2017. The analysis of distribution 
of arrivals by counties visited shows that a little over or under a million Romanians have spent 
a night in an accommodation structure in each of the following counties - Constanta (9,7%), 
Brasov (11,3%) and Bucharest (10%). 4,1 million was the total number of arrivals for the top 5 
most visited counties in Romania by Romanians, with top being completed by Cluj (5,31%) and 
Mureș (4,80%). Trends in evolution over the past 11 years (2017 vs. 2007) have Mureș leading 
with a 141% increase rate and Constanta and Prahova counties, the least dynamic, with captive 
audiences (39,16%, respectively 24,62%). Bucharest-Ilfov and the counties of Brasov and Bihor 
more than doubled their arrivals. 

Top 3 rankings in domestic arrivals are the same after 10 years (Constanta first, Brasov second, 
Bucharest third). Cluj ranks one place higher (4th) after eleven years, while Prahova fell to 6th 
place, Sibiu to 8th place, Valcea to 9th place (Suceava holds is 10th rank position). Mureș climbed 
from 9th to 5th position. Such change can be triggered, among others, by the shifts in tourist’s 
behaviors and infrastructural advancements of certain counties.

26 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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Table 11:  Domestic overnights and average stays for top 10 county destinations (2007-2017)27

Arrivals by 
county
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Constanta  842,945  4,041,426 4.8  1,173,084  4,519,372 3.9  477,946 11.8 -0.9 -19.6

Brasov  452,586  947,783 2.1  1,059,585  2,098,277 2.0  1,150,494 121.4 -0.1 -5.3

Bucharest-
Ilfov  426,082  931,866 2.2  937,562  1,467,732 1.6  535,866 57.5 -0.6 -28.3

Cluj  304,241  1,249,985 4.1  498,270  1,232,559 2.5  (17,426) -1.4 -1.6 -39.9

Mureș  186,841  1,038,566 5.6  450,345  1,160,487 2.6  121,921 11.7 -3.0 -53.6

Total top 
5 county 
destinations

 2,212,695  8,209,626 3.7  4,118,846  10,478,427 2.5 2,268,801 27.6 -1.2 -31.5

Prahova  359,274  885,205 2.5  447,738  954,241 2.1  69,036 7.8 -0.3 -13.4

Bihor  194,620  582,362 3.0  415,641  921,826 2.2  339,464 58.3 -0.8 -25.8

Sibiu  235,873  498,335 2.1  401,406  886,092 2.2  387,757 77.8 0.1 4.7

Valcea  220,057  460,985 2.1  346,477  729,758 2.1  268,773 58.3 0.0 1.0

Suceava  184,531  372,471 2.0  332,352  650,858 2.0  278,387 74.7 -0.1 -3.0

Total top 
10 county 
destinations

 3,407,050  11,008,984 3.2  6,062,460  14,621,202 2.4  
3,612,218 32.8 -0.8 -25.4

Total for all 
counties  5,420,968  17,006,910 3.1  9,383,266  21,801,487 2.3  4,794,577 28.2 -0.8 -26.1

Domestic arrivals and overnights for the past 11 years increased by 73% and 29% respectively. 
However, the share of domestic overnights dropped symbolically by slightly over 2% in 11 
years from 83% in 2007 to 80,5% in 2017. This sign suggests that international tourism is slowly 
gaining power in the overall market share.

Overnight stay analysis by counties visited resulted in the same top 3 ranking as arrivals in 2017, 
as Romanians spent 4,5 million nights in accommodations in Constanta, 2,1 million in Brasov 
and 1,5 million in Bucharest. However, the last two positions of the top 5 are different, due 
to higher average stays in Valcea (4th - 1,2 million) and Bihor (5th- 1,1 million). Prahova, Cluj, 
Mureș, Suceava and Sibiu counties rank from 6th to 11th (Caraș Severin is not present in the 
top 10 arrival destination, but ranks 10th in overnight stays, most likely attributable to Băile 
Herculane). The ten most popular counties collected 67% of all domestic stays.

From 2007 to 2017, Brasov showed the highest increase of 121% in overnight stays, while 
Constanta, Prahova and Mures counties enjoyed a slight growth with 11,83%, 11,74% and 7,80%, 
respectively. Bucharest-Ilfov and the counties of Bihor, Sibiu, Valcea and Suceava increased in 
with more than 50%, while Cluj is the only county to record a insignificant drop of 1% over 
eleven years.

27 Ibid
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The average stay in domestic tourism has decreased in 8 out of 10 destinations, while the 
other two slightly increased. The two destinations with the longest average stay (Constanta 
and Mures) have suffered from severe reduction of this indicator since Romania entered the EU 
(Constanta dropped from 4,79 to 3,85 days, while Mures dropped from 5,56 to 2,58 days). This 
can be explained with the change of consumption behavior and with more Romanians spending 
their longer vacations abroad, while enjoying shorter ones in the country. The shortest average 
stay in domestic tourism in 2017 is recorded in Bucharest (1,57 days).

Table 12:  Trips and overnight stays by main purpose of travel, 201728

Number of trips Number of overnight stays

Total - of which: 19,058,365 73,520,974

Holidays. Out of total holidays: 16,897,668 63,695,620

 � Visits to friends and relatives 9,378,847 30,747,117

 � Holidays of 4 overnight stays and over 6,120,903 41,218,360

Business and professional reasons 707,055 2,972,714

Other reasons (treatment, pilgrimage) 1,453,642 6,852,640

The “Romanian Tourism Statistical Abstract, 2018” from NIS29 lists statistics on purpose of travels 
for domestic travelers for 2017. The study was based on interviews performed in Romanian 
households, interviewing the residents over the age of 15. The results showed that vast majority 
of domestic travels are holiday makers, while business and other reasons are less predominant.

In 2017, travel agencies sold close to 800 thousand packages30. Out of which, half covered 
seaside trips and 12% were mountain side trips, with slightly higher numbers than in 2016, but 
less percentage-wise. The number suggests that most of the domestic travelers organize their 
trips individually and possibly using the sharing economy and other social media sources.

Table 13:  Organized travel by types of tourism31

Packages sold 2016 % 2017 % Change (%)

Total tourists  753,118 100  764,219 100 1%

- Seaside area  402,386 53.43  381,283 49.89 -5%

- River cruises  313 0.04  140 0.02 -55%

- Maritime cruises  204 0.03  207 0.03 1%

- The Danube Delta  7,630 1.01  6,080 0.8 -20%

- Cultural tourism  24,501 3.25  5,199 0.68 -79%

- Religious pilgrimage  22,885 3.04  29,052 3.8 27%

- Mountain area  100,913 13.4  92,246 12.07 -9%

- Spa area  38,051 5.05  41,952 5.49 10%

- Other areas  156,235 20.75  208,060 27.23 33%

28 http://www.insse.ro/old/sites/default/files/field/publicatii/turismul_romaniei_2018_breviar_statistic.pdf
29 Ibid
30 Tourism Statistics Abstract 2018, NSI
31 Ibid
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In 2017, travel agencies sold close to 800 thousand person packages, 1% higher than in 2016. 
Although the overall growth is rather symbolic, the substance changed significantly. The cultural 
tourism dropped by 79%, followed by river cruses by 55%. Religious pilgrimages enjoyed the 
biggest growth of 27%.

When looking at the organized tour sales statistics, it is fair to say that most of the domestic 
travelers prefer to organize their personal trips possibly by using shared economy, social or 
other sources of media.

Finally, almost half of the domestic tourists are concentrated around the seaside and mountain 
areas, therefore, it is important to further develop these segments and meet the increased needs 
of the local market to retain expenditures on travel and tourism in the country and therefore, 
keep a positive payment balance.

Accommodation Capacity

The accommodation capacity32 in Romania in terms of number of beds has grown by 21%, since 
2007 and reached 343720 in 2017. When segregating the numbers, by type of destination, 
the greatest increase has been observed in mountain side resorts (+103%) and urban areas 
(+62%), while coastal resorts (-31%) and spa and wellness resorts (-4,6%) have been climbing 
down. In 2017, out of the total number of beds available in Romania, 11% were in spa resorts, 
23% in coastal resorts, 19% in mountain resorts and 25% in urban areas, illustrating the image 
of transition from state based tourism to a free market, competitive environment in a global 
climate, with challenges in converting and accelerating the spa and coastal tourism, as well as 
capturing the growth in urban areas and making it sustainable.

Table 14:  Accommodation capacity (day-places) for top 10 counties (2007 and 2017)33

County Rank 2007 
Capacity

% of overall 
capacity

2017 
Capacity

% of overall 
capacity Change (%)

Constanta 1 9981146 17,47 10448065 11,92 4,68

Brasov 2 4704712 8,23 9918794 11,32 110,83

Bucharest 3 4332982 7,58 7626518 8,70 76,01

Prahova 4 3177920 5,56 4525281 5,16 42,40

Valcea 5 2625499 4,60 3696649 4,22 40,80

Total top 5 24822259 43,44 36215307 41,32 45,90

Bihor 6 2426194 4,25 3483951 3,97 43,60

Cluj 7 2329979 4,08 3271853 3,73 40,42

Sibiu 8 1752319 3,07 3195031 3,64 82,33

Mureș 9 1717715 3,01 3092343 3,53 80,03

Suceava 10 2087396 3,65 2964646 3,38 42,03

32 World Bank Analysis, based on the data the National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018. 
33 Ibid
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County Rank 2007 
Capacity

% of overall 
capacity

2017 
Capacity

% of overall 
capacity Change (%)

Total top 10 35135862 61,49 52223131 59,58 48,63

TOTAL 57137649 100,00 87655762 100,00 53,41

30% of Romania’s accommodation capacity, measured as day-places (capacity indicator 
evaluating also availability throughout the year, as some hotels are open only for a few months), 
is concentrated in the three counties (11,92% in Constanta, 11,32% in Brasov, 8.7% in Bucharest). 
While Brasov and Constanta suffer seasonality challenges, such capacity may result in a big 
loss for the economy of the national and local tourism (empty facilities). The highest increase 
in accommodation has been registered in Brasov (110,83%), while Bucharest increased its 
accommodation day-places capacity by 76% in eleven years, since joining the European Union. 
Constanta has a much, much lower increase – only 4%, as the seasonality is heavily affecting the 
tourism development at this destination.

Table 15: Accommodation structures by destination typology (2007 and 2017)34

Type of 
destination Stars

2007 2015 2016 2017 +/-,  
07-17 # % # % # % # %

Spa & wellness 5 stars 24 0,01 387 0,12 613 0,19 321 0,09 1337,50

4 stars 590 0,21 2093 0,64 2547 0,77 3428 1,00 581,02

3 stars 4295 1,51 12584 3,83 12504 3,80 12631 3,67 294,09

2 stars 24522 8,64 17236 5,25 17259 5,25 16987 4,94 69,27

1 stars 6428 2,27 1121 0,34 932 0,28 1123 0,33 17,47

Coastal resorts, 
excluding 
Constanta

5 stars 428 0,15 836 0,25 952 0,29 1208 0,35 282,24

4 stars 3176 1,12 9039 2,75 9512 2,89 11242 3,27 353,97

3 stars 13567 4,78 26946 8,21 28446 8,65 30828 8,97 227,23

2 stars 53148 18,73 32432 9,88 30699 9,33 28918 8,41 54,41

1 stars 33518 11,81 12235 3,73 10505 3,19 7010 2,04 20,91

Mountain resorts 5 stars 39 0,01 674 0,21 698 0,21 756 0,22 1938,46

4 stars 2645 0,93 7399 2,25 7958 2,42 9061 2,64 342,57

3 stars 6269 2,21 17928 5,46 18078 5,50 19499 5,67 311,04

2 stars 8956 3,16 10081 3,07 10142 3,08 10402 3,03 116,15

1 stars 4233 1,49 2680 0,82 2595 0,79 3123 0,91 73,78

Danube Delta, 
including Tulcea

5 stars 58 0,02 80 0,02 80 0,02 80 0,02 137,93

4 stars 663 0,23 1117 0,34 926 0,28 1028 0,30 155,05

3 stars 1421 0,50 1771 0,54 1747 0,53 1932 0,56 135,96

2 stars 276 0,10 285 0,09 285 0,09 285 0,08 103,26

1 stars 30 0,01

34 Ibid
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Type of 
destination Stars

2007 2015 2016 2017 +/-,  
07-17 # % # % # % # %

Bucharest and 
other urban 
destinations, 
including 
Constanta

5 stars 2973 1,05 5962 1,82 5396 1,64 5789 1,68 194,72

4 stars 8381 2,95 23589 7,18 24581 7,47 25703 7,48 306,68

3 stars 20771 7,32 36631 11,16 36409 11,07 37783 10,99 181,90

2 stars 14979 5,28 15691 4,78 14542 4,42 13548 3,94 90,45

1 stars 4188 1,48 2822 0,86 2946 0,90 3305 0,96 78,92

Other tourist 
areas

5 stars 711 0,22 869 0,26 771 0,22

4 stars 982 0,35 3462 1,05 3541 1,08 3899 1,13 397,05

3 stars 6290 2,22 21293 6,49 22219 6,76 23267 6,77 369,90

2 stars 9948 3,51 12001 3,66 11935 3,63 12783 3,72 128,50

1 stars 4883 1,72 3181 0,97 2959 0,90 3115 0,91 63,79

TOTAL 283701 328313 328888 343720 21,16

The highest numbers of beds, by type of comfort and destination are 2 and 3-star facilities in 
coastal areas (17% of all in Romania), 3 and 4-star hotels in urban areas (18%) and in mountain 
resorts (8%). The highest capacity increase in the last 3 years (2015 vs. 2017) has been registered 
with 4-star hotels in spa resort (163%), 5 stars facilities in coastal areas (+144%), and 4-star 
accommodation in mountain resorts (122%). 

Table 16:  Accommodation structures by stars (2007-2017)35

Stars
2007 2015 2016 2017 +/-%,  

07-17 
+/-%,  
15-17 # % # % # % # %

5 stars 3522 1,24 8650 2,63 8608 2,62 8925 2,60 253,41 103,18

4 stars 16437 5,79 46699 14,22 49065 14,92 54361 15,82 330,72 116,41

3 stars 52613 18,55 117153 35,68 119403 36,31 125940 36,64 239,37 107,50

2 stars 111829 39,42 87726 26,72 84862 25,80 82923 24,13 74,15 94,52

1 stars 53280 18,78 22039 6,71 19937 6,06 17676 5,14 33,18 80,20

Total 237681 83,78 282267 85,97 281875 85,71 289825 84,32 121,94 102,68

In terms of comfort, in 2017, more than half of all accommodation structures were registered 
as 2 and 3 star hotels, (36,64% - 3 stars, 24,13%- 2 stars). 15,82% were 4-star accommodation 
facilities and 2,6% were 5 stars structures. Growth tendencies are higher for a lower-class 
accommodation structures. While there is an important need to further invest in all types of 
accommodation, the priority must be given to higher class accommodation to attract high 
priority tourists. Supporting development of guesthouses is important to boost local economies.

The 56% of all structures in 2017 were hotels, 12,95% agritourist guesthouses, 10,13% 
guesthouses, 4,13% were hostels and 4,44% tourist villas. Observing trends since Romania’s 
entry within the European Union, the highest growth rates were registered with hostels 

35 Ibid
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(971%), aparthotels (1352,62%), agritourist guesthouse (288,06%) and guesthouses in general 
(259,26%), also due to available funding, general trends at the market.

Table 17:  Accommodation classification and number of beds (2007 to 2017)36

Type
2007 2015 2016 2017 +/-%,  

07-17 
+/-%,  
15-17 # % # % # % # %

Hotels 168736 59,91 188607 57,45 188516 57,32 193280 56,23 114,55 102,48

Hostels 1463 0,52 11757 3,58 12845 3,91 14211 4,13 971,36 120,87

Aparthotels 121 0,04 1668 0,51 1483 0,45 1604 0,47 1325,62 96,16

Motels 5614 1,99 8331 2,54 8408 2,56 8902 2,59 158,57 106,85

Inns 186 0,07 63 0,02 63 0,02 63 0,02 33,87 100,00

Tourist villas 15333 5,44 14473 4,41 14213 4,32 15255 4,44 99,49 105,40

Tourist cabins 5574 1,98 5876 1,79 6097 1,85 6503 1,89 116,67 110,67

Bungalows 4461 1,58 2768 0,84 2755 0,84 3554 1,03 79,67 128,40

Holiday villages 160 0,06 557 0,17 479 0,15 539 0,16 336,88 96,77

Campings 25006 8,88 15039 4,58 12428 3,78 8784 2,56 35,13 58,41

Tourist pull-
inns 1152 0,41 1792 0,55 1894 0,58 1919 0,56 166,58 107,09

Tourist houses 4120 1,46 2657 0,81 2502 0,76 2848 0,83 69,13 107,19

Student and 
preschool 
camps

20320 7,21 6979 2,13 6702 2,04 6436 1,87 31,67 92,22

Guesthouses 13429 4,77 32051 9,76 32602 9,91 34816 10,13 259,26 108,63

Agritourist 
guesthouses 15448 5,48 35188 10,72 37394 11,37 44499 12,95 288,06 126,46

Ship and 
riverboat 
accommodation

519 0,18 507 0,15 507 0,15 507 0,15 97,69 100,00

Total 281642 100,00 328313 100,00 328888 100,00 343720 100,00 122,04 104,69

Transportation

Connectivity with markets is crucial to any country’s tourism strategy. Accessibility and 
connectivity are defined as the measure of the capacity of a location to reach different locations. 
Romania has an important geographical position in Europe, representing a vital traffic node 
for both passengers and goods. This node facilitates connectivity through Central Europe, the 
Black Sea and the Caucasus-Caspian area.

The status of Romania’s connectivity is highly influenced by its transport infrastructure. The 
country’s infrastructure is still substandard and requires significant improvements. This can 
pose a barrier to not only the tourist development in Romania but also to its economic growth. 

36 Ibid
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Even though the country benefited from transport investments, Romania is still experiencing 
accessibility and connectivity constrains for each mode of transport37. These constraints can be 
attributed to the poor quality of road infrastructure , and gaps in the TEN-T (Trans-European 
Transport) connectivity between the east and the west of the country. Moreover, there is a slow 
progress of the railway modernization and Romania scores last in Europe in terms of quality of 
railroad infrastructure38.

Chart 5: International entries to Romania by means of transportation (2007 to 2017)39

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Total 7722 8862 7575 7498 7611 7937 8019 8442 9331 10223 12706

By road 5753 6885 5926 5906 5676 6027 6244 6390 7475 7677 8008

by railway 275 253 208 222 258 255 232 173 143 123 118

by air 1460 1462 1277 1216 1509 1469 1347 1690 1535 2257 4419

by water 234 262 164 154 168 186 196 189 178 166 161
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In 2017, 63% of all international entries arrived in Romania using road, while 35% were entries 
were registered at the airports and only 2% via railway or water. 

Airport entries have doubled in the last year (2017 vs. 2016), increasing the growth tendency 
from a year earlier (2016 vs. 2015 - +47%). Availability of direct flights is an important factor 
affecting the number of arrivals to the destination. The UNWTO suggests that the improvement 
of air connectivity has positive effects on tourism. Direct flight routes, low cost carriers, and 
well targeted and persuasive marketing for air travel products have routinely brought sharp 
increases in tourist arrivals to destinations. 

Romania with its 12 international/regional airports (Bucharest, Cluj, Constanta, Craiova, George 
Enescu Bacău, Iasi, Oradea, Satu Mare, Sibiu, Suceava, Târgu Mureș and Timisoara) is connected 

37 European Commission-DG MOVE (Mobility and Transport)-Romania Country Scoreboard-Investments and Infrastructure
38 Romania holds the 28th place out of 28 countries in terms of road quality. Romania scores a 2.7 out of 7 using a scale from 1 (extremely 

underdeveloped) to 7 (extensive and efficient). The rating is based on a survey by the World Economic Forum.
39 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018.
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to 39 countries and 92 destinations with 1,589 flights a week by 3 national and 26 international 
airlines. The vast majority of flights are offered from/to European origins.

Map 1:  Map of flights to Europe - 201840

 

Roads

The 63% of all international entries through Romanian customs in 2017 were made via road 
transportation. Road quality is an important connectivity element and of importance for long-
term sustainability. Presently, the country has 763 km of motorways (4,3%), and 6,200 km of 
National and European Roads (31,5%). The rest of the roads are classified as Other National, 
County and Communal roads41.

The notable point from this is that only just over 50 % of the national network is classified as 
good, with a further 30% in an average condition and 20% in a poor condition42. 

The Romanian road infrastructure did not keep up with the increasing demand of the road 
infrastructure system and does not support tourism development either. Therefore, the 
development of infrastructure that is connected to European transport corridors was a condition 

40 World Bank map based on the information provided by GSG
41 National Institute for Statistics, 2017
42 General Transport Masterplan, 2016
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for Romania in order to become member of the EU. Over the past years, Romania, amongst other 
European countries, is in the process of undertaking rapid road infrastructure improvements. 

Romania has 29 terrestrial border crossings. Eurotrans roads, are the roads that link highways and 
express roads to the neighboring countries’ road network. These roads are vital for developing 
cross-border intensive activities at local level and to cross borders more easily within the EU or 
in neighboring countries.

Romania is well covered with bus connectivity from main European cities. Companies offering 
affordable bus connections between Romania and other European cities, include:

 � AtlasSib (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, 
Sweden, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK)

 � Comati (Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, Slovakia)
 � Eurolines (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, 

Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and the United 
Kingdom)

 � Flixbus (Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Slovakia)

Railways

Romania has a well-developed railway network that covers the entire country. However, the 
network is in a deteriorated state, which hampers the competitiveness of rail transport, and also 
the development of tourist routes. The maintenance of the rail infrastructure is inadequate due 
to the comprehensiveness of the network, the limitations of the budget, and limited human 
resources. Yet the Romanian Railway Company has undertaken actions to improve the current 
situation, and make traveling more user friendly. Presently it is possible to book train tickets in 
advance online, making it easier for customers to plan their trips ahead. Traveling by train to 
Romania can take from 4 hours (Budapest to Arad or Oradea) to about 30 hours (from Paris to 
Bucharest). 

Romania owns 6 railway sections, nicely spread throughout the country, which can be effectively 
leveraged for tourism purposes. These railways can be further unlock the tourist potential of 
these areas if they receive adequate attraction at national and international levels. Plus, these 
attractions can nicely link locations with the regional destinations, resulting in a longer stay of 
the visitors in these areas.

1. The tourist railway “Semmering of Banat connects Oravita with Anina. This railway 
is already operated with two trains a day, however the track needs to be modernized. 
This is the oldest mountainous railway in Romania (over 150 years), as well it is the most 
spectacular railway in Romania going through deep valleys by spectacular viaducts.
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2. The tourist railway “Linea Motilor” for Turda- Campeni- Abrud is under construction. The 
existing railway crosses through the heart of the Apuseni Mountains along the Aries river. 
It is a narrow-gauge line that connects the national transport network with one of the 
most attractive tourist areas in Romania. The line connects the most populated parts of 
the Apuseni mountains and therefore can offer two-fold benefits on social and tourism 
sides.

3. The tourist railway “Linia Sarmisegetuza” connects Caransebes to Hateg, the line needs to 
be modernized. It is a railway in a scenic landscape, that connects the Banat tourist area 
with the Retezat Mountains.

4. The tourist railway “Linia Hartibaciului” connects Sibiu to Agnita. It is a railroad under 
conservation, simple track and non-electrified. The railway connects the traditional area 
of Romania to the National transport network. The railway connects the area of Sibiu with 
the area of Sighisoara along an alignment that crosses six villages with fortified evangelical 
churches.

5. The tourist railway “Linia Nirajului” connects Targu Mures to Baile Sovata. It is a railway 
under conservation, presented with simple non-electrified narrow-gauge tracks. The 
railway connects the Mures tourist area to the Sovata resort along picturesque valleys. 
The line crosses traditional Transylvanian villages with unique architecture.

6. The tourist railway “Linia Vinului connects the three cities Ludus- Lechinita- Magherus. It 
is a railway already operating, crossing picturesque hills and plain area. It connects the 
Mures tourist area to the Maramures tourist area.

Additionally, Valea Vaserului, Covasna, Brad Criscior, Comandau, Moldovița may also hold 
comparative advantage for tourism development, subject to further study

Payment Balance

Table 18:  Payment balance (2016-2017)43 

EUR Bln Year Credit Debit Balance Y-o-y 
Evolution (%)

Share (%) of 
balance

Current account 
(general)

2016 85,602 91,897 -6,295

2017 78,039 81,585 -3,546 -43,670

Tourism and travel 2016 2,237 3,076 -0,839 13,33

2017 1,567 1,931 -0,364 -56,615 10,27

The negative general payment balance of Romania has almost decreased by a half in one year 
(EUR -3,5 bln in 2017 vs. EUR -6,2 bln 2016). The same phenomenon was visible with the negative 
payment balance in tourism and travel (EUR -0,36 bln in 2017, EUR 0,8 bln in 2016), suggesting 
higher number of visitor exports, as well as an increase of expenditure in domestic tourism. 

43 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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Finally, in 2017 tourism and travels adds up to 10,27% of Romania’s negative payment balance, 
while in 2016 it represented 13,33%.

Health and Safety

Overall, Romania is a safe country and tourists are not subjected to major safety and health risks. 
Most crimes against visitors are limited to crimes of opportunity or scams. Violent crime is rare.

One of the main challenges in terms of safety for tourists is the road safety. Romanian roads are 
amongst the most unsafe roads in Europe. Romania has the highest fatality rate in road crashes 
within the EU28.

Travel insurance is not compulsory to enter Romania. With regard to health insurances, European 
citizens can enjoy free access to emergency services with their European Health Insurance Card, 
EHIC. Citizens from non-EU countries need to pay cash upfront for any medical treatment and 
ask for reimbursement later from their own private or public health insurers.
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Chapter 2: Governance and Regulation

Tourism Institutional Framework

Ministry of Tourism (MoT)

Following the collapse of the socialist rule, the central public authority for tourism has been 
organized in various institutional arrangements, including: 

 � In 2009 and from 2017 to this date it is a stand-alone ministry;
 � From 2015 to 2016, the authority was under the coordination of the Minister of Economy 

and Tourism (National Authority for Tourism coordinated by the Minister of Economy and 
Tourism); 

 � In 2013 and 2014, the authority was coordinated by multiple line ministries (National 
Authority for Tourism, subordinated to the Ministry of Economy and coordinated by the 
delegated Minister for Small and Medium Enterprises, Business Environment and Tourism); 

 � From 2010 to 2012 and from 2007 to 2008, it was a part of two ministries, as an organizational 
unit. First, in the Ministry for Small and Medium Enterprises, Commerce, Tourism and 
Liberal Professions and then in the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism.

The Ministry of Tourism is currently organized in accordance with the Government Decision No 
24/2017, with two subsequent amendments, the last being in force from 13.09.2018. At this last 
change, the organizational structure also changed. Its overarching role is to create an enabling 
environment for tourism development by promoting and monitoring the implementation of 
policies that support the sector development. The Ministry’s mandate includes, inter alia: 

Strategic function:

 � To develop and implement the National Tourism Development Strategy and other sectorial 
strategies;

 � To develop strategies and solutions to reform and promote the tourism sector and attract 
investors;

 � To develop, evaluate, approve and implement plans for the development of tourism 
infrastructure;

 � To engage in tourism promotion activities on domestic, regional and international 
markets and to specifically implement the programs for the promotion of the National 
Tourist brand that was launched in 2010.

Regulatory function:

 � To enforce the regulatory framework related to all tourism activities in Romania;
 � To register and rank accommodations and tourism services; 
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 � To certify tourism resorts at the request of local public authorities (for instance ski slopes 
or hiking trails); 

 � To issue license for travel agencies, operators and guides; 
 � To monitor the compliance of travel agencies and operators to their insurance obligations;
 � To monitor the quality of education for tourism activities through the accreditations given 

to the training institutions;

Institutional function:

 � To exercise all rights deriving from the status of the state’s shareholder on the restructuring, 
privatization, reorganization and, where appropriate, liquidation of economic operators 
with state capital in the field of tourism, exercising the quality of public institution involved 
and supervisory authority, under the law;

 � To organize events/meetings with representatives of public and private institutions and 
national and international organizations, 

 � To organize or participate in congresses, colloquia and other similar actions, in the country 
and abroad, in the field of tourism;

 � To build capacity of its own staff and for the employee of the sector, notably the ones 
working in Tourism Information Centers and management services of destinations. 

Promotional

 � To engage in tourism exhibition events in the country and abroad;
 � To organize events and missions that aim to increase tourism circulation In Romania and/

or the global awareness of Romania as a tourism destination;
 � To create promotional activities through production/coproduction of TV and radio shows;
 � To participate in the development of tourism products and marketing;

The implementation of the mandate, as described above, is distributed between 10 operational 
Directorates and Bureaus under the Ministry of Tourist:

Organizational Structure

1. The General Direction of Marketing and Development provides the strategic framework for 
the development and promotion of Romanian tourism both at national and international 
level and covers the following branches:

 � Tourist Investment, Forms and Destinations Services;
 � Marketing and Internal Representation Services through Territorial Representation 

subdivision;
 � Marketing and Foreign Representation Service through Tourism attaché/

administrator subdivision
 � Service for International Relations and European Affairs.
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2. The Directorate for Control ensures the quantitative and qualitative compliance of legal 
standards by tourism and recreational services providers. It authorizes tourism businesses 
and specialized personnel in tourism, and monitors quality in accommodations, restaurants, 
spas and other tourist facilities. They also manage the tourist complaint telephone line.

3. The Directorate for Authorization and Monitoring manages the hotel classification process 
and issue licenses for tour guides, hotels, travel agencies, and tourist beaches, ski slopes, 
hiking trails, water sports and vocational training programs. Its technical documentation 
assessment branch is responsible for issuing construction permits for new buildings and 
renovations that have a tourist purpose. 

4. The Directorate for Legal Affairs, Relations with the Parliament and Enterprise 
Administration is in charge of counseling, providing assistance, and defending the 
Ministry’s legitimate rights and interests against other public authorities, institutions or 
natural and legal persons and leads the endorsement of legal act. The Directorate analyses 
and endorses the legal framework specific to the field of activity of the Ministry and 
correlates the normative acts draft initiated by the Ministry with the current legislation. 
The directorate is also in charge of monitoring the companies where the MoT is still a 
shareholder through its Bureau of Enterprise Administration. Most of these companies are 
not in a good financial shape but a company like the CNIT still has important facilities for 
vocational training for example. The company is currently authorized to organize training 
for chef, waiter and maid.

5. The directorate for Economic, Public Acquisitions and Logistic is in charge of organizing 
the legal tenders managing the financial and material resources allocated from the state 
budget, reimbursable and non-reimbursable external funds, in accordance with the legal 
provisions. The directorate must ensure the administrative capacity of the Ministry and 
provide logistic support for its activities.

6. The directorate of EU funding and Human resources fulfills the attributions delegated by 
the General Directorate of the Regional Operational Program (ROP) within the Ministry 
of Regional Development, Public Administration and European Funds, as the Managing 
Authority for ROP 5.3. It is in charge of the implementation and monitoring of human 
resources mechanisms and tools. The bureau must also ensure the free and unrestricted 
access to public interest information regarding the activity of the MoT. 
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Insert 1:  Investment Master Plan
The total allocated budget was RON 10.5 mln in 2017 and RON 13 mln in 2018 (Budget appropriation plus 
commitment appropriations). 

In the current framework, the MoT reimburses: 
 � 90% of the eligible expenses if the beneficiaries are classified as tourism resort of national importance. 

Only hard infrastructure expenses are considered as eligible. The construction of a tourism facility 
such as a restaurant or a hotel are not supported. 

 � 85% if they are classified as tourism resort of local importance 
 � 70% for unclassified beneficiaries.

The implementation process evolved as follows:
 � The directorate received more than 1200 projects that have been evaluated according to the 

Government Decision No 558/2017 and 148 projects were selected.
 � After the selection, the list was published and only 8 local public stakeholders started to draft the 

necessary technical studies, as required by the Government Decision No 907/2016. 
 � In 2018, the Ministry’s Technical and Economical Committee that includes also two members of the 

INCDT, had only one complete project to evaluate. The Borsec city council project was approved for 
funding.

Insert 2:  Decentralization of the Tourism Sector
As the national process of decentralization has been put forefront on the government’s agenda, the MoT 
has implemented a one-year pilot project with the municipality of Bucharest and the county councils of 
Constanta, Bihor, Maramures and Tulcea. This pilot project has tested the possibility of transferring the 
authorization role from the MoT to county councils. 

This was an efficient move. For an operating site anywhere in the country, for instance an accommodation, 
the administrator had to submit the documentation for classification by express courier or other postal 
services or personally at the Ministry registry office to obtain the permits and authorizations. In the 
decentralization memorandum, it is stipulated that the certification of the tourist guides, tourism patents, 
the classification of the accommodation units and public food facilities, the approval of the leisure ski 
slopes, ski trails, the mountain tourist routes and the tourist routes, the authorization of the beaches, the 
approval of the technical documentation for constructions, leisure activities (nautical, etc.) shall be issued 
by the local authorities and not by the MoT anymore.

The Ministry of Tourism will only continue the licensing of travel agencies, accreditation of national 
tourist information centers and certification of tourist resorts. The Ministry of Tourism provided a year-
long training and counseling for the county council staff that is responsible for tourism and those who 
will issue respective regulatory acts. The tourism activities within the County Councils will be verified by 
representatives of the Ministry of Tourism.

This transfer of the main part of the accreditation element to the county councils will be described in detail 
in the new tourism law, development of which started in 2008 and is still ongoing. 

Consultative Council for Tourism

The Consultative Council for Tourism involves both the private and public sectors and NGOs. 
Through this council, the MoT has created a consultation and debate mechanism with national 
tourism stakeholders in the country. Working groups have been organized on topics like human 
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resources, rural tourism, spa tourism or eco-tourism. Meetings are organized at the request of 
the MoT. The Council has therefore no specific mandate and holds purely advisory character. 

Inter-Ministerial Collaboration

The Inter-ministerial commission for tourism has been created in 2017 at the initiative of the 
MoT. The purpose of the commission is to promote an adequate institutional framework to 
coordinate public policies and actions that have an impact on tourism at a national level. It 
is also in charge of monitoring sectoral developments and formulating strategic directions 
through a medium and long term action plan. 

In response to the increased importance of spa and wellness segment, inter-ministerial working 
group on Wellness and Medical tourism was put in place. 

The MoT collaborates also with other governmental agencies for common thematic purpose 
(e.g. the Control Department of the Government, the Police, the Financial Guard, the Sanitary-
Veterinary and Food Safety National Authority, the Consumer‘s Protection National Authority, 
the Environment Protection Agency, the Ministry of Health). 

Information centers

The Ministry of Tourism has certified 76 Tourism Information Centers (TICs) around the country. 
Romania’s network of tourist offices expanded for quite some time in recent years, attributable 
to the European financing mechanisms on the Regional Operational Program and the Rural 
National Development Program. The local councils, the county councils and, respectively, 
the General Council of the Municipality of Bucharest have a full mandate to establish tourist 
information centers as well. 

TIC is a physical location where travelers can connect with both local businesses and tourism 
service providers. The aim of the tourist information center is to offer useful information to 
travelers on leisure, attractions, recommendations for accommodation and meals, and other 
important information for tourists. 

While many of the TICs operate as intended, some of them face challenges and presented 
limited information and opportunities for the tourists. The only Tourist Information Center in 
Bucharest, located in the underpass of University Metro Station, has been closed for over two 
years now. There is no TIC at the Airport as well. 

The TICs can greatly benefit from disruptive technologies and take their facilities to the next level, 
where tourists can receive comprehensive services including travel, hotel and tour reservations, 
access to digital information, educational programs and more.
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Tourism Strategies, Laws and Regulations

Tourism Regulatory Framework

Primary and general regulations on the organization and operation of tourism activities in 
Romania are covered by the Government Ordinance no. 58/1998. The regulation has been in 
force for almost 20 years now and successively amended 13 times44.

Other laws that may apply to tourism, inter alia, include the following:

 � Government Ordinance (GO) no. 19/2006 on the use of the Black Sea beach and control of 
beach operations, as subsequently amended and supplemented, 

 � Law no. 526/2003 approving the National Tourism Development Plan «Sky in Romania», 
 � Government Emergency Ordinance (GEO) no. 62/2004 on the organization and operation 

of tourist parks, 
 � Framework Convention on the sustainable protection and development of the Carpathians, 

ratified by Law no. 389/2006,
 � Law no. 72/2014 for the ratification of the Sustainable Tourism Protocol, adopted in 

Bratislava and simultaneously signed by Romania on May, 27, 2011, 
 � Framework Convention on the Protection and Sustainable Development of the 

Carpathians, adopted in Kiev on 22 May 2003.
 � GEO no. 202/2002 on the integrated management of the coastal area, as subsequently 

amended and supplemented,
 � GO no. 107/1999 on the marketing of travel packages, republished, as subsequently 

amended and supplemented,
 � GEO no. 8/2009 on the granting of holyday vouchers, as subsequently amended and 

supplemented,
 � Law no. 170/2016 regarding the tax on specific activities.

Currently, the government has consolidated all tourism related regulations under the Tourism 
Law. Currently, the MoT is in the consultation process with other ministries to finalize the 
document.

Tourism Strategies

Historically, the tourism Sector in Romania was lacking a clearly crafted and effectively 
implemented strategic plans. In 1996, a Tourism Development Master Plan for Romania was 
developed by UNWTO. However, the recommendations were poorly implemented due to 
various reasons (funding, change in the administration, authority, etc.). Over the years, UNDP, 

44 Monica Maria COROŞ, Manuela LUPU, Is the Legal Framework of Tourism a Supporting or a Hindering Factor in the Case of Romania?, in book: 
Contemporary Legal and Economic Issues V, Edition: 5, Publisher: Faculty of Law Osi-jek, Josip Jurai Strossmayer University of Osijek, Editors: Ivana 
Barkovic Bojanic; Mira Lulic, pp.395-446
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USAID, GTZ, and other IFIs and NGOs put efforts in assisting the government to establish a 
sound vision for the sector development.

The National Tourism Investment Master Plan, approved by Government Decree 558/2017, 
included measures aimed at:

 � Developing the local communities in areas of high tourism potential, by increasing public 
investment in tourism infrastructure, 

 � Supporting competitive development, by identifying, evaluating and prioritizing forms 
of tourism and developing a network of internationally competitive tourism destinations, 

 � Leveraging local specifics and national identity elements by identifying an integrated 
approach of tourism policies at the level of regions.

Furthermore, sectoral strategies have been also elaborated. For instance, in 2009, the National 
Strategy for Eco-Tourism and the National Strategy for Spa Tourism was developed. In 2011, the 
Marketing Strategy and Operational Plan for Romania 2011-2015 was finalized. These strategies 
haven been updated in 2015, yet the new versions are at the approval stage.

International, European and Regional cooperation 

The Ministry of Tourism is actively working with international partners and counterparts to sign  
international cooperation agreements and memorandums of understanding to strengthen 
collaboration in tourism field. Up until 2017, the agreements between governments or 
equivalents have been signed with 52 states. In 2017 and  2018 cooperation agreements (or 
equivalents) were signed with five states (India, Portugal, Kuwait, Egypt and Israel), while other 
8 are still underway (Belarus, Greece, Italy, Ukraine, Moldova, Qatar, Spain and China).

European and International cooperation is very important in this domain and can help Romania 
overcome the shortcomings in the sector. 

For instance, the Carpathians’ Strategy has been drafted to ensure the protection of the natural 
and cultural heritage in the Carpathian Mountains. Romania ratified the Framework Convention 
on the sustainable protection and development of the Carpathians, promulgated by Law no. 
389/19.10.2006. After it was also ratified by Serbia, on 10.03.2008, the Convention was adopted 
by all the seven signatory Carpathian states: Czech Republic, Hungary Poland, Romania, Serbia, 
Slovakia and Ukraine. The overall objective of the Convention is to encourage cooperation 
for the protection and sustainable development of the Carpathians with a view to, inter alia, 
improving quality of life, strengthening local economies and communities, and conservation 
of natural values and cultural heritage. The Convention establishes the general cooperation 
framework between the signatories in various areas, such as: conservation of biodiversity, 
spatial planning, management of water resources, agriculture and forestry, transport, tourism, 
industry and energy. 
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Furthermore, at a European Level, Romania along with Bulgaria coordinate the Priority Area 3 
of the European Union Strategy for the Danube Region (EUSDR): “To promote culture, tourism 
and people to people contacts”. This coordination is managed by the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Administration, in cooperation with the MoT, the Ministry of Culture 
and National Identity, the Department of Interethnic Relations and the Ministry of Romanians 
Abroad, according to the HG 462 / 28.06.2018.. 

Romania is part of the WTO and member of the CEx since 2017. Moreover, we can also mention 
the cooperation established in the tourism field with the OECD, European Commission - TAC, 
BSEC (Black Sea), CEECs-China and the APE for the development of cultural Routes. 

European Funding Sources for Tourism 

During the 2007-2013 period, the EU’s financial support to tourism was distributed through two 
major programs: 

 � The Regional Operational Program (ROP): priority axis 5 - sustainable development and 
tourism promotion, that represented a total amount of EUR 616.8 million, of which EUR 
558.9 million from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and EUR 57.9 million 
from the national contribution. They were 3 main sub axis: 5.1 for Cultural Heritage, 5.2 for 
tourism infrastructures and 5.3 for marketing and promotion. The creation of the Tourism 
Brand and of its accompanying marketing strategy was financed from this program. The 
Ministry of Tourism directly managed all the operations of Key Area of Intervention 5.3 - 
“Promoting tourist potential and creating the necessary infrastructure in order to increase 
Romania’s attractiveness as a tourist destination”, including Operation A: Creating a 
positive image of Romania as a tourist destination by defining and promoting the national 
tourism brand; Operation B: Development and strengthening of domestic tourism by 
supporting the promotion of specific products and specific marketing activities; and 
Operation C - Creation of National Tourist Information and Promotion Centers (CNIPT) and 
their endowment

 � The National Rural Development Program: Axis 3 - quality of life in rural areas and 
diversification of the rural economy. The development of tourism infrastructures, 
accommodations and information centers received a support worth of EUR 544.2 
million, of which EUR 435.4 million came from the European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) and EUR 108.8 million from the national contributions. 

In the European Structural and Investment Funds current programming period, tourism has not 
been included as a thematic objective for Romania due to the absence of the required strategy 
during the negotiation period. Nevertheless, the European funds for tourism infrastructures 
and accommodation, marketing promotion or cultural heritage renovation are still available at 
national, cross border and regional levels with fairly moderate amounts.
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At the EU level, there is no dedicated fund for tourism. However, a number of EU funds may help 
to boost address challenges related to tourism. Depending on the priorities of each EU funding 
program, various legal entities (such as public bodies, companies, SMEs, research organizations, 
universities, NGOs and tourism cluster initiatives) may benefit from EU funding in order to run 
activities that may impact tourism positively.

At the EU level

LIFE

 �  LIFE supports environmental and nature conservation projects throughout the EU, which 
may consequently constitute poles of tourist attraction. The priority areas of its subprogram 
for the environment are: environment and resource efficiency, nature and biodiversity, 
and environmental governance. Protection of particularly ecologically important areas 
may also be eligible for LIFE support45.

 � LIFE - environment provides opportunities for grants to strengthen European environment 
policy and legislation, with emphasis on promoting sustainable development in the EU46.

 � LIFE - actions grants offers action grants to strengthen European environment and 
Climate action policy and legislation through different categories of projects47.

 � The program is open to all legal persons, including NGOs, National Authorities and private 
companies.

ESPON 2020 

 � The ESPON 2020 Program (2014-2020) aims at promoting and fostering a European 
territorial dimension in development and cooperation by providing evidence, knowledge 
transfer and policy learning to public authorities and other policy actors at all levels.48 
National, regional or local authority, public or private bodies, a Managing Authority or a 
territorial cooperation body are eligible to apply.

CREATIVE EUROPE

 � The Creative Europe program consists of three subprograms: ‘Culture’, applicable to the 
cultural and creative sectors; ‘Media’, for the audiovisual industries; and the ‘Cross sector’ 
subprogram, for joint projects between the cultural/creative sectors and the audiovisual 
industries. The program encourages the development of transnational projects and 
cooperation networks. The European capitals of culture initiative is also part of the 
program49. 

45 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/index.htm
46 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/project/Projects/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.getProjects&themeID=54
47 Ibid
48 https://www.espon.eu/
49 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/creative-europe/culture_en
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 � Financial line: Design and management of networking and capacity building activities 
for European heritage label sites - 2018. Grants for projects, with the deadline for call of 
proposals on January 3, 201950, aim to foster the safeguarding and promotion of European 
cultural and linguistic diversity and strengthen the competitiveness of the culture and 
creative sectors.

 � Applicant organizations must be independent legal entities. They can be fully or partly 
public or private bodies; private bodies must be properly constituted and registered under 
the national law. Eligible applicants should be active in the cultural and creative sectors, 
have a strong connection with the European Heritage Label and be legally established in 
one of the participating countries in the Culture sub-program.

COSME supports the Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
running from 2014 – 2020. Every year, a call for project on one specific thematic is launched. In 
2018, the thematic was: Supporting the development and promotion of transnational thematic 
tourism products - exploiting synergies between tourism and cultural and creative industries. 
Applicant organizations must be independent legal entities. They can be fully or partly public or 
private bodies; private bodies must be properly constituted and registered under national law.

INTERREG EUROPE helps regional and local governments across Europe to develop and 
deliver better policy. The program offers opportunities for regional and local public authorities 
across Europe to share ideas and experience on public policy in practice, therefore improving 
strategies for their citizens and communities. Its fifth specific objective deals with the protection, 
promotion and development of natural heritage, biodiversity and ecosystems as well as support 
to cultural heritage. Entities governed by the public law, and private non-profit bodies can 
benefit from the program.

At regional level

THE HUNGARY-SLOVAKIA-ROMANIA-UKRAINE ENI CBC Program 2014-2020. The 
promotion of local culture and preservation of historical heritage (Thematic Objective 3) is one 
of the four objectives of the Program and its Priority 1 is the promotion of local culture and 
historical heritage along with tourism functions. Its expected results are the following: a network 
of renewed cultural and historic sites (buildings and their environment and infrastructure) 
which forms the bases of tourist products of the programming region (thematic routes crossing 
the border, cultural Programs with cross border effect) with which the number of visitors can be 
increased in the area. The Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENI CBC Program can be a tool 
for the development of Carpathian tourism projects. 

Eligible applicants are public bodies governed by the public law or non-profit making private 
bodies that are established for the purposes of public interest or specific purpose of meeting 

50 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/creative-europe/sites/creative-europe/files/2018-s39-specifications_en.pdf
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needs of general interest and that have their headquarters or a registered regional/local branch 
having legal entity in the specified program territorial units. 

THE BLACK SEA BASIN ENI CBC Program’s overall objective is “to improve the welfare of the 
people in the Black Sea Basin regions through sustainable growth and joint environmental 
protection”. In doing so, the Program will pursue two of the ENI CBC overarching strategic 
objectives: Promote economic and social development in regions on both sides of common 
borders and address common challenges in environment, public health, safety and security. 
One of the main indicative action to reach the first objective is to create stronger cross-border 
business opportunities in the tourism and cultural sectors in Black Sea Basin. 

Eligible applicants are: authorities at regional and sub national administrative levels, civil society 
organizations based within the eligible program area, chambers of commerce and academic 
and educational communities.

THE DANUBE TRANSNATIONAL PROGRAM is a financing instrument of the European 
Territorial Cooperation (ETC) that promotes economic, social and territorial cohesion in the 
Danube Region through policy integration in selected fields. The cooperation Program is 
structured across four priority axes. The priority 2: Environment and culture responsible Danube 
region includes the following specific objective: Foster sustainable use of natural and cultural 
heritage and resources.

Beneficiaries of the program can be local, regional and national public bodies and bodies 
governed by public law, international organizations and private firms (including private 
enterprises from EU countries of the program area) having the legal status.

At cross border level 

CROSS-BORDER PROGRAM ROMANIA-HUNGARY 2014 -2020. PRIORITY AXIS 1: shared 
protection and effective use of common values and resources (cooperation on natural and 
cultural resources). INVESTMENT PRIORITY 6/C - Conservation, protection, promotion and 
development of natural and cultural heritage. Types of eligible activities include, among others: 
preparing studies, strategies, plans, etc. in the field of conservation, development and use of 
cultural and natural heritage; Improving the conservation status of monuments and buildings 
belonging to the natural or cultural heritage of the area (eg. churches, castles, museums, theaters); 
Conservation, promotion and development of immaterial cultural heritage; Development, 
reconstruction and promotion of cultural facilities for cultural heritage protection in the eligible 
area; Development of natural parks, nature reserves and other protected areas, protection of 
biodiversity; Improvement of existing facilities or of new ones aimed at the protection and 
efficient use of geothermal potential; Creation of thematic routes, tourist products and services 
based on natural and cultural heritage.
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Eligible applicants  are public authorities, bodies governed by the public law and NGOs with 
the registered office or a regional/local subsidiary registered in the eligible area of   the program.

ROMANIA-SERBIA IPA CBC PROGRAM 2014 – 2020. PRIORITY AXIS 4: attractiveness for 
sustainable tourism. 4-1 development of the local tourism economy based on the promotion of 
a sustainable valorisation of the cultural and recreational uses of natural and cultural heritage. 
4-2 increasing the local tourist economy through the development of the quality of tourism 
services and through a sustainable valorisation of the natural and cultural heritage. Thematic 
activities 1 “Investing in increasing the demand for local tourism networks and promoting 
innovative tourism activities. Thematic activities 2 “Capacity building initiatives to improve the 
quality and innovation of tourism services and products”. 

Eligible applicants  are public authorities, bodies governed by the public law and NGOs that 
have their registered office or a regional/local subsidiary registered in the eligible area of   the 
program.

ROMANIA-BULGARIA CROSS BORDER PROGRAM 2014-2020. PRIORITY AXIS 2: a green 
region. INVESTMENT PRIORITY 6C: Conservation, protection, promotion and development of 
natural and cultural heritage. Actions funded through this specific objective strengthen the 
capacities of relevant actors to restore, preserve and sustainable use the cultural and natural 
heritage in the Romanian-Bulgarian cross-border area. Emphasis is placed on joint management 
and coordination efforts that will ensure the reduction of current pressures and avoid future 
misuses. An important instrument is the strong support provided by the present Program 
for the development of common tools and technologies for the management of natural and 
cultural heritage areas and sites that are affected either by local pressure or by climate change. 

Eligible applicants are public authorities, bodies governed by public law and NGOs with the 
registered office or a regional/local subsidiary registered in the eligible area of   the program.

JOINT OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS for Romania and Ukraine and between Romania and 
Republic of Moldova support promotion of local culture and the preservation of historical 
heritage through the rehabilitation of cultural and historical sites and the development of local 
culture, specific cultural identities and the cultural dialog. Eligible applicants include public 
authorities, bodies governed by the public law and NGOs with the registered office or a regional/
local subsidiary registered in the eligible area of   the program.

At a national Level

AGRICULTURAL FUND FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT (EAFRD)

 � SUB-MEASURE 6.4 - Investments in the creation and development of non-agricultural 
activities to support development and diversification of rural economy. The purpose is to 
increase the revenue of the rural population, increase rural job opportunities, diversify the 
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farmers’ economic activity and reduce the development gap between the rural and the 
urban areas by supporting rural SMEs to engage into non-agricultural activities: tourism, 
services or small crafts. Small-size enterprises, start-ups and farmers from the rural area 
having a desire to engage into non-agricultural activities are eligible for the program.

 � SUB-MEASURE 6.2 - Support for the establishment of Non-Agricultural Activities in 
Rural Areas. As, in the sub measure 6.4, investments can be used for the production and 
marketing of non-agricultural products, for the development of craft activities, provision 
of services as well as for infrastructure investments in agro-tourism accommodation 
units and recreational tourism services. Beneficiaries include micro-enterprises and small 
enterprises in rural areas, and farms that diversify their core business by setting up or 
developing non-farm activities. 

 � SUB-MEASURE 7.6 - Investments associated with the Protection of Cultural Heritage. 
Protection through maintenance, restoration and modernization of the cultural heritage 
of local interest, including monasteries and local cultural institutions. Supporting the 
preservation of local heritage and traditions is aimed at boosting rural tourism and local 
economic activities while maintaining traditions and spiritual heritage, thus contributing to 
the attractiveness of rural areas. Beneficiaries include the communes or their associations, 
NGOs, units of worship or authorized natural persons and commercial companies owning 
class B cultural heritage assets of public utility.

HUMAN CAPITAL OPERATIONAL PROGRAM 2014-2020

 � S.O. 6.8.– Implementation of Systemic Measures for facilitating the adaptation to labor 
market requirements in tertiary university and non-university education systems. The 
objective is to contribute to the development of quality management systems in tertiary 
education that are able to foresee the future labor market requirements in terms of 
skills and knowledge and then to successfully adapt the university and non-university 
education to these evolutions. The Ministry of National Education and its subordinate 
authorities, agencies and structures, accredited higher education institutions (public and 
private), education stakeholders (unions, etc.), NGOs, students’ associations can benefit 
from the source.

 � OS 3.12. – Improvement of the employees’ skills and knowledge related to economic 
sectors / areas identified under the national strategy of competitiveness and national 
strategy of research, development and innovation. This line allows for participation in 
training programs or to review/validation and certification schemes for skills according 
to the demand from the economic sectors with highly competitive potential, including 
tourism; and organizing learning programs at work organized by employers. The source is 
open to the employers (public or private) with present or future activity in the areas and 
economic sectors identified by the National Strategy of Competitiveness and the National 
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Strategy of Research, Development and Innovation. Tourism is one of the competitive 
sectors identified in the Competitiveness Strategy.

 � S.O 6.14 – Increasing participation of students and apprentices from secondary and 
tertiary non-university education in educational programs at the workplace with a focus 
on economic sectors with competitive potential in the areas identified under the national 
strategy for competitiveness and smart specialization. The line supports the conclusion 
of sustainable partnerships with entities in economic sectors with competitive potential 
identified under National Strategy of Competitiveness and areas of smart specialization 
to facilitate the transition from education to employment through a system of internships 
including educational programs at the workplace. Eligible applicants are the Ministry 
of National Education and its subordinated structures (agencies, relevant bodies) with 
attributions in education and research, employers, public and private providers of 
apprentice training at the workplace, professional associations, NGOs, institutions and 
organizations members of the Regional Pacts and Local Partnerships for Employment and 
Social Inclusion and training; institutions and organizations members of the regional and 
local consortia and partnerships  in the field of employment, education and professional 
training; Chambers of commerce and industry Unions and Public and private providers of 
professional counseling and orientation.

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATIONAL PROGRAM (POIM)

 � AP4 - environmental protection measures for the conservation of biodiversity, air quality 
monitoring and decontamination of historically polluted sites. All the eligible activities 
stem from the Priority Action Framework for Natura 2000 of the EU. There are thus 4 
types of activities: (a) Developing management plans/sets of conservation measures/
action plans for conservation of natural protected areas (including those in the marine 
environment) and species of community interest not covered by previous projects; (b) 
Implementation of the measures of the management or action plans; (c) Actions for 
increasing the knowledge level on biodiversity and ecosystems; (d) Maintenance and 
rehabilitation of ecosystems situated outside of the protected natural areas.

 � For the natural protected areas that have administrators or custodians, eligible applicants 
for  the drafting and implementation of the management plans will be their administrators 
or authorities with attributions in environment protection. For drafting action plans for 
Community interest species, eligible applicants are research institutes, universities, NGOs 
with nature protection purpose, the Ministry of Environment and the National Agency for 
Environment Protection. For actions to increase the knowledge level on biodiversity and 
ecosystems, the eligible applicant is  the Ministry of Environment alone or in partnership 
with research institutes, universities. 
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REGIONAL OPERATIONAL PROGRAM 2014-2020 (POR)

 � PRIORITY AXIS 2: improving the competitiveness of small and medium enterprises. SO 
2.1 - strengthening the market position of SMEs in competitive areas. The instrument 
supports the development of SMEs through investments in the production or service 
equipments and facilities and/or acquisition of essential inputs, all for increasing SMEs 
competitiveness. The support targets the competitive areas identified in the National 
Research Strategy (NAS) and the Regional Development Plans (RDP), tourism being one 
of these areas because of its HR intensity. Eligible applicants are SMEs (commercial or 
cooperative), that have been active for at least one fiscal year and have registered positive 
operational profit.

 � PRIORITY AXIS 5: improving the urban environment and conservation, protection and 
sustainable valorization of cultural heritage. SO 5.1. - Supporting local development 
through preservation, protection and promotion of cultural heritage and cultural identity. 
The instrument can finance restoration, protection, conservation and sustainable use 
of UNESCO cultural heritage, national cultural heritage (regardless of location, urban or 
rural) and local cultural heritage in urban areas. Beneficiaries may be local and central 
government authorities, religious associations, NGOs and partnerships between these 
entities.

 � PRIORITY 7: diversify local economies through sustainable tourism development. S.O. 7.1. 
Increasing the number of employees in tourist resorts. The objective of the instrument 
is to encourage economic development and new employment opportunities in areas 
that are affected by economic decline but have important tourism assets. This is why 
the objective is described as increasing the average number of employees in tourist 
resorts. Beneficiaries may include the authorities and institutions of local government 
and partnerships between them. (In order to ensure the territorial concentration, the 
implementation will be carried out only in the tourist resorts defined according to the law 
HG 852 of 2008).
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Chapter 3: Tourism Products, Experiences and Offers 

Global Trends

Different sources51 confirm that there are some important changes in the demographics and 
trends of tourism. Every year reveals a new trend or set of circumstances that product and 
destination developers and marketers should take into the account. The following trend portfolio 
can provide a brief snapshot relevant for sustainable product and destination development and 
marketing.

 � Baby boomers (now around 60-year-olds) are becoming the most important age segment 
both for their time availability and economic resources. 

 � Solo travel, especially for females, is becoming increasingly more common. Importantly, 
today’s travelers, either solo or in group, seek for multi-activity holidays with opportunities 
to learn and experience the local culture. 

 � Importance of millennials and their travel habits is growing fast. They are expected to 
represent 50% of the travelers in 2025 and their need for exploration, interaction, and 
emotional experience must be taken care of. This segment is heavily dependent on modern 
technologies and their decisions are mostly driven by digitally available information and 
resources. Unlike baby boomers, millennials are embracing new technology, experiences, 
and ways of traveling by often utilizing ride-sharing apps when they travel, and using 
sharing economy services for trip accommodation. Millennials are also lusting after new 
experiences and are most interested in recommendations that expose them to something 
new, and prefer to be contracted via email or social media rather than in person52.

 � More individual and authentic travel experiences: Consumers will demand more individual 
and authentic travel experiences in future and will rely more than ever on technology to 
plan and enjoy their trips. Consumers will continue to focus on their personal financial 
situation, holiday prices and value for money offers while the image and stability of 
destinations will also have a strong impact.

 � Travelers will take advantage of modern technology to adapt their travel behavior, 
especially how they use information and buy travel products and services. People will 
rely more on personal information and recommendations available on commercial and 
social websites, and will use mobile technology to access travel products and services 
both before and during their trips.

 � Rising educational levels and demand for travel: The average level of formal educational 
attainment is rising globally, for both males and females. Higher education levels are 
strongly correlated with demand for outdoor recreation activities. Thus, there is a general 
trend towards appreciative activities, with more travelers seeking life-enriching travel 

51 ETC “Tourism Trends for Europe” and Zukunftsinstitut: “Future living”
52 Expedia and Egencia Study: The Future of Travel Study
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experience. There is growth in general interest tourism that involves learning-while-
traveling, in specific learning travel programs (e.g. educational tours), and generally in 
learning activities, such as wildlife viewing, attending festivals, cultural appreciation and 
nature study. Tourism of this kind requires explanatory materials (e.g. guides, booklets, 
mobile presentations, etc.), interpretive facilities (e.g. in visitor centers) and interpretive 
guiding (e.g. eco-tours).

 � Aging population: Advances in health care mean that people are living longer. Older 
individuals are staying healthier longer. Although physical capacity decreases with age, 
older people are increasingly able to lead healthy, physically active lives. Elderly people 
maintain, or even extend, their interest in other outdoor activities, such as walking, nature 
study, fishing or wildlife observation. A reduced demand for camping sites is offset by 
a greater demand for more comfortable lodge accommodation, caravanning or health 
and spa tourism. Older visitors present some challenges for planning and management. 
There will be a need for more accessible toilets and for trails with lesser gradient; also for 
greater provision for people with disabilities. On the other hand, older visitors represent 
an opportunity. They tend to be more interested in the kinds of experience offered, have 
more disposable income, and are more willing to pay for higher levels of interpretation, 
guiding and other services.

 � Accessible travel for all: Millions of people around the world want to travel, have the 
time and money to do so but are forced to stay at home because of insufficient facilities. 
With improved accessibility, however, the market for people with disabilities or physical 
restrictions could develop strongly. When including travel companions, the potential size 
of the “accessible tourism” market is even bigger. One underestimated fact is that with 
demographic ageing in Europe and other developed countries the proportion of elderly 
people with mobility restrictions, disabilities or other limitations such as reduced sight 
or hearing will inevitably increase. However, this group will still be travelling given an 
adequate and accessible form of travel is available in the destination.

 � Changing roles of women: More and more, men and women are adopting each other’s 
characteristic role in the workplace and in the household. Women are becoming more 
prominent, even numerically dominant, in the paid workforce. And women make a 
greater demand for recreation and tourism opportunities. Indeed, it is often women 
who determinate the choice of travel destination. There are differences between the 
interests of men and women at the individual activity level. While there are, of course, 
many expectations, men tend to be more interested in physical challenging activities, and 
women tend to be interested in more appreciative activities, such as nature and culture 
studies and ecotourism.

 � Changes in the distribution of leisure time: For many people, leisure time is increasing 
due to a shorter working week, increases in the automation of housework and other 
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factors. Yet, leisure time is decreasing for others; for example, working women who retain 
household responsibilities. Growth of single parent families increases the leisure time of 
the absent parent yet reduces that of the responsible parent. Often young people need 
to work to support their education, or expand their purchasing power, so they have less 
leisure time. Short and fast trips, particularly 2 to 4-day weekend trips are a result of this 
with a growing tendency.

 � Importance of service quality: Tourists are increasingly demanding high quality recreational 
opportunities and the services that support them. Those who receive quality service 
during their stay normal working week expect to be offered this by their leisure providers 
as well. They expect guides to be knowledgeable and good communicators. They want 
their hosts to make them feel welcome, comfortable and part of the communities they 
visit. Increased rural- and ecotourism in Romania means greater demand for specialized 
recreation and accommodation, all with a focus in quality. The challenges for service 
providers include ensuring they have service quality goals, programs to deliver high 
quality service and monitoring programs in place.

 � Changing leisure patterns: There is an increase in leisure time due to earlier retirement and 
longer life spans and changes in work conditions. Older, retired people are also able to 
travel for longer periods each year. Rising incomes are driving up the volume of domestic 
tourism, and of outbound traffic.

 � Proliferation of travel options: As the world’s fleets of passenger aircraft and cruise ships 
expand, visitors can travel more efficiently, quickly and further afield. The proliferation of 
air travel and public transport connections has improved the accessibility of remote and 
rural destinations, with people seeking out for World Heritage Sites, National Parks and 
other attractions. This trend will continue and in general destinations should prepare for 
welcoming visitors from around the world, while being aware of the challenges in terms 
of language, culture or knowledge and preconceptions.

 � Increasing social and environmental concerns: People express concern about social 
injustices and environmental problems. They are increasingly aware of the need for low 
impact tourism which does not harm the environment. They are themselves moving form 
consumptive to less consumptive activities, often adopting “green consumer” life styles. 
Rural destinations are well placed to take advantage of this trend.

Tourism development requires an understanding of consumer developments and changes of 
consumer behavior or travel motive. The experienced and sophisticated traveler has a more 
critical attitude to quality, and to the price-quality ratio. Environmental consciousness will 
continue to increase, which results in more demand for sustainable destinations. There are also 
structural changes on the supply side in the accommodation sub-sector, transportation, tour 
operator and distribution systems, which need to be reflected.
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Romanian Context

Romania offers wide range of tourism experiences and has a potential to further unlock their 
capacity for the economic growth at local, regional and central levels. The forms of tourism 
currently available in Romania can be grouped into the following groups:

1. Nature and Adventure
2. Mountains and Skiing
3. Culture and History
4. Health and Wellness
5. Sea and Sun
6. City Breaks
7. MICE
8. Gastronomy

After analyzing the data from Tourism and Travel Competitiveness Index (see chapter 1) and 
where Romania holds comparative advantage and potential for further development compared 
with other competing countries (also listed under chapter 1), flavored with modern tourism 
development trends and ‘visitor experiences’, we see that Romania is better positioned to 
focus on four major key segments to further boost international spendings and average stay of 
international tourists in Romania:

 � Cultural Heritage, Cultural and History Tourism (flavored with gastronomy)
 � Nature and Adventure, covering Eco and rural tourism
 � Health and wellness, concentrating around the Romania’s rich SPA resources
 � Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibition (MICE)

Prioritization and further development of the remaining three segments is also very important 
for domestic purposes, as it represents about 80 percent of all travels in Romania:

 � Sun and Sea
 � Mountain and Skiing
 � City Breaks (high potential in terms of yield) 

Culture and History

Cultural tourism may refer to any tourism related activity connected with a Romanian or sub-
regional culture, including the lifestyle, history, art, architecture, religion and any other elements 
that flavor the past and current ways of life.

Romania is a home to a variety of urban and rural cultures, products of a long-standing history 
of occupation, migration and resilience, tolerance and syncretic evolution. Romania’s cultural 
heritage is unique in its diversity and contrast. As the meeting point of Western Europe, the 
Balkans and the East, influenced by different ethnic cultures, but also with a rural spirit of its 
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own, Romania’s authenticity is a clear attribute to its national brand. Medieval towns, fortified 
churches, painted monasteries, wooden masterpieces and ancient Dacian ruins are just some of 
the attractions that make Romania’s cultural heritage exceptional.

Cultural tourism potential in Romania lies on incredible resources, making significant growth 
easily possible. Romania’s competitive advantage in Culture and History is also witnessed by 
the World Economic Forum’s Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report for 2017. For cultural 
tourism competitiveness, the indicators include a number of UNESCO cultural sites, a number 
of Intangible cultural heritage, and cultural and entertainment digital demand. Romania ranks 
above average, being 36th in terms of the number of UNESCO cultural sites (see Chapter 1 for 
details). The number of oral and intangible cultural heritage places Romania on the 25th spot. 
However, Cultural Digital Demand ranking of 80 is lower than EU’s average, but still higher than 
of those from the region.

In addition to the regional comparison, Romania’s Culture and History offerings can compete on 
international markets, largely attributable to the following factors:

 � Romanian mixture and diversity of urban and rural cultures is unique within the region 
and may offer a wide range of products (city break, cultural rural tourism, religious tourism, 
entertainment, gastronomy, etc.);

 � Authenticity and singularity of the last living rural civilizations in Europe existing in some 
areas of Romania is attractive in terms of experiential tourism;

 � Romania’s Cultural Heritage, both tangible and intangible, is rich, diverse and valuable, as 
a testimony of a singular European historic development of contrast, syncretic evolution, 
still widely unknown. With required investments and proper marketing, it can become a 
source of new interesting discoveries for international visitors;

 � For selected markets (China or Japan, for example), Romania can be marketed as a part of 
European Regional Cultural Package, and as an entry point to Europe.

Cultural heritage in Romania is governed by the national legislation referring to the protect 
historic monuments (Law 422/2001), of world heritage (Decisions 738/2008, 493/2004, 
1268/2010) of immaterial cultural heritage (Law 26/2008), of museum and public collections 
(Law 311/2003), and supported by the national programs such as the National Restoration 
Program (application norms issued in 2016). Romania ratified the Granada Convention for 
the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe (1985) in 1997, the Florence European 
Landscape Convention (2000) in 2002 and the Paris Convention for the Safeguarding of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003) in 2005.

Cultural heritage, both tangible (immobile- buildings, monuments- and mobile - collections, 
artifacts) and intangible (traditions) is well represented in Romania, quantity-wise. At the end of 
2015, the Ministry of Culture listed 30,136 monuments, out of which 59,34% were architectural 
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monuments, 32.14% archaeological, 6,24% funerary monuments and 2,28% public forum 
monuments (statues, etc.). Less than a quarter (22,81%) are of national importance, as 77,19% 
are of local interest. 

Table 19:  Tangible (immobile) cultural heritage - Segregation by number and type of 
monuments53

Typology 2013 2014 2015 2015 %

Archaeology Monuments 9686 9687 9687 32,14

Architecture Monuments 17825 17880 17882 59,34

Public forum monuments 682 688 688 2,28

Memorial and funerary monuments 1875 1884 1879 6,24

Total 30068 30139 30136 100,00

Table 20:  Tangible (immobile) cultural heritage - Segregation of monuments by interest 
(heritage)54

Typology 2013 2014 2015 2015 %

National interest monuments 6871 6878 6875 22,81

Local interest monuments 23197 23261 23261 77,19

Total 30068 30139 30136 100,00

According to the National Strategy for Culture and Heritage 2016-2022 (currently under 
approval), only 16% of all monuments are in medium, good or great condition, with 38% in a 
bad state, 3% had collapsed (or were almost deteriorated), as the highest percentage remained 
uninventorized in terms of state of conservation (43%). The large-scale degradation of Romanian 
monuments is the result of years of neglect, due to the lack of financial resources of both the 
public and private sector. Since the 1989 revolution, and even before, the maintenance of these 
assets was not set as a top priority. 

Only 20% of the cultural heritage monuments are partially or totally owned by the state (public 
authorities). In 2015, 46% of monuments were privately owned and the rest had no established 
ownership status (lawsuits based on the application of property restoration after the fall of the 
communist regime, lack of data/inventory).

In the last few years, an increasing number of restoration initiatives are contributing to the 
retrieval and promotion of Romania’s cultural heritage, powered by governmental and European 
funding, made available through dedicated programs. RON 200 mln (EUR 45 mln) were invested 
between 2010 and 2015 through the National Restoration Program. Such investments resulted 
in 245 restored monuments out of which 175 are religious (130 of national importance, 45- 
local) and 65 non-religious (60 of national importance, 5 of local importance). 5 of the restored 
monuments hold the UNESCO status. 

53 National Strategy for culture and heritage 2016-2022, Annex
54 Ibid
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The Regional Operational Program (2017-2013, 2014-2020), as well EEA Grants (Conservation 
and revitalization of cultural and natural heritage program/ RoCultura) also dedicated funds for 
the restoration and promotion of monuments for tourism purposes. 

Table 21:  Tangible (immobile) cultural heritage - Segregation by the state of conservation55 

Conservation state Percentage Number

Unknown status 43 12959

Medium, good and very good state 16 4822

Bad state 38 11451

Pre-collapse and collapse state 3 904

Total 100 30136

Mobile goods (artefacts, museum collections), also part of the national cultural heritage 
counted 46,672 items in 2016. 18,6% are archaeological artifacts, 17,91% are coins, 17,50% are 
ethnographic artifacts, 14,42% pertain to natural history, 11% to fine arts and other mobile 
goods include history-related, science and technique-related objects, documents, old books 
and medals.

The 431 museums were active in Romania in 2015. The vast majority were museums of the 
local importance (303- 70,30%), 50 were of national importance (11,6%), 21 were of regional 
interest (4,87%) and 57 were at the county level (13,23%). After segregating museums by their 
specialization, the highest numbers belong to ethnography and anthropology (119-27,61%), 
art museums (96-22,27%) and archaeology and history museums (59-13,69%). 

In terms of the country coverage, 20% of museums and public collections are concentrated in 
the Central Region (central Transylvania - counties of Alba, Brasov, Covasna, Harghita, Mureș, 
Sibiu), 17,21% within the North-East Regional (including Iasi and Suceava- Bucovina region), 
15,45% within the South Region (incl. Prahova country). Arranging regions according to number 
of museum visitors, the first two are also the ones with the most museums. Coming in third in 
terms of museum and visitor numbers per region, Bucharest-Ilfov represents the cultural hub 
of the county (the region includes Bucharest and its metropolitan area - Iflov county, a much 
smaller territory than other regions).

In order to improve cultural development and the conservation of cultural heritage, as resources 
for adding value to Romania’s economy, human and symbolic capital, the Ministry of Culture 
has drafted a National Strategy for Culture and Heritage 2016-2022. Presenting culture as an 
influencer of sustainable development, the strategy sets two general heritage objectives: (1) 
valueing cultural resources with local and regional identity elements, (2) with the support of 
cultural tourism better protect cultural heritage. The strategy, hence, sets priorities for public 
and private operators, such as:

55 Ibid
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 � Creating, upgrading and exploiting cultural-tourist network and routes that promote 
monuments within the UNESCO world heritage list and connecting them with national 
and local monuments in the vicinity;

 � Connecting theme cultural routes in Romania with similar European/international ones;
 � Including historical monuments and cultural natural landscapes in products created by 

tour operators;
 � Partnering with the Ministry of Tourism, in order to introduce accreditation penalties for 

promoting kitsch and creating damage to traditional cultural elements;
 � Promoting cultural heritage through dedicated campaigns;
 � Developing infrastructure related to information dissemination.

Main Cultural Heritage Destinations in Romania

In order to determine which are the main cultural heritage destinations in Romania, in terms of 
the popularity, the team has reviewed the top 15 county-destinations, as organized per number 
of museum visits in 2017. Such numbers were cross-referenced with number of arrivals in 
accommodation structures (to check if cultural tourism is relevant or a key product of Romania’s 
current market), both domestic and international, with number of museums, percentage of 
historic monuments presented within the counties, number of castles, as well as number of 
UNESCO sites (cultural sites include more objectives - some may be in different counties, for 
example Transylvania fortified churches). The main findings of this study are the following:

 � The top 5 most visited counties in terms of cultural hotspots are Brasov, Bucharest, Sibiu, 
Prahova and Suceava. They are home to the most visited museums as well. The Bran Castle 
is the most visited tourist site in Romania, with over 800 thousand yearly visitors. It is 
followed by the Dimitrie Gusti Museum in Bucharest, the Astra Village Museum in Sibiu 
and the Peleș Castle in Sinaia.

 � Brasov was the second most visited county in Romania in 2017, and the first most visited 
in terms of cultural visits, with strong contenders such as the most visited tourist site - the 
Bran Castle, also known and marketed as Dracula’s Castle (this is a symbolic attribution, 
the character on which Bram Stoker supposedly based his character on - Vlad Dracul/Vlad 
Țsuch - did not use this castle *there are other linked castles to the myth of Dracula, such 
as Corvin Castle in Hunedoara). Restored citadels (Râșnov, Rupea), Transylvanian saxon 
villages, as well as the city center of Brasov (including the Black Church) are the cultural 
spots when it comes to both national and international tourism.

 � With the most competitive museums and collections, Bucharest is Romania’s cultural 
hotspot and best visited destination as well. Its tourist offer is complex, however high 
incoming numbers (45% of all international arrivals in accommodation structures) are 
mainly due to business tourism.
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 � Sibiu is a traditional cultural tourism destination, ever since it was the 2007 European Capital 
of Culture, also the center of the European Region of Gastronomy 2019. Sibiu’s city center 
is packed with international and domestic tourists and city breakers, especially during the 
summer, it promotes two of the best visited museums in the country (Bruckenthal and 
Astra);

 � After Bucharest, Transylvania remains the top cultural and non-cultural destination 
for incoming tourism in Romania, capitalizing on beautiful saxon villages, medieval 
picturesque city centers, breathtaking rural sceneries, as well as the myth of Dracula;

 � Prahova ranks 5th (the Peleș Castle castle in Sinaia registers half of the entire county visitor 
number), Suceava 6th (with Bucovina monasteries at the center of the phenomenon). 
Constanta comes in 7th, but not due to the development of cultural tourism (even 
if resources are available), but rather due to the high numbers of the Natural Sciences 
Complex (which features a Dolphinarium and attracts half a million visitors annually).

 � Hunedoara’s cultural tourism is based on the high numbers attracted by the Corvin Castle, 
complimented by lower numbers of visitors to the Dacian ruins of Sarmisegetuza Regia 
and the Roman ruins of Ulpia Traiana. These numbers are not translated into the overnight 
stays, as one-day tours are organized within Transylvania and accommodation is mostly 
covered by Sibiu, Alba Iulia, Brasov or Sighișoara;

 � Dâmbovița, Valcea, Iasi, Argeș and Neamț rank within the top 15, however the sites attract 
mostly the interest of domestic tourist. The seasonal interest for traditions in Maramureș, 
as well as the UNESCO wooden churches are not significant enough to earn the county a 
higher rank than the 15th;

 � Mureș is included in the top 10 list, as it attracts national and international interest in 
cultural tourism. Apart from numbers gathered in citadels or fortified churches, Sighișoara 
hosts about 100 thousand arrivals in accommodation facilities and visitor numbers are 
probably much higher, as day trip excursionists to the city center are not monitored;

 � Cluj is among the last within the top 15 counties with high numbers of museum visitors, 
mostly due to the hotspot Turda Saline, as well as urban museums in Cluj Napoca. 
International tourism is generally based on business;

 � Timisoara did not make it in the top 15 list. The city’s nomination as European Capital of 
Culture in 2021 is not strong enough yet to transform it into a tourist hotspot. However, 
changes are to be expected if the project is properly implemented and promoted.
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Table 22:  Cultural Heritage and Tourism in Romania56
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Brasov 2382643 22,92 68075,51 10 1 (2 obj) 3,96 10,38 7,29
Bran Castle- 835116 , Râșnov Citadel 
- 418838, Black Church Brasov- 
278442

Bucharest 2093284 18,29 53682,18 6 10,10 16,83 43,66

Dimitrie Gusti (Village museum)- 800 
k National Museum of the Romanian 
peasant, National Art Museum, 
National History Museum, National 
Contemporary Art Museum, Grigor 
Antipa Museum -230k

Sibiu 1333547 14,48 53341,88 8 1 (2 obj) 3,58 4,66 5,94
Bruckenthal museum- 407100, 
Astra Sibiu Museum (village 
museum)-577067 

Prahova 989145 5,47 26733,65 16 4,65 4,40 3,13 Peleș Castle-415270

Suceava 772993 34,01 26654,93 1 (8 obj) 1,99 3,18 1,93 Moldavian Monasteries

Constanta 761990 33,70 42327,78 2,66 10,17 2,26
Histria, MNAIR - 86104, Natural 
Sciences Museum (Dolphinarium)- 
500k

Hunedoara 756619 31,81 42034,39 13 1 (5 obj) 1,99 1,39 0,62

Corvin Castle-333334, Sarmisegetuza 
Regia- 69786, Sarmisegetuza Ulpia 
Traiana + Deva Dacian Roman 
Museum- 152170

Iasi 681525 49,63 28396,88 9 6,37 2,65 2,30
Moldova Museum-848208* (most 
probable, there is an error in 
reported numbers)

Neamț 635247 21,08 21905,07 2,20 1,97 0,57

Mureș 559623 17,94 39973,07 28 2 (2 obj) 3,98 4,48 3,41

Dâmbovița 476839 25,69 4,84 0,87 0,27

Valcea 414565 5,58 21819,21 3 1 (1 obj) 3,12 2,94 0,40

Cluj 397398 -62,78 18923,71 35 5,37 5,22 4,90 Transylvania National History 
Museum

Argeș 374904 17,29 12927,72 4 3,94 1,90 1,68

Maramureș 339323 22,26 16966,15 7 1 (8 obj) 2,29 1,79 1,28 Wooden churches

UNESCO world heritage sites in Romania

Romania proudly owns 6 cultural heritage sites inscribed within the UNESCO list. A lot more are 
still under the process of enlisting. The sites are well spread throughout the county in different 
regions and areas and hold different specifics and characteristics. The 6 sites, with 31 distinct 
objectives are described in Annex 1 of this report. 

They are top tourist spots of the regions where they are located and top destinations for 
Romanians. However, most of them do not benefit from the highest numbers of visitor, as 

56 Analysis: World Bank; Data: National Institute of Statistics, Tempo Online Database, August 2018
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compared with other higher visited sites. For example, Bran and Peleș Castles, that are not 
inscribed within the list with a few museums in Bucharest benefit from larger numbers of 
visitors than some of the UNESCO cultural heritage sites. Factors influencing and shaping this 
phenomenon are: low or moderate accessibility, lack of proper promotion, poor management 
of the sites, and lack of organized product development around the sites (side amenities, tour 
packaging, etc.).

Cultural Heritage and Cultural Tourism

Rich resources in cultural heritage are the prerequisites of developing cultural tourism. However, 
the readiness of such sites to receive international and domestic tourists is equally important, 
in terms of accessibility, infrastructure, signals and signage, management and hospitality skills, 
the availability, quantity and quality of information and promotion in different international 
languages, the inclusion in diverse and complex tourist products, the quality of amenities and 
side activities by the site.

In order to better assess the readiness of cultural heritage sites in Romania per criteria described 
below, the team randomly selected and visited a sample of 10 cultural sites and evaluated them. 
These ten visited sites in 4 administrative regions (South, West, Center and North-West), within 
4 historic provinces of Romania (Wallachia, Transylvania, Maramureș, Banat), during the high-
season (Mid August; when visitations should be the highest) included:

Table 23:  Cultural Heritage Site Visits (sample list)

# Cultural Heritage Site Estimated no. of visitors  
(‘000; annual) UNESCO Status

1 Peleș Castle/Sinaia Monastery 400 NO 
(to be included in the tentative list)

2 Brasov City Centre/Black Church 3000/300 NO

3 Rupea Citadel 150 NO

4 Viscri fortified church and village - YES

5 Sighișoara historic city center 100 (much more estimated due to 
the day trips) YES

6 Corvin Castle 300 NO

7 St. Nicholas Church - Densus Data no available NO  
(tentative list)

8 Sarmisegetuza Ulpia Traiana Data no available NO

9 Timisoara (designated European Capital of 
Culture 2021) 300 NO

10 Maramureș Wooden Churches - Budești/
Bârsana/Desești/Șurdești Data no available YES

The assessment showed that most of the sites have the basic infrastructure to welcome the 
visitors and further develop cultural tourism. While some are ready to receive tourist right away, 
the others still need minor or major improvements to become appealing for the tourists. The 
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most successful ones are the best adapted to the tourist needs, even if minor improvements 
are still required. However, better vision in development and site management, as well as 
international promotion, is required in all, as the lack of proper management and marketing 
tools (such as DMOs) leaves these sites unknown for potential international visitors. 

To increase visitor numbers at cultural heritage sites and developing cultural tourism as a 
main (or supplementary) product to offer to the international tourists in different regions in 
Romania, the table below summarized the current situation at the visited sites and provides 
recommendations for improvements. Detailed report covering each site has been shared in a 
separate note.

Table 24:  Cultural Heritage Site Visit Assessment Results57

Assessment criteria Current Situation Recommendation

Accessibility

The quality of road leading 
to the site from the center/
main highway 

Most flagship cultural heritage sites 
are accessible via good roads (quality). 
However, the roads leading to some 
rural sites (for example Viscri, which 
was part of the sample) are in bad 
shape.

Maintenance of roads to important and 
UNESCO heritage sites is of national 
interest. Provide dedicated financing 
to the county/local administration. Set 
criteria for operation and maintenance. 
Do random inspection and set 
sanctions for underperformance.

The adequate signage is in 
place (at the turn, on the 
main road)

The signage on main roads is usually 
present, however it is mostly in 
Romanian (even if self-explanatory) 
and sometimes not visible

Post repetitive signs before such 
cultural sites (to mitigate the risk of 
missing them). Adapt signs to visibility 
during speed (in terms of size, color, 
maintain corporate style across the 
country)

Parking (for cars and 
busses) is available at the 
site

The most successful sites offer car and 
bus parkings at site, mostly in urban 
centers. For some sites in rural areas, 
amenities are lacking

Better visitor management 
infrastructure on site is required

Interpretation

The ticket booth is available Some sites issue tickets and some are 
for free

Help sites develop better visitor 
management plans, covering 
sustainability and management 
strategy

The tickets are offered for 
the entire facility/selected 
sections/combo tikects, 
etc. Also, closeby sites offer 
combined tours

In few locations, combo tickets 
are offered for single sites (various 
sections). There is little cooperation 
between cultural operators and 
therefore no packaging of tours.

The DMOs can facilitate to the process 
and bring the coordinate cultural 
operators together, resulting in better 
cooperation, packaging of products 
and marketing

57 World Bank Assessment. Detailed list of results for each site is available in a separate file
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Assessment criteria Current Situation Recommendation

Information is available in 
English and other priority 
languages - printed/
published/online

Official bilingual websites or 
information in more than 1 
international language are rare. The 
information is scarce and poorly 
structured. Information mostly is 
available via free platforms such as 
Wikipedia or TripAdvisor. Printed 
brochures are available, however 
improvement in content and graphics 
is necessary.

Rapidly adopt digital communication 
tools. Communication departments 
in DMOs should collaborate with all 
operators ensuring comprehensive, 
quality promotion and availability of 
the information on online platforms 
and official web sites.

Improve the quality of printed media 
by setting standards and offering 
templates (content) to all sites.

Information booth/center is 
available at the site

Most information centers work 
during public office hours (8am-4pm), 
however, they are unable to meet 
tourist needs during busy times, 
especially in the afternoons. Most 
of them lack trained personnel and 
quality informational materials, digital 
and innovative approaches.

Create opportunities for the personnel 
to build their capacity on operations 
and customer service. Provide online 
courses to learn languages (at least on 
basic level) and operation principles.

At sites where the need for an 
information center is relatively low, 
operate local information centers 
through or at DMOs to ensure better 
results such as management, core and 
supplementary online and printed 
media.

The information boards and 
stands are present to allow 
tourists to learn about the 
site/specifics and allow for 
interpretation

Information boards are usually present. 
However, there are cases when such 
boards are only in Romanian.

Set a standard that all information 
boards are designed with at least two 
languages (Romanian and English, for 
instance)

Guided tours are offered for 
a pay

Most successful locations have the 
possibility to provide guided tours for 
a pay. Audio guides are also available 
in some locations (however not all 
functional)

When designing proper site 
management plans, ensure that this 
aspect is clearly articulated. 

Ensure that investments in 
infrastructure are properly maintained 
and used.

Staff able to speak 
elementary English

Some locations still have trouble to 
offer staff who speak elementary 
English (not necessarily in museum, but 
in amenities - cafes, booths, etc.)

Continuous training and monitoring of 
all staff working in tourist destinations 
in foreign languages,with the 
cooperation of both public and private 
actors is necessary.

Organization

The site is well organized 
(rest places, benches, trash 
cans, etc.)

Some of the important cultural 
heritage sites have benefited from 
infrastructure and restoration 
investments (via European funds) and 
have been well organized in terms of 
urban furniture.

Such investments must continue, in 
order to cover every relevant tourist 
site and provide basic amenities.
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Assessment criteria Current Situation Recommendation

There is a souvenir shop 
offering opportunities for 
tourists to buy site specific 
goods

Important locations usually benefit 
from the presence of souvenir shops. 
However, most of them are poorly 
organized, with products that are not 
adapted to current market requests - 
like books in Romanian available for 
purchase. Also, traditional items are 
for sale in improvised souvenir shops 
nearby, but not at site.

Great promotional merchandise is 
one of the instruments to ensure 
sustainability of running a high cost 
cultural heritage site. Hiring skilled 
professionals (outside commission) to 
create original products and consult 
on production costs and marketing has 
to be a modus operandi. DMOs could 
offer expertise.

There must be a higher level of 
cooperation between street vendors 
and the sites. The street vendors should 
be attracted to sell their traditional 
goods at the stores, located at site 
premises.

Café offers a good variety of 
drinks and snacks. 

There are vendors nearby 
offering snacks, drinks, etc. 
All in an organized manner

With a few exceptions, most cultural 
heritage sites do not promote on-site 
cafes within museums/sites. Nearby 
vendors offer drinks and snacks, not 
always of great quality or variety. 

The cultural heritage hotspots should 
organize cafes on the premises, 
properly operated by professional 
firms. 

Set regulations for nearby premises to 
ensure quality and public health (better 
destination management)

The site is well equipped 
with evacuation plan and 
signage (emergency exits, 
lights, etc.)

Most sites are equipped with 
evacuation plans and signage (as it 
is mandatory), however they are of 
substandard quality

Facilitate improvement of quality of 
signaling, equipping rural sites. Work 
with respective agencies to ensure that 
standards for such plans are set.

Site Management

The site has a visitor and 
site management plan

None of the sites benefit from a visitor 
management plan. However, Director’s 
management plans are in place, as they 
are usually ran as Museums with the 
objective of consolidating the cultural 
heritage fund, preserve and not 
necessarily increase number of visitors 
and capitalize monetary and financially 
to become self sustainable or pursue 
needed investments.

Operation of all cultural heritage 
sites should be based on properly 
developed management plans, 
covering visitor management 
objectives and dedicated KPIs.

The M&E systems are in 
place

Most CH sites monitor number of 
visitor, almost none (with the exception 
of high performance operators) 
monitor and profile visitors, to better 
understand needs, offering adaptation, 
management issues, etc.

Improving monitoring and evaluation 
should be taken as a priority and clearly 
regulated by the management plans. 
It should also cover set of KPIs to help 
the Ministry of Culture and Ministry of 
Tourism with overall monitoring and 
evaluation.

Annual events calendar 
is available and widely 
published (online, at site, 
brochures, regional/central 
dissemination)

Most sites rarely promote events on 
their website and within the locations. 
Dissemination is scarse. Site and event 
managers often do not think out-of-
the-box to design events, that can 
attract more visitors.

Hire skilled expertise for 
communication purposes (also 
monitoring communication), 
collaborate with other sectors and use 
examples from leading practices to 
design and host new events.
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Assessment criteria Current Situation Recommendation

The site is included in the 
main routes/destinations 
list for travel agencies and 
individual arrivals

Flagship sites are usually subject to 
cultural thematic tours like Dracula 
tour or Rural Transylvania tour or 
Monasteries tour. Apart from noted 
exceptions, product development is 
poor. Also, promotion is insufficient.

DMOs will be able to link experience 
creators with content, in order to 
generate quality products.

Intangible cultural heritage and UNESCO

Romania’s rich, diverse and unique cultural traditions include a large variety of rituals, 
celebrations, manifestations and cultural products. Some of those have been certified as World 
Intangible cultural heritage by UNESCO. The complete list is available in Annex 2 of this report. 

They are well known and attractive for the Romanian public and they set the tone for tourist 
packages during public and religious holidays, such as Easter or Christmas, when rural 
destinations (where tradition is well kept) become short-term holiday hotspots (Maramureș 
and Bucovina, for instance). Curious travelers may find such opportunities. Traditions related 
incoming tourism is less developed, even with the diaspora context (returning for holidays, 
being able to bring groups from their immigration countries), only a few dedicated packages 
are developed and promoted.

Vernacular Architecture and Rural Landscapes

Vernacular architecture is an architectural style that is designed based on local needs, availability of 
construction materials and reflecting local traditions. Traditionally, vernacular architecture did not 
use formally-schooled architects, but relied on the design skills and tradition of local builders. 

Romania, with its long and rich history connected with the Roman and Ottoman Empires, and 
ancient Dacian, Roman, Slavonic, and Ottoman cultures, is home to pronounced landscapes 
(the Carpathian ranges, the Danube River plain, and the Black Sea coast), as important factor in 
the development of the different types of vernacular architecture. From the Danube shores up 
to the Carpathians heights, rural Romania and its wonderful villages still preserve traditions. In 
most cases, the landscapes are still serene.

Multifaceted social and economic developments in the last 28 years of transition, in many cases, 
have resulted in the disruption and visual pollution of rural and cultural landscapes. 

Such irreversible damage was largely a result of uncontrolled constructions, the lack of 
required knowledge and expertise at the regional level, the absence of proper legislation or 
law reinforcement, the limited administrative capacity to create and apply dedicated local 
building regulations that would protect the cultural landscapes, the lack of understanding of 
the importance of vernacular architecture. 
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In response, General Urban Plans have been adopted for all administrative units in Romania, with 
Local Urban Planning Regulations becoming legally binding. Most rural administrative units had 
limited capacity to reinforce proper regulations, lacking skilled personnel, while the General 
Urban Plans were either poorly drafted, too broad in approach or lacked easily understandable 
guidelines. To address the issue, the Romanian Order of Architects created Quality Architecture 
Guides of Local Specificity in Rural Areas for most of the areas in the country, including Dobrogea 
(covering Danube Delta), Maramureș, North Moldova, Muntenia and Oltenia, Timiș- Caraș- 
Hunedoara, Central Transylvania, and Southern Transylvania. However, these guides have been 
adopted as a advisory document with no legal obligations.

The National Strategy for Culture and Heritage 2016-2022, recommends that the Ministry of 
Culture works with the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration to create 
new procedures of modifying and improving the framework of General Urban Plans to include 
the obligation to pay special attention to cultural landscaped when regulating an area, as well 
as investing in complex research and rehabilitation projects. 

The Bank team further suggests that the Ministry of Tourism plays a critical role in the 
improvement and reinforcement of legislation, to ensure that the valuable assets are well 
preserved and utilized for tourism purposes.

Cultural Tourism Development Programs

European Heritage Label

In 2013, the European Union, in order to promote European ideals, values, history and integration, 
selected cultural heritage sites for their symbolic value role they have played in the European 
history and activities they offer that bring the European Union and its citizens closer together. 
The label is differenciated by the UNESCO World Heritage List by the fact that providing access to 
the acknowledgment of the European dimension and history is essential, including organizing 
a wide range of educational activities, especially for young people. The active pursuance of 
receiving such label accreditation by cultural heritage sites in Romania might increase their 
European profile and also, if used properly via marketing and promotion instruments, increase 
number of visitors.

One Cultural Heritage in Romania received the European heritage label, that is the Sighet 
Memorial, housed in a former Stalinist prison in Sighet that was used to imprison schoolchildren, 
students and peasants from the resistance (1948-1950), political opponents, journalists and 
clergymen (1950-1955) and common criminals until the seventies. As official description show, 
it is today a memorial to the victims of communist regimes and displays the development and 
effects of communist regimes in Romania and other countries of Eastern Europe. 
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European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018

This year, the EU is celebrating its diverse cultural heritage across Europe - at EU, national, regional 
and local level, aiming to encourage more people to discover and engage with European cultural 
heritage, and to reinforce a sense of belonging to a common European space. The slogan for the 
year is: Our heritage: where the past meets the future.

Events and initiatives selected by the Administrator of the Program in each country are promoted 
within the same platform and financed by means of different programs such as Creative Europe 
(budget of EUR 8 mln for cross-national projects, provided with a dedicated communication 
strategy) or other funds. In Romania, the Ministry of Culture (program operator) has selected 47 
projects to generate Romania’s European Year of Culture Heritage. Very few have international 
dimension, as most as business-as-usual projects seeking financing, however they can generate 
positive effects on cultural tourism development, if properly developed and promoted.

European Region of Gastronomy 2019

Alongside the South Eagean region, Sibiu was also nominated as the 2019 European Region 
of Gastronomy. The aim of the program is to raise awareness about the importance of cultural 
and gastronomical uniqueness in order to promote, among others, better tourism standards. 
The SIBIU 2019 program is being run by the County Tourism Association in Sibiu. With modest 
funding (in comparison to the European Capital of Culture Program), the opportunity is to use 
2019 as the year to internationally promote Transylvanian and Romanian cuisines in Europe (as 
the main international tourist market of Romania), develop new tourist products on the basis of 
gastronomy and lifestyle.

European Capital of Culture 2007 and 2021

As one of the most successful cultural initiatives of the European Union, the European Capital of 
Culture Program awards two such titles yearly to cities within member states, as an instrument 
to highlight the richness and diversity of European cultures, while fostering the contribution of 
culture to the development of cities. One of the most relevant impacts of the program so far has 
been to raise international profile of cities and regions and boost tourism. 

Sibiu was the European Capital of Culture in 2007, with Luxembourg City. Approximatively EUR 
40 mln were invested in urban regeneration of the city center and equipment acquisition and 
another 16 mln in over 200 cultural projects and their promotion. One of Sibiu 2007’s objectives 
was to attract more international tourists, as it managed to established as a top-of-mind 
destination for international travelers in Romania. The ex-post evaluation (EU) showed that 
Sibiu’s case proved direct impacts on the local economy (or sectors therein), with an increase 
in turnover of 9.5% in various sectors related to the ECOC and it was effective in promoting 
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its multi-cultural and particularly Germanic heritage, in part reflected in the fact that 23% of 
visitors were from Germany.

Immediately after the program year, within the context of the economical crisis making a 
negative impact on Romanian tourism, Sibiu lost tourist traction. However, on the longer term, 
the title and the reputation attached to it, as well as the improvement of the cultural agenda, 
services and promotion has lead to its current status of one of Romania’s favorite destination for 
both domestic and international travelers, with more than doubled arrivals in accommodation 
structures after 10 years.

Rotariu and Richards58 drafted an evaluation report for Sibiu, based on an extensive market 
research and found that 25% of all visitors in 2007 were international - 23% were German, 
22% were Dutch, 13% were French, 8% were Italian/Spanish, 4% were British. Also, the total 
expenditure in Sibiu attributable to the program amounted to up to EUR 25 mln.

Timisoara European Capital of Culture 2021

Following Sibiu’s success in 2007, 14 cities competed for the new 2021 title awarded to a 
Romanian city. Timisoara won the bid under a program entitled ”Shine your light”, celebrating 
multiculturalism and setting the city up for a new beginning. As the first monitoring report of 
the Commission shows, Timisoara is working currently on its tourism strategy.

Its tourist development objectives connected to the title are, as follows: 

 � increase the city’s international profile, with more than 30 million people aware about the 
existance of the city

 � 90% of all international visitors will manifest their willingness to return;
 � 1,5 million visitors in Timisoara (333k today);
 � 30% increase of the average time of visit in Timisoara
 � 10% increased tourism-related expenditure
 � 50% international visitors.

58 Rotariu, Ilie/Richards, Greg - Evaluation Report Sibiu European Capital of Culture 2007
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The program’s success is in direct contact with ensuring impeccable coordination between 
public and private stakeholder, at all levels, ensuring correct financing, as well as providing with 
great European marketing and promotion. 2021 is also an opportunity for Romania to develop 
and restart an important region, but most importantly promote a positive image within Europe.59

European Destinations of Excellence

European Destinations of Excellence is a EU initiative based on yearly national competitions 
that result in the selection of a tourist “destination of excellence” for each member state. The 
theme for the 8th EDEN awards (2017)60 was Cultural Tourism, while the general award criteria 
included, among others, being emergent, non-tradition, offering authentic tourism experiences. 
Romania’s awarded destination was Suceava. Other themes related to the cultural tourism as 
part of the EDEN initiative are: 2015 - tourism and local gastronomy (Mărginimea Sibiului - also 
part of the European Region of Gastronomy 2019), 2011 - tourism and regeneration of physical 
sites (Alba Iulia), 2008 - tourism and local intangible heritage (Horezu Depression).

The Council of Europe Cultural Routes Program 

59 Extract - Timisoara’s bid-book regarding KPI-s connected to tourism
60 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/eden/destinations/romania_en
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Romania is a member of the Extended Partial Agreement on Cultural Routes. The initiative 
supports with promotion of European identity and citizenship by sharing knowledge and 
raising awareness of Europe’s shared heritage and the development of cultural dialogue. 

So far, 33 routes covering 70 countries have been labeled as “Cultural Routes Certified by the 
Council of Europe”. The following routes are represented in Romania61:

1. European Route of Jewish Heritage;
2. Transromanica - the Romanesque Routes of European Heritage;
3. Iter Vitis Route;
4. European Cemeteries Route;
5. Atrium - Architecture of Totaliarian Regimes of the 20th Century;
6. Reseau Art Nouveau Network;
7. The Roman Emperors and Danube Wine Route.

In 2018, the Ministry of Tourism organized 12 seminars in the country to promote the Council of 
Europe Cultural Routes Program. In 2019, Sibiu will host the 9th edition of the Council of Europe 
Annual Cultural Council (organized by the Ministry in partnership with the Institute for Cultural 
Routes in Luxembourg).

Nature and Adventure

Nature and Adventure is a niche type of tourism, involving visiting fragile, pristine, and relatively 
undisturbed natural areas, often in remote and rural places. Nature and Adventure is a combination 
eco and rural tourism activities. Eco and rural tourism embrace the principles of sustainable tourism 
from economic, social and environmental stand point.

Romania offers competitive price on the packages and has certified ecotourism destinations and 
private stakeholders. Furthermore, Romania is a home to Carpathian Mountains with more than 
77% of its remaining virgin forests and UNESCO inscribed Danube Delta, pristine landscapes 
and rural facilities, preserved traditions and customs in the rural areas, and authentic, natural 
and traditional products - all of these making Romania a competitive destination.

Furthermore, WEF’s Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report for 2017 suggests that Romania’s 
ranking on Attractiveness of Natural Assets is 62, which is higher than EU’s average of 67, South 
East Europe’s 68 and bordering markets’ 105. Simultaneously, Natural Tourism Digital Demand 
(Number of online searches index) ranking stands at 77, which is lower than EU’s average of 53, 
SE Europe’s 69, but still higher than the neighbors’ 94. While Romania has better assets than it’s 
competing markets, or even EU at average, the country can be better presented and marketed 
through digital media to attract higher number of visitors from the affluent markets.

61 https://www.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes/romania
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Global Trends

Researchers estimate that 8 bln visitors arrive to the world’s 140,000 protected areas every 
year62. The research also calculated that these protected areas brought in at least $600 bln to 
national economies. According to the Rainforest Alliance, nature-based tourism accounts for 
about 20% of international travel. The Adventure Travel Trade Association’s “Adventure Travel 
Trends Snapshot” reports nature and adventure segment has the highest level of client demand 
overall for travel activities in 2017. 

While traditional tourist market for resorts seems more and more mature and its growth remains 
constant, tourism-based experiences such as eco and rural tourism is among the sectors that 
will develop very quickly in the next two decades according to the International Ecotourism 
Society (TIES), which estimates that international market of nature-based tourism is growing 
currently at least by 10-12% annually. 

Indeed, according to the global Sustainable Travel report elaborated by Booking.com and 
released in April 2017, 65% of global travelers expressed the intention of staying in an eco-
friendly or ‘green’ accommodation at least once versus 34% who stayed in one or more in 2016. 
In addition, 68% confirm they are more likely to consider choosing an accommodation knowing 
that it was eco-friendly, with Chinese (93%), Brazilian (83%) and Spanish (80%) travelers. For 
79%, sustainable considerations also impact their mode of transport when travelling, with 43% 
taking public transport whenever possible, 42% trying to walk, bike or hike as much as possible 
and nearly one fifth (18%) flying less to reduce their carbon footprint. 

Moreover, Nature and Adventure is particularly appealing for a destination as it attracts: 

 � The Millennials segment, who, according to the American Express Business Insights, had 
the biggest rise regarding their spending during holiday during the last years. This age 
group has become the main spender in the tourism field. Colloquy’s travel-habits research 
shows that the millennial consumer, born between 1981 and 1997, is significantly more 
attracted to destinations with access to adventures like scuba diving or hiking (59% versus 
45%). Moreover, according to a 2017 Cone Communications CSR Study, 89% of consumers 
will switch to a brand that supports a good cause over one that does not, given similar 
price and quality and the Millennials are among these consumers. 

 � Segments with higher incomes. Indeed, according to a study by Sustainable Travel 
International in partnership with Mandala Research, 60% of all leisure travelers in the 
United States alone (105.3 million Americans) have taken a “sustainable” trip in the last 
three years. They spend significantly more (on average $600 per trip), stay longer (seven 
days compared to four days), and over three-fifths believe they have a great deal of 

62 The Center for Responsible Travel, Transforming the Way the World Travels The Case for Responsible Travel: Trends & Statistics, 2017
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responsibility for making sure their trips do not harm a destination’s people, environment, 
or economy. 

One of the most interesting conclusions of the Booking.com study is that people are not only 
attracted to Ecotourism because of ethics reasons but because “It’s good to go green”. Contrary 
to the generally accepted ideas, sustainability measures don’t need to come at an inconvenience. 
Many global travelers indicated they engage in sustainable travel behavior because the activity 
itself adds a positive vacation experience to their trip. In addition, 74% of Americans said having 
a unique experience is the most important reason for taking a vacation, topping rest and 
relaxation at 69%.

Table 25:  Sustainable vacation activities that add to vacation enjoyment63

Category % of global travelers 
who do this

Buying locally made products instead of mass-produced tourist souvenirs 53%

Being adventurous and using public transport instead of a taxi 52%

Going out of the way to find a local restaurant that only uses local ingredients 41%

Skipping tourist highlights in favor of less busy and often more rewarding sights 40%

Opting for a unique place to stay that also a certified eco-accommodation over a 
traditional hotel 30%

Nevertheless, despite the steady growth of the eco and rural tourism sectors during the last 20 
years, two main issues, eco-barriers, need to be challenged by private and public stakeholders: 

 � The perceived extra cost that remains the top barrier for travelers wanting to travel more 
sustainably. Two thirds (67%) of travelers would be willing to spend at least 5% more on 
their travel to ensure it was as low impact on the environment as possible. Indian travelers 
claim to be the most willing, with nearly a third (32%) declaring that they would pay 15% 
or more, followed by Brazilians (21%) and Chinese (18%).

 � Lack of information and a lack of credible certification poses a significant obstacle to 
sustainable travel (32%), particularly in India, China and Japan where travelers cited this 
as even more a barrier than extra cost.

Current situation in Romania

Ecotourism has become an important economic activity in natural areas around the world. 
It provides opportunities for visitors to experience nature and culture and to learn about the 
importance of biodiversity conservation and local cultures. At the same time, ecotourism 
generates income for conservation programs and economic benefits for communities living in 
rural and remote areas. 

63 Global Sustainable Travel report. Booking.com. 2017
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Romania rich with natural landscapes, including seaside, mountains, plains, rivers wetlands and 
of course the biggest asset is the Danube Delta, the UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site. It 
represents the most important wetland area in Europe. 

Romania is the only country in the European Union that gathers 5 of the 9 Biogeographic 
regions64: 

 � The Continental region: 53% of the country’s area, 
 � The Alpine Region: 23% of the country’s area and more than half the area of the European 

ecoregion of the Carpathian Mountains with more than 77% of its remaining virgin forests. 
 � The Steppic region: 17% of the country’s area, 
 � The Pannonian region: 6% of the country’s area
 � The Black sea region: 1%. of the country’s area

This diversity of flora and fauna can be met in the natural and semi-natural ecosystems that 
represent approximately 47% of the country’s surface and that gathers more than 780 different 
habitats. Even if more than 32,32365 species of animals have been registered, Romania is 
particularly well known for its large carnivores, about half of the EU population, such as wolves 
(2,500-4.600 specimens), brown bears (5.500-7,000) and Lynx (1,200-2,200)66. They are the 
national symbol of the country’s preserved wildlife and natural habitats. 

These important natural assets are linked to a great ethnographic cultural heritage with local 
specific architecture, traditional crafts, folklore and events. In a 2002, the National Institute of 
Research and Development in Tourism has identified 20 specific ethnographic areas and most 
of them are overlapping or in close proximity to important protected areas67. 

Table 26:  Biosphere reserves, natural and natural parks in Romania68

Name Size (ha) Name Size (ha)

Biosphere reserve Natural parks (categ. V IUCN)

1. Danube Delta Biosphere reserve 576,421.1 1. Balta Mică a Brăilei  20,665.5 

National parks (categ. II IUCN)
2. Grădiştea Muncelului – 

Cioclovina
 38,106.9 

1. Retezat  38,316.0 3. Porţile de Fier  128,101.7 

2. Munţii Rodnei  47,202.3 4. Apuseni  76,055.0 

3. Semenic - Cheile Caraşului  36,100.3 5. Bucegi  32,519.7 

4. Călimani  24,435.5 6. Vânători – Neamţ  30,705.6 

5. Ceahlău  7,763.0 7. Munţii Maramureşului  133,450.4 

64 The National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism, National Strategy of Ecotourism, 2015
65 Ministerul Mediului și Schimbărilor Climatice, Agenția Națională pentru Protecția Mediului, Raport național privind starea mediului pentru anul 

2013 (http://www.anpm.ro/documents/12220/2209838/RSM-2013+fata+verso+final.pdf/76379d09-39c7-4ef9-9f04-d336406eda62)
66 The National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism, National Strategy of Ecotourism, 2015. http://romania.panda.org/, http://www.

rosilva.ro/
67 The National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism, Creating a competitive Romanian rural tourism offer on the domestic and 

international market by developing tourism and recreation services specific to the natural conditions of the rural area (mountain, hill, plains, 
seashore, delta) and ethnographic areas, 2002

68 The National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism, National Strategy of Ecotourism, 2018
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Name Size (ha) Name Size (ha)

6. Cheile Bicazului – Hăşmaş  6,912.8 8. Putna – Vrancea  38,060.2 

7. Cheile Nerei – Beuşniţa  36,811.5 9. Lunca Joasă a Prutului Inferior  8,110.0 

8. Cozia  16,725.2 10. Comana  25,107.0 

9. Domogled - Valea Cernei  61,661.3 11. Geoparcul Dinozaurilor Ţara 
Haţegului

 100,049.7 

10. Munţii Măcinului  11,247.0 12. Geoparcul Platoul Mehedinţi  106,376.3 

11. Piatra Craiului  14,789.2 13. Lunca Mureşului  17,397.4 

12. Buila – Vânturariţa  4,478.7 14. Defileul Mureşului Superior  10,158.6 

13. Defileul Jiului  10,976.4 15. Cefa  4,977.9 

TOTAL  317,419.2 16. Văcărești  184.7 

TOTAL  769,841.8 

The natural protected areas

A natural protected area, defined by the Romanian Law69, is a land or aquatic area in which 
wild plants species and animals and/or landscapes can be found, or any other kind of features 
such as for example biogeographical, geological, paleontological, speleological ones with 
environmental, scientific or cultural values, which has a special protection and conservation 
regime, established in accordance with the legal provisions.

The different categories of protected areas, with various protection, preservation and use 
regime, are the following:

1. Of international interest: natural sites of universal natural heritage, geoparks, wetlands of 
international importance, biosphere reserves;

2. Of national interest: national parks, natural monuments, nature reserves, natural parks. 
3. Of county or local interest: established only on the private/public area of the administrative 

territorial units of community interest or Natura 2000 sites: sites of community importance 
(SCIs), special preservation areas, special avifauna protection areas (SPAs); 

Natura 2000 represents the keystone of the EU policy in the field of biodiversity and it represents 
a network of protected natural areas designed to implement the directives: Habitats (Directive 
on the conservation of natural habitats, of wild flora and fauna 92/43/EC) and Birds (Directive on 
the conservation of wild birds 2009/147/EC). 

The country’s 171 SPA and 435 SCI cover almost 23% of the entire country area. Biosphere 
reserves, natural and natural parks in Romania are the main ecotourism assets. 

69 Government Emergency Ordinance no. 57 / 2007 on the regime of natural protected areas, conservation of natural habitats, wild flora and fauna, 
approved with amendments and completions by Law no. 49 / 2011
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Natural protected areas management strategies

Every natural protected area’s management authority is tasked to draft a 5-year management 
plan that describes its objectives and its action plan while defining the activities allowed to 
land owners/administrators and more generally for all those who wish to Initiate and carry out 
activities in these protected areas. This official document must include an internal zoning that 
describes the areas where, for example, tourism activities are allowed. The relevant zoning of a 
protected area is fundamental for all the other management strategies. Zoning is a mechanism 
for assigning overall management objectives and priorities to different areas (zones) within the 
protected area. By assigning objectives and priorities to these zones, planners are also defining 
what uses will and will not be allowed. The following zones can usually be found: 

1. Strictly protected areas: areas with great scientific importance, such as wild areas in which 
there were no anthropogenic interventions or very low-level ones. All human activities 
are forbidden in these areas except research, education and a few ecotourism activities, 
which are strictly supervised.

2. Integral protection zones: areas with the most valuable natural heritage. In these areas, 
ecotourism activities that do not require construction-infrastructure are allowed;

3. Buffer zones: they make the transition between protected areas and sustainable 
development ones. Here also, ecotourism activities are allowed if they do not require any 
works-infrastructure;

4. Sustainable development areas: here investment/development activities are allowed, 
especially sustainable tourism ones that are usually prioritized if they do not have any 
significant negative effects on biodiversity. 

Natural protected areas visitor management strategies

For tourism development purposes, visitor management strategy, also called the visiting 
strategy is attached to the natural protected area management plans as an annex, or comes as 
a separate document. It aims to direct the right type of visitor to the right area of the park or its 
vicinity. Indeed, by defining the type of visitor, managers can determine the types of ecotourism 
activities they plan for as well as the degree to which they are developed. Traditionally, most 
Romanian protected area administrators have opted to try to attract a wide range of visitors, 
although the facilities they generally provide are geared towards more or less basic visitor needs. 

It is a common sense, that high-end visitors usually find lodging and food service outside of the 
protected area, as they spend more money but also require better-quality facilities that might 
have a more important environmental impact. The lower-end visitors spend less but requires 
only basic services and infrastructures. The more adventurous and lower-end visitor is more 
likely to use sections of the protected area that are distant and relatively undeveloped. High-
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end visitor infrastructure may need to be located in a separate zone to avoid possible conflicting 
uses. 

Therefore, the visitor’s management plan gives the guidelines for planners and managers to 
balance the need to generate income, while mitigating the potential negative impact and 
creating economic and educational opportunities. These strategies have usually a common 
framework that includes: 

1. Internal zoning and objectives in terms of nature conservation (as shown in the park 
management plan);

2. Analysis of the current and future situation of visitors (segmentation of the tourists 
visiting the area, identification of the main access routes to and within the park, tourism 
infrastructure used, visitors’ impact in the protected area and in its vicinity, identification 
of visiting trends, SWOT analysis);

3. Vision and objectives of the strategy;
4. Implementation and action plan (specific leisure and recreation zoning, information and 

interpretation plan, development of information and education infrastructure – visiting 
centers and information points-, establishing measures for the Implementation of tourist 
areas and integrating the visitor management plan measures into the area’s management 
plan

5. Monitoring tools.

The management plans is mandatory for the natural protected areas management authorities 
and was financed by the Environment Operational Program for 2007-2013. The update or 
revision of the plans are also funded during the programming period. Many parks have drafted 
management plans and visiting strategies that have been implemented through European 
Funds. 

Natural protected areas’ tourism infrastructures and products

According to a survey released by the National Institute of Research Development in Tourism 
among parks management authorities in 2018, the main protected natural areas have 29 visitor 
centers and 54 centers/information points, a steady growth if we compare these numbers 
with the 2009 ones (14 visitor centers and 31 centers/information points). These tourism and 
education infrastructures usually include an exhibition space, a tourist information point, 
a conference room, the park administration offices and accommodations. They were mainly 
funded through the Environment Operational Program – Axis 4 “Implementation of appropriate 
management systems for nature protection”.

Similarly, the number of thematic/educational trails have increased from 18 in 2009 to 75 in 
2018 in 30 parks, thanks to the EU and other external funding sources. We can add to these 
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thematic trails 350 certified tourist routes and 132 uncertified ones. Most of these routes are 
used for hiking, biking and as water trails. These tourism routes are usually managed by the 
county councils or the park administrations if they are accessible by roads or by public rescue 
services.

Ecotourism products

Ecotourism products started to appear in Romania in 2000 and since then, thanks to the 
involvement of NGOs such as AER (Association of Ecotourism in Romania) and to the support 
of external funding in the environmental sector, the number of ecotourism products has been 
continuously growing. These ecotourism products are created and promoted by local tour 
operators that usually collaborate with foreign ones and participate for many years through 
the AER or by themselves to the main European tourism fairs such as the Berlin International 
Tourism Fair (ITB). Some of these tours are certified by the AER. In the beginning, the focus was 
on some of the country’s most well-known natural heritage areas such as: 

 � The Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve and Dobrogea region with bird observation and 
slow boating tours;

 � The Piatra Craiului National Park with tours for the observation of large carnivores (wolf, 
bear, etc.), but also for specific plant species, horse trekking, biking and hiking, etc.);

 � The Apuseni Mountains Natural Park (Speleology tour, thematic trails, cultural events, tour 
skiing, horse trekking, biking, etc.);

 � Transylvania – Tarnava Mare Area (discovery of Saxon cultural heritage, horse trekking, 
hiking, etc.); 

 � Maramures and Bucovina with specific cultural and natural heritage tours

In recent years70, the parks management authorities, either on their own or in cooperation with 
local tourism stakeholders, have also started to create ecotourism products such as the Calimani 
or the Cheile Bicazului National Parks. 

Tourism flows in natural protected areas

With no entrance fees for most of Romania’s natural protected areas and no constant monitoring 
tools in place, we can only estimate the number of visitors in these areas. 

According to the National Ecotourism Strategy drafted by the National Institute for Research 
Development in Tourism in 2009 and updated in 2015 and in 2018, natural protected areas 
annually attract around 3 million visitors. The main attractive assets are the following national or 
natural parks: the Cheile Bicaz Hașmaș and Apuseni (500,000 visitors), Bucegi (350,000 visitors), 
Vanatori Neamt (350,000), the Retezat-Dinosaur’s Geopark (175,000), Piatra Craiului (128,000), 

70 The National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism, National Strategy of Ecotourism, 2015
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Grădiștea Muncelului-Cioclovina and Cozia (100,000) and the Danube Delta Biosphere reserve 
(86,585 tourists staying according to official statistics). 

The numbers have been continuously growing during the recent years. The natural park of 
Cheile Nerei-Beusnita had approximately 8,000 annual visitors in the 2011-2013 period, then 
25,000 visitors in 2014 and about 70,000 visitors in 2017. This impressive increase was due to the 
promotion of the Bigar Waterfall as the most beautiful waterfall in the world by the “National 
Geographic” magazine. Indeed, Romania’s natural heritage has been promoted during the last 
years mainly by foreign magazines, tv shows such as Top Gear and websites and therefore the 
number of foreign tourists is also increasing steadily, especially from Germany. 

This statement is also shared by ecotourism private operators. According to the Association of 
Ecotourism in Romania, the turnover of its members grew from almost EUR 1.6 mln in 2008 to 
approximately EUR 3 mln in 2014 and more than EUR 5 mln in 2017. This growth was due partly 
to the increase of the AER members and mainly to a higher number of tourists. 

The growth of ecotourism in Romania is important as it is becoming a more popular industry 
worldwide. Another supporting factor for this growth is the fact that the main natural heritage 
attractions in Romania are situated near the most visited cultural heritage sites and close to the 
cities with the main accommodation infrastructures. As living new “experiences” has become one 
of the main tourism trends globally, packaging ecotourism products with wellness or cultural 
tourism can become one of the main assets and directions for Romania’s tourism development. 

Moreover, according to the THR & TNS surveys from 2010 and Romania’s tourism Brand, foreigners 
and Romanians agree on the fact that authentic, rural and green are the top 3 characteristic 
people connect with Romania, greatly supporting a strong positioning in this area. People rank 
Romania in nature related tourism types among the top 5 countries out of 13 and visitors have 
a tremendous positive surprise with regards to the nature in Romania. 

Table 27:  Nature and Adventure - Summary of competitive advantages of Romania by product 
type

Competitive Advantage
Grater Value Lower Effort

Authenticity/
Originality

Natural beauty 
and attractions

Pureness/
unspoiltness

Price 
Attractiveness

Touring X X

Wildlife and Natural Parks X X

Countryside and rural X X X

Wellness and health X X X

City breaks - - - -

Active and adventure X X

This study for the elaboration of the national brand is now 8 years old and no similar survey on 
national and international markets have been conducted since 2010. Of course, the image of 
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the country has surely changed, although a lot still has to be done. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
wildlife, active and rural tourism have been growing since then and have become an appealing 
tourism product for very various segments of the clientele. Moreover, we can notice that during 
decades Africa and its wonderful natural parks have dominated the scene of ecotourism and 
wildlife observation. Now, Latin America has become a must-see destination in the ecotourism 
landscape, while Europe is emerging as a world-class destination for ecotourism, as decades of 
nature conservation efforts are starting to render results.

Institutional strategy

The potential of ecotourism has started to be acknowledged at governmental level since 2004 
when the Ministry of Transport, Construction and Tourism developed a guide to the “Romanian 
Ecotourism Strategy”. Then, in 2005, an OMT consultant drafted a technical assistance report for 
the development of the Ecotourism Strategy. 

In 2009, the National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism (INCDT) drafted the 
first “National Strategy for Ecotourism Development in Romania” for the Ministry of Tourism, and 
updated it in 2015. The main priority of this strategy is to create and promote the ecotourism 
destinations network, at national and international level, and support the preservation of natural 
and cultural resources and provision of new incomes to the local communities and economies. 

Between 2011-2012, the National Tourism Authority developed and approved the concept 
of ecotourism destination, that was the result of a joint work between national institutions, 
NGOs and research organizations in the framework of the inter-ministerial working group for 
the Ecotourism Development in Romania. This working group includes private and public 
stakeholders such as the Romanian Ecotourism Association, the National Institute for Research 
and Development in Tourism and the Ministry of Environment. 

Once the set of evaluations’ criteria and indicators for ecotourism destination was drafted, 
in 2012, Romania was the first country in Europe with a certification system for eco-tourism 
destinations based on the criteria developed by the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) 
and the European Eco-Tourism Labelling Standard (EETLS). Then, two first pilot destinations 
were chosen: Zărnești - Piatra Craiului Mountains and Mara - Cosau - Creasta Cocoșului, followed 
by Tara Hateg- Retezat and Vamatori Neamt.

In 2014, based on the application file submitted by the applicants, the Commission for the 
Appointment of Ecotourism Destinations, formed by representatives of the Ministry of Tourism, 
the Ministry of Environment, the Ecotourism Association of Romania and the National Institute 
for Research and Development in Tourism, assessed the fulfillment of the evaluation’s criteria 
and granted the eco-tourism destination status for a period of three years for the following 
areas:
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 � Mara - Cosau - Creasta Cocoşului area that includes four Administrative-Territorial Units 
(UAT), Budesti, Călineşti, Deseşti and Ocna Şugatag (Maramureş County). In 2017, the 
members of the commission analyzed if and how the recommendations were fulfilled and 
prolonged it for 18 months starting with 15.11.2017;

 � the city of Zarnesti (Brasov County). The commission did not prolonge the status as it 
did not receive any response to its request of information, sent in 2017, about how the 
recommendations sent to the Zărneşti city hall were implemented 

Between 2015 and 2016 the application file for the “Hateg-Retezat Country” area situated in 
Hunedoara County and the “Bison Land-Vânători-Neamţ Natural Park” located in Neamţ County 
were analyzed. Following the on-the-ground assessments that took place in 2016, they obtained 
the eco-tourism destination status for a three-year period. 

In 2017, the following stakeholders applied:

 � RNP Romsilva Administration of the Nerei - Beusniţa National Park in order to obtain the 
ecotourism destination status for the “Nerei Gorge” area; the self-evaluation stage was 
realized; the on-site evaluation stage must now take place;

 � The Mountain Ecological Center in order to obtain the ecotourism destination status for 
the “Carpathian Gate”, an area that includes Fundata, Moieciu, Bran – Şimon. The self-
evaluation stage was realized; the on-site evaluation stage must now take place. 

Ecotourism destinations in Romania

According to the last draft of the tourism law, a tourist destination is defined as an area with 
a concentration and variety of tourist resources, which has a general and specific network 
of services, which contributes to the implementation of tourism products and that can be 
distinguished distinctly thanks to its offer, organization and protection, having a unitary and 
coherent marketing image. 

An Ecotourism destination fulfills the criteria of a tourism destination and the following 
principles: 

1. A clearly defined micro-region that has at least one protected area
2. A minimum set of tourism services (e.g. 50 beds, medical care, bank, etc.);
3. The existence of a DMO managed through a partnership between the administration of 

the protected area, the local business sector and local authorities;
4.  A responsible approach towards the environmental, social and cultural components of 

the destination;
5. The existence of a critical mass of green businesses;
6. Good premises for visitors’ satisfaction with a high-quality information and interpretation 

infrastructure;
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7. A holistic image of the destination that integrates the images of the protected area and 
local communities

A more detailed set of criteria, offered in 5 chapters, has to be met to obtain the ecotourism 
destination certification. Romania’s destinations willing to obtain the ecotourism destination 
status must apply to the MoT by sending a request to be included in the evaluation program. 
The applicants must make a self-assessment of their destinations based on the criteria and 
indicators available on the ministry’s website. Then, a team of evaluators coordinated by the 
MoT will handle a field evaluation. If the result is positive, the ecotourism certification will be 
granted for a period of three years.

No funding is available at European, national or local level to support for the development 
of ecotourism destinations. Therefore, in order to provide technical support to the selected 
destinations, the Romanian Ecotourism Association made a partnership with the National 
Tourism Authority and drafted the project “National Network of Tourism destinations- Sustainable 
development tool” that has been financed by the EEA grants program for 2009-2014. 

ECO-Romania certification system

The ECO-Romania certification system has been developed and implemented by the Romanian 
Ecotourism Association since 2006 when the first 6 guest houses were assessed, and the first 
two tour operators certified. The ECO-Romania certification system is currently managed 
by AER and is based on a third-party type assessment: self-assessment, assessment based 
on transparent criteria and indicators, independent assessors and finally AER independent 
certification commission. It applies only for: 

 � Tours provided by tour operators that includes at least a one-night accommodation with 
maximum 15 persons 

 � Small scale accommodation facilities with maximum of 25 rooms (50 beds).

More than 100 guesthouses and tours have been evaluated and certified until now. Most of the 
certified actors are guesthouses and are spread all over Romania.

The European Hiking Trails (E-Paths) and Romania

E-Paths have been created and are managed by the European Ramblers Association (ERA - EWV 
- FERP). These European long-distance paths link European countries from North Cape to Crete 
and from the Atlantic Ocean to the Carpathians and the Black Sea. There are currently 12 E-Paths, 
named from E1 to E12 and each one crosses at least 3 European countries. Two of them, the E3 
and the E8, cross Romania but are not considered as appropriately marked and complete even 
if the E-Paths run usually on existing national or regional trails.
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Map 2:  European long-distance paths

The European Bicycling Network and Romania

Bicycling (including mountain biking) is an ecotourism activity that has been growing in 
popularity globally. As interest in biking has increased, a number of individuals, organizations, 
municipalities and international agencies have contributed in developing and expanding the 
trail systems to allow more people to reach various destination by this type of transport. Every 
day during the summer months, cyclists can be seen making their way up the roads that snake 
to the summit of Mont Ventoux, in the South of France. Riders from across the world travel to 
this part of Provence to tackle the storied climb made famous by the Tour de France. Those 
riders may spend the night in a local hotel, eat at local restaurants, or visit one of the numerous 
bicycle shops to be found in the villages at the base of the mountain.

EuroVelo is a network of 15 long distance cycle routes connecting and uniting the whole 
European continent. The routes can be used by cycle tourists as well as by local people making 
daily journeys. EuroVelo currently comprises of 15 routes and it is envisaged that the network 
will be substantially complete by 2020. 
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EuroVelo 6 – Atlantic–Black Sea, is one of the most popular routes and its little wonder why: 
coasts, rivers, castles, top-class infrastructure and a nice flat topography make the about 4,400 
km long route every cycle tourists’ dream journey. The famous sections along the Loire and the 
Danube Rivers are known to cycle tourists around the world, and for good reason. The Romanian 
section of EuroVelo 6, between Bazias and the Black Sea, represents over a third of the Danube’s 
total length at 1075 km.

Map 3:  EuroVelo 6 route

 

EuroVelo 13 - Experiencing the history of Europe’s division. For almost half a century, Europe 
was forcibly divided into East and West. EuroVelo 13 retraces this ‘Iron Curtain’, a border 
stretching from the Barents Sea to the Black Sea. Following this route for more than 10,400 km 
is a living history lesson but also provides a welcome reminder of the peace and reconciliation 
that have followed the fall of the ‘Curtain’. As the longest EuroVelo route, the Iron Curtain Trail 
has something to offer every type of cycle tourist, from the vineyards in southern Czechia and 
northern Austria to the mountainous border of Bulgaria and Greece; and from the bustling ports 
of the Baltic States to the stark beauty of Lapland. The itinerary of EuroVelo 13 crosses three of 
Romania’s counties (Timiș, Caraș Severin and Mehedinți) and has a total length of 280 km. On 
several occasions the route crosses over the border into Serbia and back again. It also partially 
overlaps with the Danube Cycle Route (EuroVelo 6 - Atlantic-Black Sea).
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Map 4:  Eurovelo13 route

 

After 20 years of the EuroVelo establishment, both EuroVelo routes that cross Romania (EV6 and 
EV13) are in the same incipient status.
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Map 5: EuroVelo 6 Romanian Section Map 6:  EuroVelo 13 Romanian Section

The biggest barriers of the development of these routes, are the lack of legislation for marking 
and signalization of those routes, as well as the limited prioritization of the topic on public 
agenda.

The EuroVelo route 6 is drawn on the Romanian map for already 20 years. Unfortunately, this 
route doesn’t exist physically (referring to signalization, marks, connectivity, accommodation). 
The warning coming from EuroVelo is, that if by 2018 the route doesn’t exist, it will be moved to 
the Bulgarian shore of the Danube. This will not only mean the exclusion of Romania from the 
EuroVelo network, but also exclusion of the construction of potential new routes in the future.

EuroVelo brings a multitude of benefits at the European level, taking into account the fact that 
44 milliard of euros comes from cyclo-tourism and its related services annually. The trend is that 
the route is travelled from the beginning to the end, and it is a regrettable fact that many tourists 
choose to stop when route 6 begins and the EuroVelo network enters Romania. The 1300 km of 
the EuroVelo route that covers Romania is a spectacular route and it would be regretful if this is 
not put into value.

The Ministry of Tourism in coordination with the line ministries should make every effort to 
unlock the project implementation by solving the normative regulations regarding the planning 
and signalization of the cyclo-tourism routes.

Health and Wellness

The health and wellness tourism is defined as a form of tourism, when people travel to maintain 
and improve their well-being and health. This definition obviously includes medical tourism or spa 
tourism, but also allows to extend the concept of wellness to all tourist products that involve a stay, 
whether it is for business or leisure, that compliments the traveler’s daily balance or can even improve 
it. 
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Current situation 

In 2009, Detente Consultants released a “Master Plan for the Development of Spa Tourism in 
Romania”, developed for the Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism. The document 
offered four strategic choices for the development of Romanian SPA tourism: thermal-leisure 
towns, resorts for anti-ageing treatment, traditional social tourism sector, renovation and 
modernization of spa facilities. This strategy has been updated in 2015 and focuses on the 
implementation of an innovative public-private partnership for the development of a health 
tourism cluster, on the support to the development of medical tourism by the creation of a 
thematic DMO, on the development of complex tourism products that mix eco-tourism and 
health tourism offers and on the valorisation of Romanian know-how in anti-ageing treatment. 

Natural assets and tourists flow analysis

In Romania, health, spa, wellness or medical tourism are generally called “balnear tourism” and 
have a long tradition, being mentioned during the Roman Empire domination of present-day 
Romania (e.g. Baile Herculane - Hercules Baths, Geoagiu Bai – Germisara). Over 160 localities in 
Romania benefit from therapeutic mineral resources, a part of them are declared national or 
local tourist resorts or “balnear” resorts according to the Romanian legislation.

It is estimated that around a third of the natural mineral springs in Europe are located in Romania. 
Well-established spa tourist resorts are scattered across the country, the most important being 
Băile Felix, Băile Herculane, Sovata, Tuşnad, Vatra Dornei, Techirghiol and Mangalia, Călimăneşti 
- Căciulata, Olăneşti, and Govora. 

According to scientific studies, due to the important and valuable therapeutic natural factors 
(mineral springs, mud and gases) existing in the entire country and offering a diversity of 
treatments (cardiovascular, rheumatic, digestive, gynaecological and reparatory affections) 
together with their prophylactic function, namely the prevention of the diseases, Romanian 
health tourism has a great potential for development.
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Insert 3: Health Resorts Classification
The certification of tourist resorts is made by the MoT at the request of local public administration authorities 
and must be approved by a Government decision. Two levels of classification exist: resorts of national and 
local importance. 

The incentives to become a certified tourism resort are the following: 

For resorts of national interest: 
a) The organization by the MoT of tourism promotion events such as fairs or exhibitions in the resorts 

of national interest
b) The organization by the MoT of training courses for local employees of the accommodation sector 
c) Funding allocated by the MoT to finance the quality management accreditation program for local 

public administration 
d) Funding allocated by the MoT to finance strategies and urban planning studies for tourism 

development 
e) Categorization as priority beneficiaries for special investment programes funded by the State 

budget or European funds.
Resorts of local interest have access to the same benefit as resorts of national interest except for the points 
(a) and (e). 

Only classified tourism resorts can benefit from national public funding through the MoT investment 
program or from European Funding through the Regional Operational Program Axis 7.1. This is the current 
main advantage of being classified as a tourism resort. 

Resorts can also be classified as spa, climatic or spa-climatic resorts. This certification is given by the 
Ministry of Health and is based on the advice of the National Institute for Recovery, Physical Medicine and 
Balneoclimatology, which is the only recognized institution in Romania that certifies the therapeutic effect 
of the resorts’ natural factors. Spa tourism private and public stakeholders such as the MoT are not involved 
in this certification process. Romanian resorts can therefore receive two different certifications, one as 
tourism resort of local or national interest and one as spa, climatic or spa-climatic resort. 

The tourism product offered by spa resorts is mainly focused on treatment i.e. medical healthcare, 
convalescence elements mainly addressed to sick and elderly people, but some resorts offer 
also wellness packages. The wellness component still has significant potential of growth, being 
able to address the needs of domestic and foreign visitors. 

In 2017, there were 577 registered accommodation establishments in spa resorts, 7,3 % of all 
accommodation units in the country. The tourist units offered 36.631 bed-places – 10,6 % of all 
registered bed-places. 

The number of tourists accommodated in 2017 in the spa resorts was of 945,527 people 
representing around 7,7 % of all the accommodated tourists in Romania during the year. The 
spa resorts account for 4,204,898 overnight stays during a year, representing 15,5 % of all the 
yearly overnight stays registered in Romania. The domestic tourists represent over 95 % of all 
tourist arrivals and over 96% of all overnight stays in spa resorts. This gives an indication of the 
importance of spa tourism in Romanian tourism in general: even though not attracting that 
many tourists (7,7 %) they account for more than 15,5 % of all the overnight stays registered 
by the Romanian accommodation facilities in one year. It is also obvious from these statistics 
that spa tourism, the main social tourism form, is almost exclusively driven by local Romanian 
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demand. Indeed, only 1.7% of all the foreign tourists accommodated in 2017 in Romania have 
stayed in a spa resort. 

Concerning the Romanian clients of the spa resorts, they are mainly seniors. The Romanian 
senior tourists are generally retired persons with a medical travel motivation and sometimes 
benefiting from a State subsidized voucher for spa treatment including accommodation and 
meals. Because of the Communist past, in Romania the pensions are almost only public ones 
and given several other concurring factors (there are currently 9 retired persons for 10 active 
ones, the ageing of the population, the low ratio of active persons in the overall population, 
the low level of incomes in Romania) the pensions represent a low income: average pension 
in the first trimester of 2018 was around 1.122 RON (approximately 240 EUR). This represents a 
very low level not only compared to the European average pension, but also to the Romanian 
average net salary of an active person: around 590 EUR in April 2018. In conclusion the spa 
tourists are, in Romania, almost only low-income ones. 

Therefore, a significant percentage of the spa resorts customers are tourists benefiting from 
tickets offered by the state social insurances system. Between 1993 and 2003, the total number of 
vouchers granted by the National Pension Funds and The National House of Pensions and Other 
Social Insurance Rights (CNPP) almost doubled from 148,143 vouchers to 334,817 vouchers. The 
last 15 years registered a significant fluctuation in the total of number of vouchers provided to 
the population; still the general trend was of decrease, even if it grew up again during the last 
years, as the duration of the subsidized stay has been shortened. 

 In 2017, the 203,299 publicly subsidized treatment vouchers accounted for 3,049,485 overnight 
stays in spa resorts. Thus, the publicly financed voucher system accounts for almost 3/4 of the total 
number of overnights stays and for only 21.5 % of the total number of tourists accommodated 
in the spa resorts. This indicates the high dependence level of Romanian health tourism to the 
public voucher program and the correct definition of the current wellness and medical tourism 
as mainly social tourism. Therefore, wellness tourism registers the highest values of occupancy 
rates: 42.7% as compared with the national average of around 31% of the total number of places 
available during a year. On the other hand, the average stay in the tourist units is significantly 
superior to the national average, namely 4,5 days/tourist, while the national average is around 
2.2 days/tourist. Through this mechanism, most of the private operators accepted to rely on the 
retired people subsidized by the spa vouchers mechanism. The incomes were considerable, but 
the profitability was low and most of the public or private companies have not made any new 
investment to renovate their facilities. Today, most of these hotels do not respect or reach the 
quality standards to attract foreign tourists or non-subsidized Romanian tourists. This system 
ensured and ensures constant but low yearly revenue that made investment difficult. With the 
decrease of the voucher volumes or of their duration in the recent years this whole economic 
model is under additional stress and needs to diversify its offers and to attract foreign clientele. 
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The tourism flux variations in the spa resorts are the consequence of the subsidized treatment 
vouchers provided to the residents and of the organization of their tender procedure. As a 
consequence, the seasonality in these resorts was less pronounced than the other segments 
of the tourism industry during the previous years as the tender procedure was organized at 
the beginning of the year. Then it was organised during springtime and this year the tender 
procedure finished during the month of June. The peak season remains during the summer 
months but the lack of subsidized tourists during the first 6 months of the year is creating 
major issues for hotels and treatment facilities owners as they have more employees, especially 
medical staff, and higher facilities maintenance costs. 

Health Tourism Infrastructure and Facilities

Romanian spa resorts are key tourism assets due to the quality of thermal springs, the location 
of these resorts, their historical heritage, the national custom of having spa holidays and the 
new international trend in spa & wellness tourism. 

Romanian spa resort facilities and infrastructure have not been modernized since the collapse 
of communism and have suffered from an inefficient privatization strategy at the end of the 90’s 
and beginning of the 2000’s. Most of these spa resorts and their accommodation facilities are 
no more competitive and even Romanian tourists might prefer to go to a Hungarian spa resort.

This lack of competitiveness of Romanian spa resorts is mainly due to: 

 � A difficult access, in some cases, to natural thermal water resources (ANRM exploitation 
rights), 

 � The lack of private investors’ funding for the renovation of old accommodation facilities 
that need urgent rehabilitation works, 

 � The lack of public/private leisure facilities in the resorts, 
 � The legal ambiguities on land ownership that arise in the restitutions process of properties 

confiscated in communism period, as in the historical station of Baile Herculane , and the 
failure of privatizations carried out by the public authorities. 

 � The lack of funding from local public authorities for the renovation of city centers in 
historical spa towns. 

 � The absence of accredited facilities (based on international standards from internationally 
recognized bodies) hampers any attempts to view Romania as a medical destination. 
Accreditation is vital to the health tourism sector for both individual healthcare travelers 
who primarily search for treatments and health services via the Internet, as well as for 
insurance companies for which patient safety is a priority. In such cases, it is important 
that the confirmation of the quality and safety of the services is done by a third party and/
or internationally recognized independent bodies. However, some very important steps 
have been successfully accomplished recently: 
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 � The National Authority for Quality Management in Health (ANMCS) has the 
competence to issue internationally recognized accreditations, since March 27, 
2018, following the audit by ISQua. It is an important step for specific operators in 
Romania to benefit from the provisions of Directive 2011/24 / EU of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 9 March 2011 on the application of patients’ rights 
in cross-border healthcare. This can increase the credibility of our country’s health 
services on international markets, especially in relation to insurers.

 � ANMCS has a protocol concluded with OPTBR for certification.
 � Hospitals, including those in the resorts, are required by contract with the National 

Health Insurance House to obtain the quality standard certificates - likewise local 
public administrations that have subordinated hospitals to support hospital units to 
meet the criteria necessary to obtain the quality standard.

Most of the problems are applicable at a national level and an integrated investment strategy 
that includes modern approaches on spa tourism is necessary and must therefore focus on two 
priorities: 

 � An urban rehabilitation and modernization strategy of spa towns and resorts
 � Private investors support for the development of new health tourism products and for the 

certification/accreditation of existing treatment facilities. 

These two priorities must be achieved at a local, regional and national level in order to change 
the image of the destination. Therefore, mandatory measures must be taken at a local level to 
create a spa town ecosystem and at a national level through the creation of common urban laws 
and public financial support for a Romanian spa town network.

Spa town ecosystem Common urban planning laws  
for the spa towns network 

 � Development of local products 
based on wellness at a small (food, 
handicraft, etc) and a larger scale 
such as cosmetical and antiageing 
products based on thermal water

 � RTDI and international certification 
of the therapeutic factors of thermal 
water for cosmetics, healing,..

 � Creation of Tourism & spa training 
center

 � Support for private investments
 � Upgrade of the spa treatment centers
 � Certification and accreditation of spa 

treatment centers

 � Heritage preservation and renovation 
of the Spa Town centers

 � Development of specific pipes 
network to provide thermal water in 
smaller accomodations

 � Development of the use of thermal 
water for the town heating system

 � Development of leisure infrastructure
 � Green construction
 � Building and facilities specially 

adapted to elderly and disabled 
people. 
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Public and Private Stakeholders

The main stakeholders in the field of spa tourism in Romania are: 

The National House of Pensions and Other Insurance Rights (CNPP)

The National House of Pensions and Other Insurance Rights (CNPP) is a public autonomous 
institution acting as a specialized body of central public administration. CNPP manages the 
public pensions system and other social insurance rights. The current role and functions in spa 
tourism are mainly concentrated on: 

 � Establishing the number of places for spa treatment available to the beneficiaries, within 
the funds approved by the state social insurance budget; 

 � Providing treatment places in spa resorts, where nervous system, rheumatism, digestive, 
cardiovascular, gynaecologic and respiratory tract diseases are cured; 

 � Financially supporting the cost of services provided, according to the law of state social 
insurance budget based on the proof documents from spa services providers; 

 � Carrying out the distribution of places on resorts, accommodation units, series of tourists 
and data of arrivals in the resort; 

 � Distributing the number of spa treatment places to territorial Pension Houses according 
to the total number of beneficiaries (i.e. employed persons insured of the public system 
of pensions, pensioners, disabled people, beneficiaries of treatment tickets awarded 
for medical rehabilitation and work capacity recovery following an accident at work or 
professional disease). 

Each year CNPP manages the system of issuing spa treatment tickets for targeted customers 
through a tender procedure. 

Insert 4: The 2018 spa or social tourism voucher tender
Every year, the National House of Pensions and Other Insurance Rights (CNPP implements a special Spa 
Social Tourism Program for retired and disabled people. The CNPP distributes ‘free vouchers’ for retired 
people who suffer from a disability and ‘subsidized vouchers’ for retired people. Depending on its budget, 
the CNPP sets the number of vouchers that will be distributed. The CNPAS receives a part of the vouchers’ 
beneficiaries, 59,527 in 2018, in its own accommodation and treatment facilities that are managed by the 
“TBRCM” SA, the public company for spa treatment and recovery of work ability. The other beneficiaries 
use their vouchers in private spa locations that have a contract with the CNPP. The contracts with the spa 
locations are renewed every year through a national tender. With these vouchers, the retired people get a 
stay of 16 days with 12 days including breakfast, lunch and dinner and 3 spa treatments per day. 

In 2018, an amount of RON 344 mln (EUR 75 mln), was granted by the CNPP for the purchase of 204,416 
subsidized spa vouchers. 
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The National Association of Spa and Balneoclimatic Resorts 

National Association of Spa and Balneoclimatic Resorts in Romania is fostering the application 
of the EU Directive no. 24/2011 in Romania. The main objectives of the Association include the 
following:

 � To provide strategic and technical assistance to spa resorts;
 � To support the spa and balneoclimatic resorts to find the necessary financing;
 � To ensure good implementation of investment projects and the observance of urbanism  

and tourism standards elaborated within the association;
 � To ensure the overall coherence of the network (promotion, branding, etc.) according to 

the spa tourism development strategy action plan

The Organization of Spa Owners in Romania (OPTBR)

The Organization of Romanian Spa Owners (OPTBR) was established in 1993 and in 2006, OPTBR 
has become a member of European Spas Association (ESPA). Presently, OPTBR has 62 members, 
representing nearly all the main spa resorts in the country. 

Among the main functions of the organization that are linked with the improvement of the 
business environment for spa resorts, we can mention: 

 � Improvement of the business environment for spa resorts by promoting legislative 
initiatives addressed to foster and facilitate private investments. 

 � Organizing training for staff. OPTBR has implemented in the previous EU programming 
period the project “Qualifications in spa tourism – a chance for future” financed from EU 
funds for an amount of 5 million EUR. The aim of the project was to qualify about 2,000 
persons in 13 different occupations in the spa sector. 

 � Creating and promoting during each year low season special campaign offers, such as A 
recovery week in spa resorts, Spa Decade, Wellness spa or Come to spas with affordable 
prices to all the customers’ segments. Nevertheless, to benefit from these offers, the 
clients must have a prescription from their family physician and a Romanian public 
insurance health card. Offers can be purchased from any travel agency or directly from 
the chosen hotel. These campaigns are carried out in partnership with other professional 
association such as the National Association of Travel Agencies (ANAT) and have also the 
official support of the MoT. Approximately 15 hotels situated all around the country were 
participating to these low season special offers.

Table 28: OPTBR off-season special offers

Program Price by person Program details

A week of 
recovery  
(Saptamana de 
refacere)

 � 2* hotels: 400 Ron (87 euros)/ + 
half board RON 550 (EUR 119)

 � 3* hotels: RON 450 (EUR 97)/ + 
half board RON 650 (EUR 141)

 � 6 nights - 7 days stay, accommodation with 
breakfast included

 � 3 treatments per day
 � Medical examination at the beginning of stay
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Program Price by person Program details

The spa decade 
(Decada 
balneara)

 � 2* hotels: RON 880 (EUR 154) 
 � 3* hotels: RON 1000 (EUR 178)

 � 9 nights- 10 days stay, all-inclusive offer
 � Treatment at least 7 days (3 per day)
 � Medical examination at the beginning of stay

Come to spas  
(Hai la bai)

 � 2* hotels: RON 625 (EUR 135) 
 � 3* hotels: RON 750 (EUR 163)

 � 5 nights- 6 days stay, all-inclusive offer
 � 2 treatments per day for 5 days

Wellness spa  
(Wellness 
balnear)

 � 3* hotels: 625 RON (154 EUR) 
 � 4* hotels: 650 RON (178 EUR)

 � 3 nights, 2 half board days and a gala dinner
 � Free access to spa facilities (swimming pool, 

sauna, fitness center)
 � 2 wellness treatment during the stay 

(massage, beauty care, etc.)

Medical tourism and the Cross-Border Healthcare Directive 2011/24/EU

Medical Tourism is defined as the process in which patients embark on cross-border healthcare 
to improve or maintain their health through therapies aimed at prevention and/or treatment 
through the combination of vacation and health. It is the economic activity that integrates both 
the medical and the tourism sector as one product.

Global Situation

The extensive methods in accessing information (especially via the internet), the ease of mobility 
into other countries, the rising educational levels and expectations of patients has generated 
new trends in the healthcare division whereby more than sixty countries have incorporated 
health tourism as a fundamental product of their national industry. Some countries have 
invested considerable amounts of money into their infrastructure to initiate projects, make 
improvement and upgrade their medical and travel facilities in an attempt to facilitate the 
arrival of health travelers.

In countries where the sites are regarded today as medical destinations, medical tourism has 
proven to act as a catalyst in reforming the economy and health industry of the country. There 
has been an increase in the inflow of foreign exchange with new employment opportunities 
being created in the healthcare industry as well as in other domains. In the hotel industry, there 
has been an increase in overnight stays from those individuals traveling with the patients, and 
there has been a marked increase in the quality of services that are provided, benefited by and 
in the interest of the domestic patients.

Due to the complexity of the medical tourism market, it is hard to obtain accurate numbers. 
Nevertheless, according to the Medical Tourism Association, about 14 million people in the 
world travel to other countries in search of medical care annually. It is an activity worth between 
50 and 70 thousand million dollars. 

Recently, a KPMG study estimated that the global medical tourism industry will grow at a 
compound annual growth rate of 17.9% in 2013-2019, reaching 32.5 billion USD in 2019. In 
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this report, medical tourism comprises of two different segments. One segment comprises of 
people who travel to other countries for rejuvenation purposes and the other comprises of 
people who travel for curative care that is not available in their own countries. While the former 
group is a luxury segment, the latter is an economic segment. Overall, the global demand for 
healthcare services is on the rise, driven by demographic factors such as increased longevity 
and rising birth rates. Based on the 2017 Global Access to Healthcare Index by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, several developing countries are ranked highly and ahead of some developed 
countries, including Romania.

Chart 6:  Global Access to Healthcare Index - Top performing countries in 201771

Situation in Europe and EU Directive 2011/24/UE

Spa resorts are well known for prevention and/or physical and recovery treatment that are 
reimbursed by the national/regional private/public insurance companies in most European 
countries. 

The EU Directive 2011/24/UE, concerning the rights of patients for cross-border healthcare 
services, has entered in force on April 24, 2011. This directive creates a general European 
framework for the delivery of medical services across the EU. Despite difficulties, the Directive 
has been fully implemented by all EU countries. 

It can thus represent a development and promotion opportunity for Romania medical tourism 
products. The main provisions of the Directive are: 

 � Emergency treatment is covered automatically by the healthcare insurer from the patient’s 
residence country (it requires no pre-authorization), 

 � Long-term medical treatments (including medicalized spa and wellness) in a foreign EU 
country can be also covered by the insurance company of the patient residence country. 
In that case, the patient should ask for a preauthorization and the insurance company will 
reimburse the price in the limit of the amount reimbursed for similar services in the home 
country.

71 KPMG Publication; Medical value travel in India, The Economist Intelligence Unit
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 � States may choose to reimburse the costs incurred by the patient or directly pay the 
foreign provider of medical services;

 � A suspensive condition has been introduced allowing States of affiliation (patient’s home 
state) and States of treatment (patient’s destination) to limit the reimbursement of cross-
border healthcare services for reasons of general/public interest (e.g. For planning reasons 
and in order to allow a permanent access to a balanced palette of high-quality treatments 
or in order to control costs and avoid waste of resources);

 � The system of prior authorization for planned medical interventions has been maintained 
from previous regulations but is not mandatory: Member States may introduce a pre-
authorization system only in the case of medical services which requires planning, 
such as hospital care (defined as involving overnight accommodation in the treatment 
center), medical services involving specialized infrastructure and cost-intensive medical 
equipment , medical services that presents certain risks for the patient or the population 
or medical services that will be provided by a provider who can pose major problems 
related to the quality or safety of its services it. 

A State of affiliation (State of Origin) may refuse to grant pre-authorization only if:

 � the patient who wants cross-border medical services will be exposed to an unacceptable 
security risk;

 � the public is exposed to a substantial security hazard;
 � the chosen healthcare provider raises problems related to the respect of standards and 

guidelines in terms of quality and safety;
 � the required medical services can be provided in the state of affiliation within a medically 

acceptable time frame;

The directive also adopted a series of administrative arrangements aimed at ensuring strong 
cooperation between EU national health systems and leading to greater transparency for foreign 
patients. Therefore, each member state has established a national contact point that must 
provide to patients all the necessary information related to the medical systems of the other 
member states, the medical services that can be provided, their rights as patients, information 
about healthcare providers, their quality and safety, accessibility information for people with 
disabilities, etc.;

Monitoring the implementation of the Cross-Border Health Directive

According to a report published by the European Commission in September 2015, the main 
issues for a good implementation of the Directive are: 

1. The lack of awareness of the stakeholders on the Directive’s provisions, especially the 
patients and the general public:
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 � Indeed, National Contact Points implemented public information campaigns on the 
provisions of the Directive and therefore on the rights resulting from it, but they 
were, in most of the cases, specifically targeting a professional audience (physicians, 
health insurers) and less the general public or patients. Thus, although the public 
and the patients are well aware of the European health card and use it to receive 
treatment in another Member State, they do not know the new provisions of the 
directive that should help them and make the offer of cross-border medical services 
more transparent. 

 � The communication between National Contact Points is not continuous and does 
not aim to standardize the procedures between EU states medical and health 
systems but is occasional for the management of individual cases. 

2. Another problem is the concrete availability of information tailored to the general public:
 � The patient must search on their own information on foreign medical service 

providers, including on the quality and safety of their healthcare services. National 
Contact Points (NCP) and healthcare insurers provide, when it is the case, only very 
general information, which is often not adapted to the patient’s specific needs. In 
fact, NCP even tend to avoid providing explicit recommendations;

 � The Member States publish and update a list of treatments that are subject to pre-
authorization, the list generally focused on high-cost treatments, Information about 
the need for pre-authorization on other treatments being sometimes less clear. 

3. Another central aspect of the process of implementation of the directive is that of the 
quality and safety of cross-border treatments. For the patients, it is almost impossible to 
estimate alone the level of quality and safety of treatments. Although the Directive obliges 
Member States to ensure that healthcare providers provide enough relevant information 
so that patients can make an informed choice, healthcare services providers are not 
taking measures to inform patients at a European level and remain at a national one. The 
report recommends the possible introduction of a specific tool for the public evaluation 
of medical services by cross-border patients, for example by adding quality indicators. 
The healthcare service providers will get grades and the results will be publicly available 
on the website of each NCP. Also, the European reference network should support the 
creation of common, clear and transparent quality and safety standards at a transnational 
level. 

4. At the Member States or at EU level, there are no common approach to measure the 
waiting time in a diagnostic process and to decide if the patient is facing an «unjustified 
and long calling time”. The practice of publishing waiting lists, the types of treatments 
covered, the measurement of the actual calling time or the criteria for undue long delays, 
varies greatly between the Member States. 
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The Romanian Spa Sector and the Cross-border Healthcare Directive

Spa medical treatment or even wellness cure with a lower-grade of medical treatment may be 
covered by the Directive, in other words, they can benefit from the reimbursement of public 
health insurance systems. This can happen, on one hand, to the extent that these treatments are 
necessary to maintain a good health condition (preventive care, to control metabolic problems, 
chronic diabetes, overweight, sedentarism, etc.) or for enhancing the patient’s recovery 
(post-operative therapies, motor or psychic rehabilitation, etc.). And on the other hand, these 
treatments must be already reimbursed as healthcare services covered by the State of Origin’s 
public health insurance systems (public, private, mutual, etc.). 

Nevertheless, the first monitoring studies on the implementation of the Directive has shown 
that the health tourism client who must receive prior authorization for planned treatment from 
its own health insurer (be it public, semi-public or even private insurer involved in a public 
scheme of health insurance) is being confronted to major information problems.

It is obvious from the above diagram that the information obligations and procedures contribute 
to the creation of an insular and highly formal system where information should be dispensed 
by very different actors. It results in a practical impossibility for patients to obtain customized 
and effective information on spa procedures and services abroad. The patient will be in charge 
of searching by himself all the information and decide on the best way to proceed. Many studies 
have shown that such a burden on the beneficiary of cross-border spa care is far too important 
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for the cross-border mobility to progress: people will simply be scared out of pursuing a cross-
border spa package.

Financing of cross border healthcare is thus dependent less on financing schemes then 
on the capacity of reassuring and accompanying the patients in the quest for suppliers and 
services abroad. What does this mean for Romania? Innovative marketing and promotion, and 
reinforcement of certified and recognized quality and safety standards, at least at an European 
level. 

Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibition

Meetings, incentives, conferences and exhibitions (MICE) is a type of tourism in which large groups, 
usually planned well in advance, are brought together.

Benefits of MICE

Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibition (MICE) is one of the leading sectors of tourism 
in terms of expenditures per traveler. Worldwide, tourists traveling for business reasons or 
congresses represent 15% of all travelers. This may seem a smaller figure in comparison with 
the number of tourists who travel for leisure or holidays (53%), however, the benefits that the 
MICE brings to a city or destination are many, especially for smaller cities or regions that are not 
amongst the major international tourist destinations 72:

1. Economic impact: There are many tourism related sectors that also benefit from the 
arrival of this type of tourists. Other businesses complement the needs of these visitors 
and benefit indirectly from all the activity generated by these events. Bucharest and 
other larger cities in Romania with well-developed tourism sector hold a big potential to 
promote MICE tourism. 

2. Reducing seasonal limitations: One of the main reasons that cities in Romania should 
promote the MICE segment is because it helps mitigate the seasonal nature of a destination. 
Congresses, meetings and events are usually held during the months when there are no 
holidays, and, many congresses and fairs are programmed midweek depending on the 
audience and field that they are aimed at. The times of year when there tends to be a 
peak of events are from April to June and from September to November. This means that 
the events segment can perfectly complement the leisure segment and help to provide 
a more constant flow of activity and visitors, therefore allowing the creation of more jobs 
and more stable work contracts.

3. An alternative to saturation: When a mature destination arrives at a point where it has a 
saturation of tourists in high season or certain days such as the weekends, it is necessary to 

72 http://micers.com/en/7-reasons-to-promote-the-mice-segment/
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look for alternatives to halt this situation. This is what happens in mature resorts that base 
their strategy around “sun and sand”. When an alternative exists such as MICE tourism, it 
isn’t necessary to dedicate so many resources to promoting holiday tourism. More visitors 
will arrive, but in a more staggered way and so a more sustainable business model is 
achieved long term.

4. Better quality tourism: The MICE tourist spends on average double the amount that a 
traditional tourist spends, even up to six times more depending on the destination. Their 
tourist profile is one that expects to receive more premium services and tends to use more 
additional services. The average daily spend is also greater, being around EUR 200, and 
can be more depending on the city that is hosting the congress.

5. Bleisure: Many tourists traveling for business purposes will extend their stay to spend a 
few days discovering the destination. As shown in the study by the IE Foundation, 67% 
of business travelers state that they often take some free time when they are traveling 
on business and 58% will often add a day or two onto their stay to get to know the city. 
Others expressed their intention to return to the city with their family to spend a few days.

6. Promotion at international level: Capturing large international congresses that are 
attended by hundreds or thousands of delegates from all over the world puts a destination 
on the map; not only because of the number of travelers that visit the city, but also for the 
repercussion that the congress may have in the media. Hosting congresses attracts more 
congresses, especially those that have the same organizational characteristics. Once a city 
has proved it can host certain types of congresses, fairs and events it is much easier to sell 
the destination and ensure that the organizers choose it.

7. More competitive destination: To be able to attract different types of tourism and not 
concentrate on just one segment makes a destination much more competitive against 
other destinations which are aimed at just one market. When external circumstances 
change and affect a tourist segment, and as a result the number of tourists declines, it 
is much easier to compensate or reverse that situation when you are targeting various 
segments simultaneously and your product range is more diverse.

MICE and Romania

The World Economic Forum’s Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report for 2017 offered 
Romania 44th spot for the number of international meetings. This rating is lower than EU’s 
average of 30 and slightly higher than those from South-East Europe at average of 50 and for 
bordering countries at average of 49.

The International Congress and Convention Associations ranked Romania as 43 on a global 
scale for the number of international MICE events hosted in 2017. The country, with the flaghsip 
destination of Bucharest has a rising profile as a MICE destination. This trend is confirmed by the 
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arrival of the new international brand hotels in the capital and other cities (e.g. Hilton Garden 
Inn in Bucharest, Mercure Unirii in Bucharest, Hampton by Hilton in Iasi, Double Tree by Hilton 
in Ploiești and others). The number of the new hotels in the pipeline is expected to grow in the 
coming years.

Table 29:  MICE Tourism - Top Countries/Cities in the World by number of events73

Rank Top cities No. of events Rank Top countries No. of events

1 Barcelona 195 1 USA 941

2 Paris 190 2 Germany 682

3 Vienna 190 3 UK 592

4 Berlin 185 4 Spain 564

5 London 177 5 Italy 515

Table 30:  MICE Tourism - Ranking of Countries and Cities in Europe by number of events74

WW 
Rank Country No. of events City No. of events EU/WW rank

31 Greece 144 Athens 76 18/26

18 Poland 216 Warsaw 89 16/23

Cracow 45 27/54

Wroclaw 14 100

Poznan 20 74

23 Czech Republic 187 Prague 151 7/10

Brno 12 116

27 Hungary 159 Budapest 128 9/12

Pecs 8 145

Debrecen 5 197

Szeged 5 197

42 Serbia 71 Belgrade 51 24/46

Novi Sad 7 159

43 Romania 70 (69 in 2016) Bucharest 39 (32 in 2016) 33/65

Cluj-Napoca 8 (13 in 2016) 145

45 Slovenia 68 Ljubljana 44 28/56

61 Bulgaria 34 Sofia 21 73/130

67 Slovakia 25 Bratislava 15 97/177

Kosice 5 197

82 Ukraine 13 Kiev 7 159

According to the ICCA 2017 report, the top 5 cities that hosted the most MICE events are all 
in Europe, in large regional capitals and economic centers. These are: Barcelona, Paris, Vienna, 
Berlin and London. Aside from the US (as number one), following 4 countries also come from 
Europe - Germany, the UK, Spain and Italy. Romania ranked 43 with 70 events (60 in 2016), and 

73 2017 ICCA Statistical Report- Country & City Rankings - Public abstract
74 Ibid
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Bucharest ranked 33 in Europe and 56 world-wide with 39 events. This represents approximately 
20% increase, with 32 events in 2016.

When looking into the regional competition, Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary perform 
better than Romania in the MICE sector. Serbia, Slovenia and Romania ranked approximatively 
the same, yet Belgrade received 30% and Ljulblana 12% more events in 2017 than Bucharest. 
Bulgaria has 50% less hosted events, Slovakia and Ukraine are less relevant in comparison. 

Following Bucharest, the second largest MICE center in Romania is Cluj-Napoca, ranking 145 
in Europe (8 events, almost 50% y-0-y decrease)75. Attracting more events in the coming years 
is an achievable objective for Romania, as Bucharest is a hype urban economic center, with 
most common attributes held by cities like Prague, Budapest or Warsaw (rich history, diversity, 
cultural and natural tourism products, nightlife, etc.).

Table 31: Destinations in Romania with MICE potential and related infrastructure76

Available 
Infrastructure

Bucharest Cluj 
Napoca Brasov Sibiu Constanta Timisoara Iasi Oradea

5 star hotel beds 1697 412 200 114 744 0 120 0

4 star hotel beds 2703 665 1251 665 7556 1714 1262 324

Hotels conference room 
capacities 14566 6793 10352 4036 7471 1900 590 3230

Convention Center 
capacities 1020 1500 152 1000 300 1615 1420 400

Multifunctional hall 
capacities 5300 10000 1570 1812 1500 1400 0 2500

Chamber of Commerce 
conference hall capacity 1515 200 1470 250 195 2300 160 135

With adequate and dynamic investments in the MICE infrastructure from public and private 
sectors and effective destination management, Romania may become one of the leading MICE 
destinations in the region due to the strengths it holds:

 � Availability (although limited) and competitive prices for accommodation and affordable 
prices of services (as suggested by Travel & Tourism Competitiveness (TTC) Index, see 
Chapter 1);

 � Improved accessibility and connectivity with many direct, frequent and affordable flights 
from international destinations to Bucharest (also rated high by TTC, see Chapter 1);

 � Presence of many regional corporate headquarters in Bucharest. As ICCA suggests 
associations and corporate headquarters holds one or more annual meetings in the region, 
where they are present. Destinations rotate and rarely return to the same place within a 
short time. Opening a new destination will attract those who exhausted locations in the 

75 Ibid
76 Mureșan/Nistoreanu - ”MICE- The Valorization Vector of Local Communities’ Resources Case Study- Romania”, 2017 (NSI)
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region. Local stakeholders, e.g. the national/regional associations, are often the ones who 
initiate hosting meetings in their locations. 

 � Availability of fairly well developed tourist products as a complementary offer to MICE 
tourism (cultural tourism, natural/adventure tourism, city break, leisure-nightlife etc.).

In spite of the observed strengths, the country faces certain challenges to promote sustaible 
development of MICE in Romania. During the consultations with stakeholders, they raised 
concerns about the absence coordination mechanisms for large scale events and absence of 
some key infrastructure and result the following challenges:

 � Infrastructure is a crucial element for the MICE segment development. Absence of 
Convention Centers with large scale capacities in larger cities and Bucharest (main meeting 
centers - Parliament Palace, Romexpo, Chamber of Commerce- Conference Centre, World 
Trade Centre). The absence of large scale event venues makes it difficult for Romania to 
compete for hosting substantial and high expenditure events. Constructing a Convention 
Center should be taken as a priority in Constanta, as it holds the highest numbers of 
superior class accommodation facilities and is highly affected by seasonality;

 � Attracting 4 and 5 star hotel investments in Oradea, Iasi, Timisoara, Cluj and Brasov will 
most likely kick-start MICE development in these destinations.

 � Absence of well-functioning conventional bureau makes it difficult to organize events 
and activities, which involve high number of visitors and logistics. Coordination and 
availability of information is yet another important element, which is lacking in Romania.
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Chapter 4: Human Capital Development

Tourism Workforce and Romania

Tourism is an all-round industry, impacted by both public policies and public and private sector 
investment decisions. The right development of the tourism sector and service delivery can 
only be guaranteed through quality education and training. To have a better understanding 
on the skills and competences requirements for the Romanian tourism sector, they need to be 
considered in a broader socio-economic context. 

The European Commission estimates that less than 20% of high school and university graduates 
choose to work in the hospitality and the tourism sector. However, as observed, many qualified 
for the tourism sector prefer to find a job abroad. Migration applies to both, high and low-
qualified personnel. Employment in tourism sector in Romania is rather unattractive mostly due 
to low pays, lack of career opportunities, and unstable working conditions due to the seasonality. 
Moreover, the level of use of modern technology in the industry is rather low. Thus, considering 
these factors there is a relatively low productivity of the labor force. 

As suggested by number of studies, the staff in travel agencies is highly educated, whereas a 
large part of the personnel in other tourism areas is low qualified. They work on temporary basis 
and are mostly hired on a short-term contract. On the other hand, there is another phenomenon 
of over-qualified personnel working in the tourism sector, educated at university level, but in a 
different field, not related to tourism. 

The sector is in need of skills at both the operational and the managerial levels. In general, the 
tourism sector in Romania needs to better respond to the new dynamic developments and 
better utilize IT and digital technologies and at the same time, build sustainable workforce 77. 

Education System in Romania – Vocational and Higher Education

Currently, the Hospitality and Tourism related education and training in Romania is offered mainly 
at number of specialized high schools, vocational institutions and at economic and geography 
faculties of selected universities. All of these are managed by the Ministry of Education. 

In 2007, American Hotel Academy, the first international hotel management school in the 
country, was founded. The aim of the academy was to offer education and training in the field 
of tourism, all at international standards. The school offers a lot of variety within the hospitality 
management discipline, that is not available at many other higher education institutions.

The educational system in Romania suffers from number of challenges. According to a study 
of the European Commission on tourism education and training, the administrative capacity 

77 European foundation for the improvement of living and working conditions, “Employment and industrial relations in the hotels and restaurants 
sector”.
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in education policy making, in central and decentralized structures is uneven. In general, there 
is little usage of evidence based policy making, there is little data for monitoring the quality 
education, and data is not used for informing policy decisions. Yet a new education law that 
was introduced in 2011 presented a major reform to the entire education system. This law did 
set up a long-term agenda for improving the quality of education at all levels. With regard to 
Vocational Educational Training (VET), the new education law offers a new structure for VET, and 
allows for more flexibility between vocational, technical and academic tracks78. 

Addressing the needs of education for tourism sector must be looked holistically with 
participation of all stakeholders, including the government and academia, employers (private 
sector) and associations and unions. At present this is a decentralized system organized at the 
national, regional, county and local levels and involves the following stakeholders: employers, 
professional associations, employees, trade unions, public administration, relevant government 
organizations and civil society organizations. It looks like that participation and consultation 
mechanism is in place, however, it needs to be strengthened to achieve efficiency and results.

All qualification courses in the field of tourism are based on occupational standards that are 
issued by the National Accreditation Agency and approved by the employers’ councils. Training 
providers need to comply at least with 75% of occupational performance standards whilst 
25% can be modified, depending on the local specific needs of the training. Yet, according to 
training providers, occupational standards are often rigid and outdated (not responding to 
the market needs) and the process of revision is highly bureaucratic. According to the experts 
working in training provision, they are not aware of functional systems for consultations with 
the government on issues of education in tourism79. 

The tourism sector is characterized by high seasonality of work. This fact reduces the possibility 
of, for instance, formal training through the European Social Fund (ESF) projects. This is largely 
caused by the fact that during the high season, staff cannot attend courses, but during the 
lower season most of the staff is not employed and therefore is ineligible for various training 
modules.

The Romanian Evaluation System is based on the European Guide for Self-assessment for 
VET providers, so called EQAVET. For the whole VET system (post high school VET included) 
in Romania a quality assurance system was developed and has been fully implemented in 
2006. The quality assurance system includes a self-evaluation guide and a guide for external 
monitoring inspection. Each VET school is obliged to institute a Quality Assurance and Evaluation 
Committee, that has to prepare and implement a multi-year and yearly operational plans that 
include the self-assessment of the school’s activity. Some policy outcomes of the assessment are 

78 European Commission, “Mapping and Performance Check of the Supply Side of Tourism Education and Training, Country Profile for Romania, 
February 2016.

79 Ibid
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presented in the Integrated Strategy for the development of human resources. The mismatch is 
observed between the needs for qualification, skills, and labor. In order to solve this challenge, 
there could be post-secondary VET programs instituted, that could fill these gaps. As such, the 
classification of occupations could be revised, also in the tourism sector, to spur development 
of partnerships between the education system and the labor market80. 

Over the past years, Romania has experienced a decline in vocational education and training 
(VET). Even though Romania ranks high on youth unemployment in Europe (16.8%)81, VET has 
a relative low popularity among young people in Romania. On annual bases, more than half 
of the available spots in VET institutions remain unoccupied. At the same time, the ability of 
private enterprises to provide quality on the job training remains limited to those in the large 
cities82. 

Recently a move towards restoring the attractiveness of VET can be noticed. The demand 
towards tourism is much higher than other technical specializations. Yet there is the tendency 
that courses are rather general, even in tourism. 

The professional and technical education in Romania, specifically for tourism, consists of several 
forms of education: (i) School of Arts and Handicrafts (2 years plus 1 year of completion), (ii) 
the superior cycle of technological high school (2 years), (iii) Technical high school (4 years), (iv) 
Post-high school (2 years in tourism and services).

80 OECD, “Skills beyond School. OECD Review of Vocational Education and Training. Background report from Romania, http://cndiptoi.tvet.ro/
documente%20suport/16.12.2013/OECD_BACKGROUND_REPORT.pdf

81 Statista, “ Total number of employees in the accommodation and food service activities industry in Romania https://www.statista.com/
statistics/266228/youth-unemployment-rate-in-eu-countries/

82 European Commission, “Education and Training Monitor 2017”, https://ec.europa.eu/education/sites/education/files/monitor2017-ro_en.pdf; 
European Commission, “Mapping and Performance Check of the Supply side of Tourism Education and Training Country Profile for Romania, 
February 2016
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Chart 7: Structure of the education system in Romania

Age Grade/
Group

ISCED 
Level

Education Level
Qualification 

Level

>20

6
University Education

5

5 4

4 Pre-university education, post high school, Tertiary non-university education 3

19 13

3

Technological 
High School 3

18 12 Theoretical High 
School

Arts, Sports, 
Theology high 

School

Technological 
High School17 11 Completion Year 2

16 10

2

Theoretical High 
School

Arts, Sports, 
Theology high 

School

Technological 
High School

School of Arts 
and Handicrafts 1

15 9

14 8

Comprehensive Education

13 7

12 6

11 5

10 4

1

9 3

8 2

7 1

6 0

5 Big

04 Middle

3 Small

To pursue with tourism education, students can enroll in a technological high school at grade 
9 and attend it for at least 4 years. An alternative route for tourism education is to get enrolled 
in a school for Arts and Handicrafts and then attend a completion year, followed by the second 
cycle of the technological high school. The school of Arts and Handicrafts provides level 1 
qualification (see figure) for hotel workers. After completing this school there are two options 
for continuation, a student can either enter employment or continue towards a high school 
certificate. The latter involves one-year completion and two years of technological high school. 
The level of completion provides a level 2 (see figure) qualification for hotel workers.

Post-high school is part of the vocational and technical education and has a duration of two 
years in the area of Tourism and Food. 

On the other hand, the superior cycle of technological high schools provides level 3 qualification 
as technician in tourism and banqueting organizer. Upon completion of the lower and superior 
cycle of a technological high school, students receive level 3 qualification as technicians in 
tourism.
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The tertiary non-university education (post- secondary and VET or Post-high school) provides 
level 3 qualification (advanced) for the following positions: (i) travel agent and guide, (ii) 
inventory assistant in accommodation and food units; (iii) assistant for Manager hotel units, and 
(iv) conference, congress, fair and exhibition organizer. 

Yet, there are some weaknesses in the Romanian vocational training in the hospitality sector. 
According to the World Travel Organization the training in the hospitality sector does not 
correspond to the employer’s needs. There are only few partnerships between schools and 
employers, there is a weak infrastructure in schools, and employers have a poor capacity to meet 
training roles for students. When on one hand the teachers in schools are well qualified, the 
schools often lack the modern infrastructure, and do not have modern laboratories, equipment, 
etc. With these circumstances, the only way for students to get proper hands-on experience is 
through practical training at the employers’ sites. Yet, there are a few challenges to overcome 
to make this system work. Often, the same as with the schools, the providers of training also 
lack an appropriate training infrastructure for incorporating the needs of incoming students. 
As such the old establishments have been renovated for profit making activities and less for 
training whereas the new buildings did not foresee space for training from the beginning83. 

“Exercise Firms” offer alternative learning methods to help develop entrepreneurial skills in 
tourism. These firms integrate competencies from different disciplines, providing the same 
experience as a conventional firm, yet operate through simulations. The benefit of these firms is 
that students gain close to real experience on how to work in tourism business, but still are in a 
protected and guided environment. The first exercise firms were established in 2001, supported 
by the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe and currently increase in number. 

The major source of qualified personnel in the Tourism and Hospitality Industry in Romania 
comes from the higher education institutions. Romania has a well-developed network of 
universities that offers tourism classes. In total, there are 57 public universities, 37 private and 
accredited higher education institutions, and 10 private higher education institutions with 
temporary accreditation. 

Universities cover wide range of tourism competencies, however mostly through the faculties 
of Economy or Geography. 

Out of the 57 Public Universities, 15 offer a degree in the area of tourism, mainly specialized 
in tourism and economics. There are 3 universities that offer a degree related to Tourism in 
Geography departments. In 2015, the total number of admission places was 835 (300 in the 
faculty of geography and 535 in the faculty of economics). 

83 World Tourism Organization, 2007, Draft Romania National tourism development master plan 2007 – 2026 executive summary: http://www.b-andb.
ro/pdf/masterplan/3.%20MasterPlan_27.06.2007_Executive_Summary+Action_Plan. pdf
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From the 47 private higher education institutions, 7 offer a degree related to tourism. The 
number of available spots in tourism at private universities is higher than at public universities, 
accounting for 3005 places (200 in the Department of Geography, and 2885 in the Department 
of Economics). Additionally, there are 12 Public Economics Colleges leading to a degree in the 
area of Tourism, with a total of 360 places. Finally, there is only one special school of Hospitality 
and Tourism studies, or a Faculty of Tourism and Leisure, Recreation Sports and Tourism.

The main subjects that cover tourism at universities are: Statistics in tourism, Geography in 
Tourism, Economics in Tourism and Tourism Enterprise, Communication and Branding in Tourism, 
the Natural Potential of Tourism, Culture and Civilizations, International Tourism, Architecture, 
Tourism and Environment, Assessment of Tourism Potential, Tourism Policies and Strategies, 
Management of Risk in Tourism, Corporate Strategies in Tourism, Management in Tourism, 
Hotel and Restaurant Technology, Eco-tourism, Rural Tourism and Sustainable Development, 
Tourist Marketing, Negotiation in Tourism, the Activity of Travel Agencies, Human Resource 
Management in Tourism, Aesthetics and Design in Tourism, Consumption Behavior in Tourism, 
Animation in Tourism. 

The first cycle of higher education takes three years and provides diplomas for the following 
occupations: (i) officer at a tourism agency, (ii), tourism guide, and (iii) analyst in tourism. There 
are also distance BA’s and MA’s. There are MA classes in Management and Marketing in Tourism, 
Economy and Management of Services, Business Administration in the Hotel Industry. Upon 
completion of a MA, students are qualified to work as managers. 

Employers are involved in the provision of training that accompanies faculty based education, 
yet there is reluctance from employers to receive students in training, as there is the cost and 
the need to allocate additional resources (personnel, time, space), the short duration (35 work 
days) that does not allow for meaningful involvement of the trainees84. 

Finally, according to interviews conducted by the European Commission there is an absence of 
a functional, nation-wide platform to increase the role of employers in planning or providing 
education and training85.

Employability in the sector - Labor Market Trends

At present, the tourism sector is facing a growing shortage of qualified personnel, especially for 
the positions such as waiters, barmen, cooks, pastry cooks, chambermaids, etc. The shortage is 
mainly caused by low wages, fiscal constrains86, and lack of career opportunities and unstable 

84 Ibid
85 European Commission, “Mapping and Performance Check of the Supply side of Tourism Education and Training Country Profile for Romania, 

February 2016
86 Tips, received by the waitress is not registered against their income and poses problems when applying for a loan at the Bank.
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working conditions. However, if managed properly, these positions can be of great interest for 
the younger generations and for summer jobs.

Following a short practice in a hotel, or after graduation, many young people emigrate from 
Romania and look for jobs abroad. It is estimated that only 20% of all tourism related graduates 
start working in the tourism sector in Romania. This shortage impacts the overall service 
performance.

The Romanian National Tourism Development Master Plan (2007-2026) offered main reasons 
for required personnel shortage, which remain factual today as well:

1. The training programs are not up to the required market standards. In many cases training 
providers issue diplomas without offering the full and appropriate practical training 
opportunities (in other words, do not turn knowledge into a skill).

2. Due to the low wages, and the low image that the jobs in hospitality have, a considerable 
number of young Romanians emigrate from the country to work abroad.

3. At the management level, there is a lack of skills, and limited in-house on-the job training 
opportunities to keep skills up to the standards and improve performance.

4. There is no adequate continuous in-service training to upgrade the skills and knowledge 
of the existing hospitality staff on various levels.

According to 2017 data provided by the Labor Inspectorate, tourism sector per selected 
NACE classificators counted 209,575 employees, representing 3,72% of all employees. Top five 
destination gathered 38% of all tourism employment in the country. Bucharest is the largest 
employer in tourism, employing 51,766 staff, representing 3.8% of all capital city employment. 
When comparing the number of tourism employees to the total number of employees per 
county, the team has learned that the most generous in tourism employment are Brasov and 
Constanta (more than 5% of people work in accommodation and food services). Interestingly 
enough, from 2014 to 2017, the unemployment in Constanta grew by 1.8%, while the tourism’s 
share still went up from 5.1% to 5.8%, which represents 14% growth.
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Table 32:  Employment in Tourism Sector (NACE I) (2014-2017)87
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Bucharest  44,119 1,249,840 3.5  51,766 1,348,732 3.8 14.8 7.9 9

Cluj  9,749  245,481 4.0  12,098  274,754 4.4 19.4 11.9 11

Brasov  9,477  181,498 5.2  10,991  194,841 5.6 13.8 7.4 8

Constanta  8,988  176,422 5.1  10,048  173,271 5.8 10.5 -1.8 14

Timis  7,596  239,407 3.2  8,890  262,916 3.4 14.6 9.8 7

The staff related problem for tourism will become more complex as the demand continues to 
grow as a result of economic growth and an increasing number of tourists. Another concern is 
that the labor market for tourism is considered to be seasonal, fragmented and multi-faceted with 
a large number of entry-level jobs. The seasonal nature of the tourism industry is contributing 
to the development of dual labor markets, comprised of core workers and peripheral ones.

State Initiatives to Support Labor Development

Every year business owners in tourism are facing an issue of finding seasonal workers in order 
to provide basic services. Mostly restaurants, hotels, clubs and beach bars are affected by the 
growing workforce crisis. The lack of personnel results in disappointed tourists, because of the 
low quality they have found at resorts. 

The government instituted a public policy that allows foreign workers to arrive in Romania 
and obtain a work permit. At present, the Romanian government instituted the rule that each 
foreign worker needs to receive the level of the median salary (around EUR 800) to attract more 
foreign workers.

In 2018, about 7,000 non-EU foreign workers are expected to join the Romanian labor market. 
This represents an increase of 1,500 compared to 2017. The employees attracted by the 
government mainly come from Vietnam, Turkey, Nepal, China and Siberia88. 

87 Analysis: World Bank; Data: Labor Inspectorate of Romania
88 https://www.romania-insider.com/number-foreign-workers-romania-2018/
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Chapter 5: Positioning, Branding, Marketing and communicating with Tourists

Overview and Country’s Performance

From 1989 onwards, following the second stage of globalization, newly evolved democratic 
states in Europe started the development of nation branding campaigns to establish and in 
certain cases improve nation’s image and reputation and to provide a competitive edge on 
economic, social and even political areas. Romania followed the same path.

Marketing strategies, branding and promotional campaigns have been drafted. However the 
lack of resources and consistency with implementation has led to inconsistent results. While 
Romania was struggling to position itself in a competitive international tourist market, today it 
registers some of lowest tourist indicators in Europe despite its abundant sites and resources (in 
certain cases still underdeveloped) and progress in visibility. 

Anholt’s index of the national brand, defined as the application of corporate marketing concepts 
and techniques to countries in the interests of enhancing their reputation, ranked Romania as 
41st in 2008, 37th in 2009, 41st in 2010, and then 80th in 2017. 

WEF’s Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report for 2017 and its Country Brand Strategy index 
rating suggests that Romania stands at 35th position, which is higher than the EU’s, SEE’s or 
immediate neighboring markets’ average. The index is fueled with Bloom Consulting’s Country 
Brand Ranking, Tourism Edition. While Romania’s performance in this corporate indicator is 
good, the Effectiveness of Marketing and Branding Index89 from the same report stands at 131 
(out of 136), which is much lower than any of the other competing markets. Inconsistency in 
this two somewhat similar indicators can be a result of people’s perception on the effectiveness 
of the marketing efforts conducted by the respective agencies.

The number of international arrivals, expenditures and overnight stays in accommodation 
structures are helpful indicators to understand the impact of campaigns, by comparing to 
baseline values with the most recent data. The analysis in Chapter 1 of this report suggest that 
despite the steady grow, the country still ranks very low compared with other markets and 
therefore more effective efforts should be taken to further increase awareness and improve the 
image of Romania at international markets.

Evolution of Branding and Marketing Campaigns

On its development curve, since 1995, Romania has implemented various campaigns to increase 
awareness and improve the image of Romania abroad.

89 The indicator result is based on a survey and responses to the question - How would you assess the effectiveness of your country’s marketing and 
branding campaigns to attract tourists?
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Table 33: List of marketing and promotion campaigns

Year Campaign Budget/Description Results

1995 “The Eternal 
and Fascinating 
Romania”

Premium photo album about Romania distributed by 
Romanian diplomatic missions abroad. The campaign was 
implemented by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, targeting 
potential investors and tourists in 144 countries.

No data available

1999 “The 1999 eclipse” A special fund of USD 1,5 mln was devoted to the 
Promotion and Development, aiming at the increase of 
3% of the total income of every tourist agency in Romania 
(Enea 1999).

No data available

2000 “Come as a tourist, 
leave as a friend”

- No data available

2003 “Romania - Simply 
Surprising”

The campaign with the value of USD 7,6 mln (Niculescu, 
2005) targeted tourists at the age of 20-55 with an average 
income and interest in new experiences, culture and 
history. The objective was to present Romania as a tourist 
destination, change the way Romania is perceived and 
generate a different attitude toward country in the EU and 
US markets through the activities such as advertisement 
spot (developed by Ogilvy&Mother, broadcast June-August 
2004 Euronews, Eurosport, Discovery Channel, CNN, BBC, 
once a day), promotional prints, participation in the fairs 
and exhibitions.

No data available

2008 “Romanians in 
Europe”

A USD 7.8 mln (Saatchi & Saatchi) (Sepi, 2013) campaign 
covered commercial spots for Spain and Italy and 
targeted to improve Romania’s image abroad through 
documentaries, info trips and with immigrant success 
stories.

No data available

2009 “Romania, Land of 
Choice”

Campaign (ADDV) featured Romanian celebrities (Nadia 
Comaneci, Gheorghe Hagi, Ilie Nastase) in ads broadcasted 
on Eurosport and CNN in August and December 2009, 
through prints, TV, Internet and outdoor.

+5,55% arrivals and 
+3,72% overnight 
stays. The first 
positive trend after 
the 2008/9 crisis.

2010 “Explore the 
Carpathian Garden”

The first branding campaign with the value of EUR 900 
thousand was launched at the World Expo in Shanghai in 
2010 and focused on positive attributes of Romania and 
3 core pillars: (1) Unspoiled nature and landscapes; (2) 
Authenticity (tradition); (3) Unique cultural heritage.

Arrivals:
+12,65% in 2011 
+9,21% in 2012
+3,68% in 2013
+11,48% in 2014
+17% in 2015
+10,75% in 2016
+11,26% in 2017

In 2010, with the support of European funded Regional Operational Program, the Government 
commissioned a new country brand “Explore the Carpathian Garden” Branding and Brand 
Manual (2010-2011). The brand was created after a quantitative and qualitative research A total 
of 10.881 interviews were held, that is, 1,200 per market (Austria, Germany, France, Italy, UK/ 
Ireland, Russia and USA). The main conclusions of this research included:

 � Romania’s image is rather weak both in general and as a tourist destination;
 � Knowledge and perceived differentiation of Romania is rather low;
 � Romania’s personality is a good fit for a travel destination;
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 � The market potential in the travel markets is good;
 � The core potential target for Romania is different from the average traveler;
 � The 6 selected key products provide good options for growth;
 � The fit of the Core Potential needs & wants and the Romanian offer is excellent;
 � Inland nature is the top element to be marketed;
 � The perception of lacking security is a big challenge;
 � The destination experience is not generating enough satisfaction for travelers.

Within the branding process, six tourist products were selected to be promoted, as considered 
to be the most competitive:

 � Countryside and rural tourism (holidays in small countryside guesthouses and farms);
 � Wildlife and nature parks (high interest in flora and fauna)
 � Wellness and health (relax, recovery treatments, healthy food, slow tourism);
 � Active and adventure (biking, hiking, climbing etc.);
 � Touring (cultural or natural touring);
 � City breaks (using the low-cost influx of flights).

After selecting core differentiators of Romania’s brand (unspoiled nature and landscapes, 
authenticity and unique cultural heritage), the branding strategy proposed to increase brand 
power by improving user experience (developing unique Romanian experiences, raising visitor 
satisfaction, activating local stakeholders), as well as increasing strength and stature (innovating 
on media strategies - big bang campaigns and viral marketing - it was not implemented).

The objectives of the branding campaign were to:

 � Increase the share of international travelers that have a rather positive image of Romania 
from 45% to 65%;

 � Increase the share of visitors expressing will to return from 56% to 75%;
 � Increase recommendation of destination from 50% to 70%;
 � Double the number of people capable of mentioning a unique attribute of Romania from 

30% to 60%;
 � Double the number of people in all source markets to know someone who has visited 

Romania from 26% to 52%.

A brand manual was also created in 2011; as it was funded through EU funds, the current country 
branding is to be used until 2020.

Marketing Strategies

A short-medium term (2011-2015) strategic marketing plan for Romania was offered by Horwath 
HTL (not approved through GD). The document spoke about the need of converting its major 
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tourist resources into global experiences and products (the rich multicultural heritage, as well 
as the untouched nature). 

Estimations within the analysis showed the following structure of the inbound tourism: 75% 
- business tourism (including MICE), 6,36% leisure in mountain resorts, 5,34% - tours, 2,83%-
city breaks, 2,48%- leisure in seaside resorts. The strategy also stated that for mass tourism, 
Romania is lacking competitive products, recommend to create a new set of niche products and 
packages for international markets, linked with the country’s competitive advantages (cultural 
and natural key assets).

The marketing vision expressed in this strategy was built on three pillars: building a globally 
competitive tourism sector, accepting that Romania already has products which were not 
marketed internationally in a professional way and offering key values identified by the 
national brand to international markets. The strategy recommended 4 key policies: marketing 
experiences and emotions, adapting the tourism sector to new technologies, creating a national 
organization for tourist marketing and regional and local marketing organizations (with sales 
and promotion functions).

Incoming agencies and Destination Management Companies were proposed through the 2011 
marketing strategy, in order to organize tour operator services within the destination (booking, 
transfers, independent activities), promote the destinations and become “experienced suppliers”. 
These recommendations have never been implemented, however the Government is currently 
finalizing the legislation to facilitate creation of DMOs (Destination Management Organizations), 
built as public-private agencies, in agreement with common current international practice.

Another marketing, promotion and representation strategy was drafted by the National 
Authority for Tourism for 2017-2020. This document has not been formally approved. It offers 
a plan that could guide current marketing and promotion efforts in the Ministry of Tourism. 
The objectives suggest to increase Romania’s tourism competitively at international market, 
align stakeholders, adjust tourism regulations, increase the number of visitors and the sector’s 
contribution to GDP by creating new products. The document includes national markets 
analysis for profiling purposes. It also suggest to slightly reposition the brand, based on the 
brand promise of mystery, magnetism, legends of Rural Romania.

Results of Branding and Marketing Campaigns, Romania’s Image and Media Presence Over 
Borders

Since the launch of the Regional Operational Program in 2007-2013, 62 financing requests for a 
cumulated EUR 142 million have been submitted, out of which 40 contracts with the total value 
of EUR 100 million were signed90.

90 Report provided by the Romanian Court of Accounts of fund performance allocated through the National Authority for Tourism for the touristic 
development and promotion of Romania between 2013-2015
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The Synthesis Report on impact evaluation results of POR-funded interventions states that the 
brand strategy has improved in quality, gaining unity and consistency, however there is no 
attributable increase in influx of tourist, as a direct, net effect to the campaign. The strategy did 
not improve Romania’s image among foreign tourists. Rising number of international arrivals is 
accredited to foreign immigrants visiting relatives and the growth of business tourism, which 
was not a direct goal of the campaign. However, it gives a credit to the increased quality of 
the national brand due to media campaigns on dedicated websites (romaniatourism.ro, 
romania.travel) and the accuracy of the initial market research that better positions the future 
development of tourist products. The creation of National Touristic Information and Promotion 
Centers was also funded through the 2007-2013 Regional Operational Program. The Syntesis 
Report shows that the centers have contributed in informing certain tourists (mostly locals).

According to a report provided by the Romanian Court of Accounts, during 2013 and 2015, RON 
112 mln (EUR 25 mln) were allocated for tourism development and promotion, out of which 
80% was spent on 2 programs and funded by the Regional Development European Fund and 
the state budget: (1) the multiannual tourist marketing and promotion program and (2) the 
multiannual destination development program. RON 86 mln (EUR 19,3 mln) were spent on 
the marketing program. Its objectives were promoting the most important tourism offers and 
destinations domestically, as well as abroad and defining and promoting the national brand 
in order to create a positive image of Romania. Such funded activities included organizing 
international tourism exhibitions in Bucharest, as well as participation in national and 
international fairs, promotional campaigns using ambassadors, public relations national and 
international campaigns, promotional materials, online marketing and promotion (including 
social media), promotion in airliners and at the airports, printed advertising, TV, radio and 
online advertising, info trips, marketing studies, etc. 32% of costs were spent on organizing and 
participating in tourism fairs and exhibitions, 29,23% on TV, radio and online campaigns, and 
18,06% on organizing events and missions.

These promotional campaigns of the national tourist brand by means of classic advertisement 
(TV, print, online, outdoor - ads), as well as PR activities between 2013 and 2015 were evaluated 
by the National Authority for Tourism through 2 market research studies, commissioned to 
Mercury Research, performed on key international markets (US, UK, Germany, France, Italy, 
Austria). One of them interviewed about 6,000 people over 18 years old for the baseline study in 
July 2014, and during the post campaign study in October 2015. The key performance indicators 
assessed within the study were the spontaneous/assisted notoriety (top of mind destinations), 
the communication/advertising notoriety (of the national brand and its campaigns), the 
recommendation index (percentage of people recommending Romania as a tourist destination), 
intention to travel to Romania in the future, as well the association to brand key values (nature, 
culture, authenticity).
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Conclusions of the impact study were, as follows:91 

There is a strong need to continuously promote the destination and the brand on foreign 
markets. 0,2% of interviewed people named Romania as a top of mind destination, while 
those assisted with destination options ranked Romania 11th out of 13, with no significant 
change between the baseline and the post-campaign studies. Only 2% of polled people had 
seen, read or heard promotional messages about Romania within the last year and the main 
attribute noted was the beauty of the country. The recommendation index decreased, so did 
the intention of visiting indicator. However, associations with key attributes of the national 
brand (natural, culture, authenticity) rose by 10% after the campaigns. The study seems to point 
out the fact that destination choice was not influenced by the marketing campaigns, despite 
having increased awareness on core values of the national brand.

Currently, there are no ongoing efforts to assess the quality of delivered services and satisfaction 
levels of tourists in Romania. When developing this report, the team could not locate a survey, 
study, or market segmentation analysis conducted recently. Without proper instruments in place 
and continuous monitoring and evaluation of the results and subsequent required adjustments, 
it is least likely that any marketing and promotion campaign will bring significant results.

Prioritization of the markets to promote Romania as a destination

In June 2018,  the Ministry of Tourism asked the World Bank to support them in defining a 
methodological approach and a list of priority countries and markets to further promote 
Romania as a destination. While marketing and promotion needs to be planned very carefully 
considering various factors such as tourism trends and behavior patterns, segmentation and 
satisfaction levels, a few common factors can be considered across the board. These are:

 � Connectivity – availability of direct flights is an important factor affecting the number 
of arrivals to the destination. The UNWTO report suggests that the improvement of air 
connectivity has positive effects on tourism. Direct flight routes, low cost carriers, and well 
targeted and aggressive marketing for air travel products have routinely brought sharp 
increases in tourist arrivals to destinations. 

 � Visa regulations – the general opinion agrees that visa restrictions reduce the flow of 
people to a destination. The research shows that the impacts of visa regulations result 
in a decreased volume of arrivals and many travelers avoid destinations where visas are 
required. Romania has moved to e-visa platform, which should ease the procedure (no 
need for a visit to the consular section, reduced waiting time, etc.). However, the perception 
in the travelers may remain the same. For the purposes of this note, the visa requirement 
has been considered as a hindering factor to attract increased number of visitors. 

91 Impact study on the promotion campaigns and promotion of the tourism brand, Mercury Research (2015)
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 � Tourist numbers and expenditures contribution to the global market and the development 
trend for the last 10 years. The increase in numbers and the total amount has to be 
taken into the consideration to assess the tendency of the outbound tourism from the 
originating countries. 

The team has analyzed all these factors by:

 � Looking into direct connections to Romania as a factor for determination of the priority 
locations. After analyzing the flight data for 2018, provided by the GSG, the team learned 
that Romania with its 12 international/regional airports is connected to 39 countries and 
92 destinations with 1,589 flights a week.

 � Visa regulations and requirements.
 � Global tourism trends by each country, including the markets where Romania is already 

presented and new markets, where outbound tourism growth is remarkable.

During the consultations in June 2017, the team understood that the overseas promotional 
offices will be managed by appointed permanent representatives, will report to the Ministry 
and will serve the following functions:

 � Promote Romania abroad as a tourist destination through advertising campaigns and 
participating in tourism fairs.

 � In collaboration with the Romanian tourism industry and private sector, lead the 
organization of thematic promotional campaigns and activities.

 � Provide information to potential tourists and businesses on facilities, infrastructures and 
services available to them in Romania.

 � Initiate actions as deemed necessary to promote cooperation with tourism agencies and 
travel businesses between the two countries.

 � Conduct research on market trends and market opportunities and supply the information 
and other relevant statistical data to the Ministry of Tourism and other line agencies.

 � Provide advisory services on tourism and hospitality industry, including statistical 
information and guidance on various matters.

 � In close coordination with the Embassy in a designated country (if applicable), serve as a 
liaison between the interested parties (potential investors, event makers) and the relevant 
Ministries and agencies in Romania and provide information on how to organize various 
events (MICE, cultural, etc.) and activities, invest and obtain licenses, permits and other 
relevant documentation from the Ministry of Tourism and other line Ministries.

 � Support the Ministry in implementation of the Tourism Strategy actions, as applicable.
 � Advise the Minister on all matters relating to the promotion of tourism.

While assessing the factors above, the team has also considered the pattern of behavior of 
high- potential tourists from the European and Asian markets. Based on all the considered, the 
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Bank team proposed to further strengthen the Romanian image on the traditional markets and 
gradually start entering new high-potential ones, as follows below: 

Table 34:  Potential markets to further promote Romania as a destination

Cluster Countries 
Covered

Destinations 
covered by 

air

Weekly 
Frequency

Share in 
Inbound 

Tourism to 
Romania in 

20163

Global 
Trend Visa

EUROPE (13)

Western European Cluster (1 
office)

United 
Kingdom***5 6 174 5.68% 106% No

Ireland 1 17 0.55% 125% No

Nordic Cluster (1 office) Denmark 2 11 0.56% 176% No

Finland 1 3 0.29% 155% No

Norway 1 6 0.55% 254% No

Sweden*** 3 12 0.83% - No

Eastern European Cluster (1 
office)

Czech Republic 1 12 1.06% 87% No

Moldova 1 34 - 311% No

Poland*** 1 32 4.17% 109% No

Serbia 1 18 0.86% - No

Slovakia 1 4 0.74% 104% No

Ukraine 1 5 1.30% 150% No

Central European Cluster (1 
office)

Austria*** 1 61 2.44% 141% No

Switzerland 2 12 1.10% - No

Benelux Cluster (1 office) Belgium 2 59 1.47% 143% No

Netherlands*** 2 44 2.42% 105% No

Luxembourg 0 0 0.09% 118% No

South European Cluster (1 
office)

Spain*** 10 135 3.95% 147% No

Portugal 1 13 0.53% - No

Aegean Cluster (1 office) Turkey*** 1 49 2.17% 96% No

Greece 2 46 2.33% - No

Stand Alone offices in each 
country (6)

France 5 98 5.91% 118% No

Germany 10 258 11.39% 105% No

Hungary1 1 24 5.70% 106% No

Bulgaria 1 19 2.66% 127% No

Italy 17 265 9.44% 124% No

Russia 1 14 1.05% 111% Yes

ASIA (4)

Gulf Cluster (1 office) Kuwait 0 0 - - Yes

Qatar 1 14 - - Yes

UAE*** 1 17 - - No

Saudi Arabia 0 0 - 480% Yes
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Cluster Countries 
Covered

Destinations 
covered by 

air

Weekly 
Frequency

Share in 
Inbound 

Tourism to 
Romania in 

20163

Global 
Trend Visa

South Asia (1 office) Japan 0 0 0.63% 98% No

South Korea***2 0 0 - 222% No

Stand Alone Offices in each 
country (2)

Israel 1 65 10.17% 184% No

China 0 0 1.03% 434% Yes

AMERICAS (1)

US Cluster (1 office) United States 0 0 5,55 % - No

Canada*** 2 4 0.96% 148% No

Mexico 0 0 0.17% 152% No
1 Given the benefit of direct connections via road/train and the size of population, it is suggested to have separate offices in Bulgaria and 

Hungary
2 With rapidly increasing tourist numbers from China, S/Korea, Japan and Saudi Arabia it is recommended to start establishing/strengthening 

Romanian image and visibility in these countries and explore opportunities for direct flights (China must be taken as a priority)

To measure the success of these operations, the Bank suggested to link the performance of 
these offices with Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and targets, set forth on annual basis (or as 
applicable) by the Ministry of Tourism. 

The key performance indicators should measure the level of efficiency and success, aligned 
with baseline and target data, and may include:

 � Number of tourists from the origin (+ % increase/decrease)
 � Duration of overnight stays of the tourists from the origin (+ % increase/decrease) 
 � Value of tourist expenditures from the origin (+ % increase/decrease) 
 � Number of unique weekly visitors to the main destination website(s)
 � Number of unique downloads of Romania travel applications from the originating servers
 � Return on investment for marketing and promotion campaigns (as a ratio)

The team also suggested that the Ministry follows the programmatic financing model, where 
each office’s program is clearly defined with a set of interlinked activities or events, unified by an 
overarching vision, objectives and contribution to overall goal, which will deliver determined 
results (increase in visitations and expenditures) and impact the sector efficiently and at scale.

After developing a full scale marketing strategy, the Ministry should revisit the list to further 
determine the rational based on other influencing factors, such as tourism segmentation, 
satisfaction, visibility, potential for further growth, etc.

The full technical note with suggestions and recommendations from the Bank was sent to the 
Ministry of Tourism in August 2018.

Online Information and Platforms

Currently, Romania runs two websites to promote travel and tourism in the country. These are:
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Romania.travel (website created within the national brand) lists information in Romanian and 
English. It presents types of experiences available in Romania, information on tourist region 
and products -must-see sites, and events (rarely updated). According to the internet traffic data 
analysis, it ranks really low (global rank worldwide 5498373, country rank 107340, category rank 
63477).

Romaniatourism.com is richer in content, as it also covers trade. It includes information on 
regions and cities, main attractions and also offers a trip planner (accommodations guide, 
practical info, transportation, maps, itinerary ideas, upcoming tours, special offers and best 
buys, etc). It ranks better (global rank worldwide 309003, country rank 13913, category rank 
4093), with about 180 thousand monthly visits. 17% of traffic comes in from the US, 6% from 
the UK, 4% from Poland and Israel, 19% is domestic internet traffic. It also links to social media 
pages (Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, Pinterest, etc.) Such accounts have little traction, 
despite of quality content, being rarely updated and maintained. 

Nonetheless, there are examples of private online initiatives promoting travels in Romania 
including through social media (e.g. romaniamagica), however they are not internationally 
positioned. User generated content is one advantage to be used in order to co-create messages 
and better promote the national, as well as regional and local destinations. Destination-related 
mobile applications are available for most cities, as well as for the entire country.

The team compared the number of results using Google Search in a regional context, in order 
to test quantity performance of online promotion (content availability, indexing, etc.). Results 
showed that even if co-generation of content provides a strong basis of information about 
Romania, labeling must be improved (see the difference between labeling travel or tourism).

Table 35:  Google Search indexed results for the selected markets

Number of indexed results on Google 
Search

General results Videos News

Travel to

Romania 254 million 8,54 million 9,29 million

Hungary 250 million 5,68 million 2,7 million

Bulgaria 164 million 5,54 million 3,7 million

Serbia 183 million 4,71 million 3,4 million

Ukraine 257 million 8,06 million 7,8 million

Slovakia 219 million 5,4 million 6,7 million

Czech Republic 257 million 5,5 million 1,7 million

Poland 307 million 9,4 million 10 million

…. tourism

Romania 82 million 530 k 337 k

Hungary 185 million 4,7 million 263 k

Bulgaria 157 million 5,1 million 327 k
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Number of indexed results on Google 
Search

General results Videos News

Serbia 125 million 3,4 million 245 k

Ukraine 188 million 5,4 million 1,6 million

Slovakia 56 million 234 k 186 k

Czech Republic 141 million 1,5 million 214 k

Poland 218 million 8,3 million 364 k

Online platforms, such as booking.com or tripadvisor.com are well established and are widely 
used for both domestic, as well as inbound tourism purposes. For example, booking.com lists 
14258 properties in Romania (August 2018 - 13334 - Czech Republic, 12638- Bulgaria, 6364- 
Serbia), while TripAdvisor has registered 524291 reviews and opinions on Romania (400k - 
Bulgaria, 170k - Serbia, 1,8 million- Czech Republic). The most popular destinations in Romania 
according to tripadvisor.com are Bucharest, Brasov, Iasi, Cluj-Napoca, Sinaia, Oradea, Suceava, 
Sibiu, Timisoara and Constanta. Most popular tours and tickets include: Transylvania Castle 
Tours, Bran Castle and Rasnov Fortress Tour, Day trip to Dracula’s Castle, Communism tour of 
Bucharest, Small group brown bear watching experience in Brasov or half-day tours of Bucharest 
(ghost and vampire tours are also listed).

Presence on Social media

In order to assess online user-generated communication related to Romanian tourism, the team 
conducted a social media scan, using a number of keywords that were deemed appropriate and 
commonly used for travel industry, including (“Romania” OR “Bucharest” OR “Timisoara” OR “Iasi” 
OR “Cluj” OR “Constanta” OR “Neptun” OR “Sinaia” OR “Brasov” OR “Bucovina” OR “Maramures” OR 
“Banat” OR “Danube” OR “Eforie” OR “Costinesti” OR “Mangalia” OR “Baile Felix” OR “Transylvania” ) 
AND ( “Roads” OR “Safety” OR “Cycling” OR “Explore” OR “Beautiful” OR “Amazing” OR “Experience” 
OR “Authentic” OR “Surprising” OR “Incredible” OR “Visit” OR “Travelto” OR “Wonderful” OR “Exciting” 
OR “spa” OR “leisure” OR “culture” OR “event” OR “conference” OR “shopping” OR “hotel” OR “cruise” 
OR “ski” OR “hiking” OR “tourism” OR “travel” OR “trip” OR “heritage” OR “park” OR “UNESCO” OR 
“thermal” OR “sun” OR “rain” OR “seaside” OR “mountain” OR “guesthouse” OR “summer” OR “Bike” 
OR “churches” OR “fortress” OR “nature” OR “food” OR “gastronomy” OR “picture” OR “wine” ).

The scan returned almost 2 million query results for the last 12 months, posted almost equally 
by men and women (54,3% of posts were generated by male users). 
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Chart 8:  Social Media Activities by Month

 

The posts follow a relatively constant trend throughout the year (usually around 150 thousand 
a month), with a significant peak during July, largely attributable to the political unrest in the 
country. The highest number of posts with 43,3% were on Instagram, 15,6% on Twitter, 14,4% 
on Tumblr, 12,6% on blogs, 9,3% were online news outlets and 4,7% were mentions on forums. 
Facebook analysis was limited due to the policy restrictions (use of personal information and 
ability to label the posts as personal).

Overall sentiments summarized by a sample of 5,000 posts include 68% positive mentions, 
with the highest number of positive mentions covered by blogs abd big portion of negative 
sentiments by Tumblr. Looking into posts generated by users with highest amount of possible 
traction (followers, retweets etc.), the team learned that positive reactions are often associated 
with visual content (natural beauty, unique locations, authentic experiences, culture and 
nature, architecture and landscapes), while the negative reactions are associated with political 
coverage (demonstrations in July, marriage referendum, low quality services and unsatisfactory 
infrastructure). 
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Chart 9:  Social Media - Overall Sentiments

The majority of posts originated from the United States of America (31,6%), followed by Romania 
(14,1%), United Kingdom (9,3%), Poland (3,3%), Australia (2,5%), Germany (2,5%), Italy (2,1%) 
and France (2%):

Chart 10: Social Media - Geographical Coverage

The exercise underlined the importance of and a need for continuous monitoring and evaluation 
of the results to rapidly follow up and adjust the actions for increased results. The study also 
showed that while online resources are widely available, they can be better leveraged to further 
promote Romania’s image and increase awareness on the country at international markets.
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Chapter 6: Romania as a Tourism Destination – Exposed Strengths and 
Weaknesses

During the preparation of this rapid assessment document, the team engaged in active 
consultations with various stakeholders, conducted one-on-one interviews and team meetings 
with the central and regional government representatives, and consulted with the private sector 
in person or in a group settings. Based on the findings from this study and the consultations 
with the stakeholders, the strengths and weaknesses can be summarized as follows:

Romania’s potential as a tourist destination is enormous. The country is rich with natural resources, 
such as Danube Delta’s biodiversity reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, national parks and 
reserves covered with pristine forest, lakes and rivers, picturesque villages with vernacular 
architecture and rural landscapes, featuring traditional way of life, wide range of traditional and 
folklore festivals and myths of Transylvania, Carpathian Mountains and extensive river network. 
Romania is remarkable for its rich diversity of flora and fauna, many unique or most populous 
in Europe. Most of Europe’s natural springs are located in Romania and can provide wide range 
of spa treatments. Romania’s cultural heritage is unique and diverse with its medieval towns, 
monasteries, archaeological sites and fortified villages, 6 UNESCO World Heritage sites and 
areas. Hospitality has always been a cornerstone of Romanian culture. The country has great 
natural conditions for tourism activities, such as hiking, riding, cycling, and mountaineering.

Romania enjoys a good network of airports and direct connections to main European and 
other destinations with the national flagman and other leading airlines. Its railway network 
is the fourth largest in Europe and covers the entire country. The country is well connected 
with the neighbors and Europe at large with road network and many border crossing points. 
Another strength is country’s well developed network of river harbors with a great potential for 
development.

The Government of Romania declared tourism as a priority in the Governmental Program for 
2018-2020 and therefore, implements reforms to further influence development in the tourism 
industry. The most recent advance was the reduction of VAT rate to 5% for tourism related 
businesses (as opposed to standard VAT of 19%). To support spa business development, zero 
fees have been applied to the use of geothermal and mineral waters in certain circumstances. 
To financially incentivize the sector, the government issued over one million holiday vouchers 
for public servants, each worth of RON 1,450 (EUR 310). Additionally, the state initiated “Start-
up Nation” and “The First Leisure Center” programs to support business development. Most 
recently, the Ministry announced the opening of regional promotional offices at the high 
priority markets.

The country advanced its legislation and legal framework significantly and is one of the pioneers 
to introduce eco destination certification system, established extensive legal frameworks and 
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standards for National Parks, Protected Areas, the environment and the cultural heritage, and 
introduced e-visa platform. 

Despite the long list of obvious strengths and the willingness of the government to advance 
the industry, there are challenges which require attention in short, medium and long run 
perspective:

Data Collection, Monitoring and Evaluation: On the regional scale, Romania continues to 
attract lower number of international visitors, than any of its neighbors. The data collection, 
monitoring and evaluation of the results is poor. There is limited data-driven policy making, as 
it relates to tourism satellite accounts and tourism market intelligence data, tourism satisfaction 
surveys are rarely available. Limited and unreliable statistics result in lack of meaningful 
monitoring and evaluation frameworks as a driver for tourism development at the local, 
regional and national levels. Furthermore, only 20% of all international entries through customs 
are registered in accommodation facilities in Romania. This may be a result of inaccurate 
registration practices or monitoring systems in place. National Institute of Statics does not take 
into the account small guest houses (with less than 10 beds) and properties rented through 
shared economy practices, which is on a rapid growth curve. 

Weak public-public and public-private dialogue, often results in lack of adequate and prompt 
public policy enactments for tourism development. For example, taxes on labor: starting this 
year, even if a company hires a part time employee, they will be required to pay same tax as a 
full time one. This may further increase the workforce deficit in the sector, as most jobs in the 
industry are part time and seasonal. Insurance: failure to distinguish between different types 
of tour operators (incoming and outgoing, small versus large) means all tour operators are 
treated equally. This, for instance, created issues for the incoming operations to obtain cheaper 
or better accustomed insurance packages for their products. Designation of biking routes: with 
classification and recognize of the biking routes, insurance companies do not cover excursions 
that involve those routes. For this reason, one of the key potential offerings of Romania that 
could attract more tourism spending (through EuroVelo) remains untapped. Sanitary standards 
for food: under the current framework, a small rural restaurant and a branded large one in 
Bucharest are required to meet the same standards of safety. This makes it very difficult for small 
operators in the rural areas to operate. Overregulating the sector: almost every service and 
activity is regulated in Romania (food, accommodation, activity, etc.), while some are absolutely 
necessary, the others make it hard to SMEs at the grass root levels to evolve and expand.

On one hand, the MoT is tasked to fulfill the commitments of the Carpathian Convention or the 
National Strategy for Climate Change and Low-carbon Economic Growth and to forecast the 
development of the tourism labor market, surveys on tourism flows and marketing research. On 
the other hand, the National Institute for Research and Development in Tourism gathers local 
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experts in tourism who have extensive experience in the implementation of European projects 
and Tourism Satellite Account project of the Ministry. There is limited, if any, collaboration 
between the MoT and the National Research and Development Institute for Tourism. The 
Institute is coordinated by the Ministry of Research and Innovation while being the only research 
institution in the tourism field at the national level. Existing instruments can enable MoT to 
receive funds from the Ministry of Finance to elaborate research studies in the tourism field and 
therefore utilize the expertise from the institute to achieve set objectives.

Airport, Railway and Road Infrastructure: With increasing influx of tourists (plus reduced 
international traffic of international travelers using railway and water (1% each), the Government 
needs to put more emphasis on airport, and road infrastructure improvements and focus on 
the upgrades. This will help to address the issue of connectivity, accessibility road congestions 
and safety, the Ministry of Transport of Romania, in close coordination with the Ministry of 
Tourism, should continue rapid implementation of the transport master plan. This development 
will increase the spatial accessibility at the national and regional levels. To further develop the 
tourism sector, in the southern coastal part of Romania, the Ministry of Transport envisages the 
Techirghiol alternative. This is a solution for decongestion of the road traffic in the southern part 
of the Romanian coast line. The road will strategically link the port of Mangalia with Bulgaria 
through the border city Vama Veche. Although it is the fourth largest network in Europe by 
coverage, railway network suffers from outdated and dilapidated infrastructure, resulting in 
long travels. Many of the railway section can be further leveraged for tourism purposes and 
to connect destinations, which would enable tourists to spend longer periods of time in these 
locations. To increase the tourism potential and allow more flexibility with accessibility, railway 
and  water ports should be given a priority as well. Connectivity from international airports to 
the city centers and access to tourist sites via public transportation can be improved in a more 
ecologically sustainable manner.

Infrastructure requires attention at all levels. This applies to the local and secondary roads, 
leading to the tourist sites, spa and other resorts. Revitalization and rehabilitation of the town 
centers and house facades, especially as it applies to the cultural heritage segment, rehabilitation 
and expansion of pedestrian zones in tourist destination and regional centers, where tourist can 
stay for overnight. 

Currently, the legislation does not allow to invest public funds in rehabilitation of the facades, as 
these are considered as a private property. This needs to be adjusted, as facades hold a public 
value and play a critical role in tourism development for countries, like Romania, where cultural 
heritage is a comparative advantage.

Vernacular Architecture and Rural Landscapes. There are cases, when uncontrolled 
developments, especially in rural settings result in visual disruptions and pollution of pristine 
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landscapes. Such irreversible damage was largely a result of uncontrolled constructions, the lack 
of required knowledge and expertise at the regional level, the absence of proper legislation or 
law reinforcement, and the limited administrative capacity to create and apply dedicated local 
building regulations that would protect the cultural landscapes, the lack of understanding of the 
importance of vernacular architecture. As suggested by the National Strategy for Culture and 
Heritage 2016-2022, the Ministry of Culture should work closely with the Ministry of Regional 
Development and Public Administration to create new procedures of modifying and improving 
the framework of General Urban Plans and include the obligation to pay special attention to 
cultural landscapes when regulating an area, as well as investing in complex research and 
rehabilitation projects. Participation of the MoT in this process may also add a value from the 
tourism perspective.

Support to SMEs and investors: The government is successfully taking steps to implement 
various programs to support investments in the industry (examples include Investment Master 
Plan, Start-up Nation and First Leisure Centre). However, a smaller scale programs to support 
SME development at the grass root level is required. This can be achieved by matching grants 
or other similar initiatives.

Around 1.200 project ideas were submitted to directorate for investments to obtain funding 
from the Investment Master Plan program. Many of the applicants did not have required 
financial capacity to make the entire technical studies (feasibility studies, technical project and 
work details) to move to the second stage. Finally, only a few application were approved so far. 
Lowering minimum requirement and allowing for reimbursables for preparation works after 
approval may solve the issue. 

Furthermore, the Government, through the line-ministries can develop investment to 
incentives and attract more capital into the industry. For example, a program can offer investors 
improvements in public infrastructure at a certain ratio and based on a clearly set criteria 
(investor puts EUR 1 mln in a hotel development, the government brings a public road or 
communications to the property, for example).

Diversification of Tourism Offers: Bucharest concentrates only 17% of all tourist arrivals, 
and almost half of all international arrivals suggesting a lack of maturity and diversification of 
tourism products and interests. Most foreign travelers visit Central Transylvania and Bucharest, 
while the rest of the country (East, South) is less attractive for inbound tourism (including the 
Danube Delta). The seaside area is the most affected by seasonality (90% of tourists visit during 
summer months, resulting with problems of hotel occupancy and retaining work force. More 
than 30% of the accommodation capacity is concentrated in three county destinations, creating 
challenges with short seasons Constanta, leaving most of the hotels unoccupied for the rest of 
the year and creating loss for local and national economies. Diversifying tourism offers is critical 
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to address the issues. For example, Constanta and Bucharest have a strong potential to become 
MICE centers if conventional centers and bureaus are put in place. Improved availability and 
accessibility of information can also support offers diversification. Currently, there is no Tourism 
Information Center in Bucharest City of the airport, plus information is scarcely available online.

On top of all, the average overnight stays of domestic travelers is also dropping, suggesting 
that they spend longer holidays outside of the country and enjoying shorter ones in Romania. 
Diversification of the tourism offers and increasing the quality of the services (infrastructure,  
connectivity, accessibility, improvements in the national parks and protected areas, more 
organized tours and availability of information on events and celebrations, etc.) may serve as a 
positive step to address the issue.

Romanian spa resorts’ often benefits from unique location and landscape, often along pure 
and untouched area or natural protected areas. The updated National Spa tourism strategy 
from 2015 has defined the concept of “Green spa tourism”, which emphasizes the fact of taking 
benefit of a preserved natural environment and of its resources (plants, air, climate, thermal 
waters, landscapes, tranquility, etc.). This innovative positioning is currently being implemented 
for example in Scotland doctors have been authorized to prescribe nature to their patients. 
Therefore, the development of the spa sector should be “thought out” together with that of 
ecotourism, by creating common products to promote the use of natural element for the 
wellness and medical treatment part along with local heritage traditional food and pure natural 
environment. 

Cultural Heritage. The strategy for Culture and Heritage was developed in 2016 and still 
not adopted. Therefore, this fragile segment faces serious challenges. Less than 20% of CH 
monuments are in medium and good shape, conservation and quality of restoration must be 
taken as a priority.

Romania’s rich cultural heritage can be better leveraged for tourism purposes. The tourists can 
benefit from better product development and management (more digital presence, guided 
tours in multiple languages, digital tours, movies, cafes, souvenir stores, and packaged tours for 
several nearby sites). Enhancement in quality, management and service delivery can generate 
more financial resources for this sites to become more financially sustainable.

While the museums are facing challenges worldwide, there are attempts to take museums at 
a higher level and turn them into educational institutions and audience developers, and offer 
spaces for various events (multi-functional purposes halls). Romania has handful examples of 
top performers in this area, which can be further expanded.

Younger generations are emigrating from the rural areas. As a result, traditional crafts and 
folklore are disappearing and the authentic rural landscape is losing its identity (plus see 
Vernacular Architecture and Rural Landscapes above). All of this requires special attention from 
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the Government. The MoT, in close coordination with line ministries and other state agencies 
should develop a custom tailored programs and funding opportunities to promote traditional 
crafts, folklore and rural business opportunities.

Nature and Adventure. Despite the competitive prices on ecotourism and rural tourism 
products compared to the European ones, Romania performs poorly to attract national and 
international customers. Ecotourism destinations receive a very limited support to create or 
promote tourism products. There is currently a need to analyze and identify financial mechanisms 
with EU funding or the national Environmental Fund, to provide financial resources for the 
national network of Ecotourism destinations and explore options for a specific financing lines 
in the next EU programming period (as Nature and Ecology continuously remain EU’s priorities). 

While most of the natural protected areas have drafted their management plans, their visiting 
strategies are usually not detailed and not endorsed by tourism experts. There is therefore a 
strong need of clear guidelines for the content and quality of visiting strategies, set criteria and 
standards to meet. One solution might be to place the MoT in a leading position of the advisory 
ministries of the management plans in order to certify the quality of the visiting strategies.

Most of the national parks can further expend their tourist infrastructure and offer better 
services to their customers. This may include trail marking, shelter sheds, signage and other. To 
assess specific needs, the MoT, with the Ministry of Environment, should develop a minimum 
criteria to be met by each park or area and run a survey.

Most of the tourism and educational infrastructures in natural protected areas have been 
funded by the Environment Operational Program that has strict conditions to fund tourism 
infrastructures and that restricts the possibilities of generating incomes from them. For 
example, the cost for enlightening a cave visited by tourists is not considered as a reimbursable 
expense. Therefore, the Natural protected areas’ management authorities encounter difficulties 
to ensure the sustainability of these investments. While preparing the next program period, the 
MoT should propose the possibility of widening the range of tourism infrastructures that can be 
funded and define new opportunities for beneficiaries to generate incomes from tourism and 
educational infrastructures. 

In a period when we are speaking about the “instagramability” of a destination, the diversity 
of flora and fauna that can be met in Romania is not showcased and promoted toward the 
growing community of amateurs’ photographers with a few exceptions such as the successful 
bear observatory in the Baile Tusnad area that has been created by Bence Mate, the Wildlife 
Photographer of the Year 2010. During the next programming period, a special attention must be 
paid on supporting the development of photography thematic trails and wildlife observatories 
through LAGs’ and National Rural Development Program and on the organization of info tours 
and photo study tours for the professional and beginner photographers.
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Eurovelo cycle-tourist visits leads to an estimated economic impact of nearly EUR 44 billion 
in the European Union. Romania is crossed by two European cycling routes: the EuroVelo 6 
(Atlantic – Black Sea) and the EuroVelo 13 (Iron Curtain Trail) that are still are considered as “non-
implemented” by the European Cyclist Federation. Moreover, there is a risk of losing EuroVelo 
trail (will be moved to Bulgaria), if rapid actions are not taken by the relevant authorities to mark 
the trails with a common cycling and to approve a cycling legal framework. More widely, there 
is strong need for a cycling tourism policy that might be implemented by the MoT or by a public 
private Bicycle tourism organization in order to: (1) establish a coordination mechanism for 
EvroVelo and cycling segment with the leadership of the MoT; (2) Create a legal framework for 
equipment transportation (bicycles, kayaks etc) by train or buses; (3) Support the development 
of specific facilities (storage, repairing, rental, etc.) for bikers in rural areas; (4) Promote the 
use of alternative bicycle tracks for the Eurovelo 6 route and for local greenways using flood 
protection dams along the Danube or abandoned railway roads; (5) Develop, maintain, manage 
and promote a network of Romanian greenways as leisure and tourism transport and as urban 
and peri-urban transport; (6) introduce less stringent requirements for the financing for cycling 
tourism facilities in LAGs’ and National Rural Development Program funding. 

Spa resorts – an opportunity to bringing more Europeans: Europe is aging. Seniors are already 
weighing more than 20% of the EU population. The improvement of their state of health has 
increased their life expectancy. The main majority of seniors are retired people and are therefore 
able to travel during the low season. They are already a big market for tourism and the market is 
expected to grow massively, especially for the “prevention” spa market. Indeed, prevention is a 
main concern for the new “generation” of seniors who are looking for cures for the management 
of one’s health, the protection of one’s body and the optimization of one’s fitness. Romania 
had a traditional holistic approach on spa treatment and must be again innovative and create 
targeted preventive spa products during low season that will address the growing needs of 55 
to 70 years old people, especially European ones who are the main engine of worldwide spa 
industry’s growth. To increase the off- season flows of spa tourists, local spa private tourism 
stakeholders have launched several low-season tourism programs at discounted rates (close 
to the price of public social insurance subsidized programs in Spa tourism). Nevertheless, 
these offers are not targeting at all foreign tourists, especially seniors, and are not promoted 
outside the country while European seniors are the main target of the EU low season tourism 
policy. Indeed, these offers are restricted to Romania residents as the beneficiaries must have a 
prescription from their family physician and a Romanian public insurance health card.

The EU tourists interested by health tourism and who can benefit from the cross-border health 
directive are facing challenges to be reimbursed for their treatment during their stay in Romania 
as they are completely responsible for the administrative management of their spa treatment 
abroad including post-treatment recuperation and/or the soft-core health tourism. In order to 
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attract EU health tourists, Romanian tourism stakeholders must develop transnational health 
and spa tourism packages that will ensure the reimbursement of the spa treatment and support 
the EU tourists in their reimbursement process. These innovative health tourism packages can 
be promoted and sold through partnerships with travel agencies on the model of the OPTBR 
off season special offers. 

The Ministry of Tourism has already created an inter-ministerial council on spa tourism that 
gathers several ministries and public institutions, but does not have a national instrument such 
as a health tourism DMO, a private-public instrument that would put together the national 
public tourism authorities (ministries or public) and private stakeholder’s associations (travel 
agencies, hotels, resorts, etc.). 

The image of Romanian spa is still linked with the famous Ana Aslan/Gerovital anti-ageing 
treatment that was well known worldwide during the 70’s-80’s. But unfortunately, during the 
last 30 years, the Ana Aslan facilities did not benefit from enough funding for the renovation 
and modernization of its treatment facilities neither for research and development of new anti-
ageing treatments. Moreover, there are still copyright problems on the use of the Ana Aslan 
brand. Nevertheless, the Ministry of Tourism can take advantage of this knowhow and foster 
the positioning of pilot spa resorts in that segment by creating a national pilot project on anti-
ageing that will be supported by the health tourism DMO. It can be done through town and spa 
treatment facilities specialization towards prevention and anti-ageing treatments. This offer will 
be completed by general medical check-ups, aesthetic light surgery, anti-smoking program, 
anti-alcohol cure, weight-loss program, etc.

MICE: Romania has a big potential to unlock potential for MICE development. The most 
of the required attributes are already in place (affordable hotels, good and frequent air 
connections, supplementary tourism offers, etc.). Although lack of required infrastructure, 
limited coordination mechanisms and lack of promotion hinders the process. There is a need 
for an adequate conference infrastructure (multifunctional convention centers that can 
accommodate large scale international events for over 3000 people); Even in Bucharest, the 
House of Parliament, which can accommodate big events is not always available and given its 
strategic function may impose additional challenges for security clearances for the participants 
and logistics. A functional Convention Bureau (the private sector had such an initiative - the 
Romanian Convention Bureau, however it is not functional today) can solve the issues of 
coordination within the private sector and serve as a liaison between the organizers and the 
suppliers. Attracting 4 and 5 star hotel investments in Oradea, Iași, Timișoara, Cluj and Brașov 
will most likely kick-start MICE development in these destinations.

Education and workforce: Currently, Romania experiences a low level of unemployment and 
workforce shortage in tourism. This is a symptom for personnel crisis. The Ministry of Tourism, 
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in close coordination with the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labor, should develop 
an approach how to address the issue. The identified actions can become a key to solve a high 
level of youth unemployment in the country, as youth is most attractive segment for tourism 
industry. 

VET suffers from low enrolment in tourism specialties. This can be caused by the mentality of the 
Romanians (not to send their children to VETs), accessibility (distance), or inadequacy of these 
courses with the needs of the private sector and outdated infrastructure at VET institutions. 
There is limited public-private partnership to offer training opportunities and on-job training 
to students. Finally, assessment of the VET graduates does not exist, therefore it is hard to say 
whether the skills they acquire match the requirements of the industry. 

There is only one dedicated hospitality school in Romania. Tourism disciplines are offered at 
VET and various universities. By introducing more hospitality training facilities with high level of 
education, Romania can fill the gap of workforce and even has a potential to become a regional 
hub (given a similar state of neighboring countries) in the hospitality education sector. 

There is a sufficient shortage of skilled and experienced staff for spa resorts/facilities, which 
means on the accommodation and catering part and on the spa treatment part. The main 
human resources challenge is currently the lack of medical staff, especially of specialized doctors. 
Indeed, it is difficult to retain the trained staff as activity is limited several months a year because 
of the late organization of the tender for the subsidized public vouchers system that creates 
a strong tourism seasonality. European funded projects have been implemented in a few spa 
resorts to better qualify and to try to retain current employees, but it is still not enough. The Spa 
tourism industry wishes some institutional changes such as to create short-duration training 
courses for the specialty of balneo physiotherapists targeting family physicians and to recognize 
their diplomas in order to allow them to practice in spa treatment facilities. Another short-term 
measure can be to accelerate the accreditation process of balneo-physiotherapists from the 
Republic of Moldova that have been contacted by Romanian Spa private owners according to 
the Government Decision nr: 764/20.10.2017. Even if this law is flexible and is appreciated by 
the private sector, the evaluation of each request was very slow until now. 

Staff Training. In the last year, only a few staff from the MoT had an opportunity to enhance their 
skills in selected disciplines. To catch up with the developments of the sector and obtain skills 
in modern technologies (online platforms, marketing, promotion, etc), more staff should be 
brought into skills development. Having a designated calendar of training events and inviting 
international and local experts to train staff is a wise investment. 

Given the fragile state of the industry and low level of services offered, quality enhancement 
trainings on various topics, such as customer service, tourist (information) services, product 
development and clustering, value chain opportunities, project design and management (to 
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apply to funding sources), hotel, café, or restaurant management, food safety, etc. should be 
organized for industry workers at all levels. Or alternatively, the MoT, in close coordination with 
the respected municipalities and institutions should offer these courses by consolidating the 
expertise, available in the country.

Another weakness that country experiences is the absence of destination management 
organizations. Romania is finalizing the respective law. As soon as the DMOs are in place, they 
should be tasked, among others, to engage in product development and promotion at local 
and international levels. To increase DMO’s effectiveness, funds should be allocated for DMO 
staff development to increase their capacity and align their skills with the required international 
standards.

Marketing and Promotion. The social media analysis showed that Romania’s image is 
improving, but still remains somewhat negative, or unknown. The negativity is largely driven by 
the political processes and their wide coverage by leading media sources. 

With limited monitoring and evaluation frameworks and tools in place, it is hard for the MoT to 
assess the success of implementation of any campaign or initiative, or even participation at a 
certain expos or fairs, as they lack key performance indicators and other measures for assessment. 
Tourism satisfaction surveys and market segmentation efforts should be an ongoing process 
to inform the operations. Digital tools, online platforms, social media and intelligence (user 
generated data) are not used either.

Although selected DMO equivalents exist at local levels (Sibiu, Oradea, Prahova), promotion 
and product development at local and regional destinations is still scarce. Agendas with reason-
to-come events such as large scale festivals and cultural events or niche knowhow conferences 
are not promoted for international purposes. Cultural routes program can be better promoted. 
The European Region of Gastronomy for 2019, European Capital of Culture 20121, and projects 
under the European year of heritage patronage, can be better utilized for promotion purposes 
and attracting more domestic and international visitors.

Tourism Information Centers can be rebranded to provide better services for the tourists. 
Currently, TICs serve more a traditional function, distributing available resources (in certain cases 
very scares) and providing limited services. They can be significantly enhanced by introducing 
digital technologies (virtual maps and tours, for example), calendars of events, reservation 
services for nearby attractions, better links with each other to provide comprehensive coverage 
of the country and many more. The MoT needs to develop a minimum criteria for TIC operations. 
And each destination and port of entry whether via road of air, should have at least one TIC.
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Annex 1: Romania - Properties inscribed on the World Heritage List (UNESCO)92 

Cultural

Churches of Moldavia (1993,2010)

These eight churches of northern Moldavia, built from the late 15th century to the late 16th 
century, their external walls covered in fresco paintings, are masterpieces inspired by Byzantine 
art. They are authentic and particularly well preserved. Far from being mere wall decorations, 
the paintings form a systematic covering on all the facades and represent complete cycles of 
religious themes. Their exceptional composition, the elegance of the characters, and the harmony 
of the colors blend perfectly with the surrounding countryside. The interior and exterior walls 
of the Church of the Suceviţa Monastery are entirely decorated with mural paintings of the 
16th century, and this church is the only one to show a representation of the ladder of St John 
Climacus.

Dacian Fortresses of the Orastie Mountains (1999)

Built in the 1st centuries B.C. and A.D. under Dacian rule, these fortresses show an unusual 
fusion of military and religious architectural techniques and concepts from the classical world 
and the late European Iron Age. The six defensive works, the nucleus of the Dacian Kingdom, 
were conquered by the Romans at the beginning of the 2nd century A.D.; their extensive and 
well-preserved remains stand in spectacular natural surroundings and give a dramatic picture 
of a vigorous and innovative civilization.

Historic Centre of Sighişoara (1999)

Founded by German craftsmen and merchants known as the Saxons of Transylvania, Sighişoara 
is a fine example of a small, fortified medieval town which played an important strategic and 
commercial role on the fringes of central Europe for several centuries.

Monastery of Horezu (1993)

Founded in 1690 by Prince Constantine Brancovan, the monastery of Horezu, in Walachia, is 
a masterpiece of the ‘Brancovan’ style. It is known for its architectural purity and balance, the 
richness of its sculptural detail, the treatment of its religious compositions, its votive portraits 
and its painted decorative works. The school of mural and icon painting established at the 
monastery in the 18th century was famous throughout the Balkan region.

Villages with Fortified Churches in Transylvania (1993,1999)

These Transylvanian villages with their fortified churches provide a vivid picture of the cultural 
landscape of southern Transylvania. The seven villages inscribed, founded by the Transylvanian 
Saxons, are characterized by a specific land-use system, settlement pattern and organization of 

92 Source: https://whc.unesco.org/en/statesparties/ro
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the family farmstead that have been preserved since the late Middle Ages. They are dominated 
by their fortified churches, which illustrate building styles from the 13th to the 16th century.

Wooden Churches of Maramureş (1999)

These eight churches are outstanding examples of a range of architectural solutions from 
different periods and areas. They show the variety of designs and craftsmanship adopted in 
these narrow, high, timber constructions with their characteristic tall, slim clock towers at the 
western end of the building, either single- or double-roofed and covered by shingles. As such, 
they are a particular vernacular expression of the cultural landscape of this mountainous area 
of northern Romania.

Natural

Danube Delta (1991)

The waters of the Danube, which flow into the Black Sea, form the largest and best preserved 
of Europe’s deltas. The Danube delta hosts over 300 species of birds as well as 45 freshwater fish 
species in its numerous lakes and marshes. 

Ancient and Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and Other Regions of Europe 
(2007,2011,2017)

This transboundary property stretches over 12 countries. Since the end of the last Ice Age, 
European Beech spread from a few isolated refuge areas in the Alps, Carpathians, Dinarides, 
Mediterranean and Pyrenees over a short period of a few thousand years in a process that is still 
ongoing. The successful expansion across a whole continent is related to the tree’s adaptability 
and tolerance of different climatic, geographical and physical conditions.
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Annex 2: Romania - Intangible cultural heritage on the World Heritage List93 

Cultural practices associated to the 1st of March (2017)

Cultural Practices Associated to the 1st of March comprise traditions transmitted since ancient times to celebrate 
the beginning of spring. The main practice consists of making, offering and wearing a red and white thread, which 
is then untied when the first blossom tree, swallow or stork is seen. A few other local practices also form part of a 
larger spring celebration, such as purification actions in Moldova. The artefact is considered to provide symbolic 
protection against perils such as capricious weather, with the practice ensuring a safe passage from winter to spring 
for individuals, groups and communities. All members of the communities concerned participate, irrespective 
of their age, and the practice contributes to social cohesion, intergenerational exchange and interaction with 
nature, fostering diversity and creativity. Informal education is the most frequent means of transmission: in rural 
areas, young girls are taught how to make the thread by older women, while in urban areas apprentices learn 
from teachers, craftspeople and through informal education. Another occasion for transmission is provided by 
Martenitsa/Martinka/Mărţişor workshops organized by ethnographic museums. The communities concerned are 
actively involved in efforts to inventory, research, document and promote the element, and numerous cultural 
projects geared at its safeguarding are underway.

Traditional wall-carpet craftsmanship in Romania and the Republic of Moldova (2016)

In the past, wall carpets produced by weavers in communities of Romania and the Republic of Moldova were used 
not only as decorative features and sources of insulation but also as part of a bride’s dowry. A variety of techniques 
were needed to produce the pieces with impressive motifs. Certain patterns also indicated where the weaver was 
from. The carpets had additional roles in community practices, such as at funerals where they symbolized a passage 
for the soul to the hereafter. They were also displayed at international exhibitions as markers of national identity. 
These days, wall carpets are mainly appreciated as works of art for public and private spaces and exhibited at city 
festivals and ceremonies. Techniques have changed from vertical or horizontal looms practised in some parts, to 
tight picking (thread by thread) and other forms with weavers now able to work from home. In villages, girls learn 
the art form from their mother or grandmother, while in cities craft centers, associations and colleges, as well as 
museums provide classes. Viewed as an expression of creativity and identity marker, wall carpet craftsmanship is 
also considered as a tool to unite groups in society of different ages and socioeconomic backgrounds.

Lad’s dances in Romania (2015)

Lad’s dances are a genre of men’s folk dance in Romania practised in community life on festive occasions, such as 
weddings and holidays, as well as during stage performances. Each community has its own variants, all of which 
display virtuosity and harmonious combinations of movement and rhythm. A special role is assigned to the dance 
leader and coordinator who trains and integrates group members, while the second leader is selected for his 
skills as a performer and leads the dance. Dancers group themselves into groups of boys and men aged 5 to 70, 
which may include Romanian, Hungarian and Roma dancers. This aspect contributes to intercultural dialogue and 
provides a context for learning more about cultural diversity, by witnessing, for example, local performers dancing 
at regional events or by observing choreographic styles of different ethnic groups. All community members are 
bearers and practitioners of the element, and taking part in the dance, be it as performers or spectators, enhances 
social cohesion. Lad’s dances provide an opportunity for young men to strengthen their social status in traditional 
communities, particularly among girls and their families in anticipation of marriage.

Men’s group Colindat, Christmas-time ritual (2013)

Each year before Christmas, groups of young men gather in villages throughout Romania and the Republic of 
Moldova to prepare for the ritual of Colindat. On Christmas Eve, they go from house to house performing festive 
songs. Afterwards, the hosts offer the singers ritual gifts and money. The songs have an epic content, which is 
adapted to each host’s individual circumstances. Ritual performers also sing special, auspicious songs for unmarried 
girls and dance with them – a practice said to help them find a husband within the next year. Colindat is sometimes 

93 Source: https://ich.unesco.org/en-state/romania-RO?
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performed in costume, with instrumental accompaniment and choreography. Groups of young men (traditionally 
unmarried) are the main bearers and practitioners of the element; experienced men, often former group leaders, 
are responsible for the group’s training. The ritual songs are learned at daily rehearsals from the time the group 
is formed until Christmas Eve. In some areas, children are allowed to attend these rehearsals in order to learn the 
repertoire. As well as conveying the season’s greetings, this cultural heritage plays an important role in preserving 
social identity and ensuring cohesion.

Craftsmanship of Horezu ceramics (2012)

Horezu ceramics are a unique traditional craft. Handmade in the northern part of Vâlcea County, Romania, they 
reflect generations of knowledge and craftsmanship. Men and women generally divide the fabrication processes. 
Men select and extract the earth, which is then cleaned, cut, watered, kneaded, trampled and mixed – transforming 
it into a clay body from which the potters of Horezu produce a red pottery. The potters then shape each object with a 
special finger technique requiring concentration, strength and agility. Each person has his own method of shaping, 
but everyone respects the sequence of operations. The women decorate the objects using specific techniques 
and tools to draw traditional motifs. Their skill in combining decoration and colour defines the personality and 
uniqueness of these ceramics. The colours are vivid shades of dark brown, red, green, blue and ‘Horezu ivory’. The 
object is then fired. The potters use traditional tools: a mixer for cleaning the earth, a potter’s wheel and comb for 
shaping, a hollowed-out bull’s horn and a fine wire-tipped stick for decoration, and a wood-burning stove for firing. 
The craft is transmitted through families, in workshops from master to apprentice, and at fairs and exhibitions. The 
element gives the community a sense of identity, while maintaining a social function in everyday existence.

Doina (2009)

Known by various names throughout Romania, the doina is a lyrical, solemn chant that is improvised and 
spontaneous. As the essence of Romanian folklore, until 1900 it was the only musical genre in many regions of 
the country. Technically, the doina can be sung in any context (outdoors, at home, at work or during wakes), and is 
always performed solo, with or without instrumental accompaniment (which might include the traditional straight 
flute, bagpipes and even improvised instruments). There are several regional variants. The doina has a wide-
ranging expressive and thematic palette that spans joy, sadness, solitude, social conflicts, brigand attacks, love and 
so on. Expressing as it does the personal qualities, emotions and virtuosity of the creator-performer, the doina also 
plays an important social role by providing a cathartic outlet that strengthens solidarity. It has also given rise to 
other artistic genres (dances). Today, the doina is under threat locally because of a break in the line of transmission 
from parent to child. Although some fifteen people have been identified as representatives of the various types of 
doina, an environment conducive to performance and transmission must be restored in order to ensure that this 
important feature of Romania’s intangible cultural heritage continues to flourish.

Căluş ritual (2008)

Performed in the Olt region of southern Romania, the Căluş ritual dance also formed part of the cultural heritage 
of the Vlachs of Bulgaria and Serbia. Although the oldest documented music used in this dance dates from the 
seventeenth century, the ritual probably derived from ancient purification and fertility rites using the symbol of the 
horse, which was worshipped as an embodiment of the sun. The ritual’s name derives from the Căluş, the wooden 
part of the horse’s bridle. The Căluş ritual features a series of games, skits, songs and dances, and was enacted by 
all-male Căluşari dancers to the accompaniment of two violins and an accordion. Young men used to be initiated 
into the ritual by a vataf (master) who had inherited the knowledge of descântece (magic charms) and the dance 
steps from his predecessor. Groups of Căluşari dancers, sporting colourful hats, embroidered shirts and trousers 
adorned with small jingling bells, perform complex dances, which combine stamping, clicking of the heels, leaping 
and swinging of the legs.

According to tradition, groups of dancing and chanting Căluşari, who were thought to be endowed with magical 
healing powers, went from house to house, promising good health and prosperity to villagers.

Until today, Căluşari meet to celebrate their dancing and musical prowess on Whit Sunday. Testifying the rich 
cultural diversity of Romania, the Căluş ritual is also widely promoted at folklore festivals, such as the Caracal 
festival in the region of Olt, turning it into a veritable national symbol.


